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ABSTRACT 
Bridges are a vital infrastructure component of the transportation networks in both 
rural and urban areas. Damaged or destroyed bridges can affect the reliability and 
resilience of transportation networks that are critical to human life, economical activities, 
and the social sustainability at large. Understanding how natural hazards affect the life-
cycle performance of bridge systems will lead to improved preparedness prior to extreme 
disasters and benefit the society ultimately. Among many natural events, flood-induced 
foundation scour has been recognized as a leading cause of bridge failure in the United 
States. The distinct feature of flood-induced scour is that it may last during the rest of 
bridge’s service life once it is formed around a bridge foundation. Intuitively, the threat 
may be potentially more severe if the permanent scour is combined with other hazards, 
such as earthquakes. However, the combined effects of such multiple hazards are not 
clearly understood to date. It is thus meaningful to investigate the effects of multi-hazard 
earthquake and scour on the seismic performance of river-crossing bridges. 
The general objective of this dissertation is to assess the seismic vulnerability of 
bridge structures considering flooding-induced scour in a general multi-hazard context. 
To meet this objective, five related research problems are defined in this dissertation. 
Correspondingly, scientific answers and technical solution frameworks are developed in 
this dissertation. The dissertation directly contributes to the multi-hazard assessment 
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methodology with an emphasis in flood-induced scour and earthquake hazards. 
Specifically, the dissertation directly resolves the practical challenge of evaluating the 
effects of bridge scour on the seismic performance of river-crossing bridges in terms of 
theoretical frameworks, numerical procedures, and case study-based findings. Future 
research directions along the line of multi-hazard bridge performance research with an 
emphasis of hydro- and seismic-impacts are pointed at the end of the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
There are over 500,000 highway bridges built over river channels in the U.S., among 
which over 20,904 are regarded scour-critical (Hunt 2009). Flood-induced foundation 
scour has been recognized as a leading cause of bridge failure according to the nation’s 
river-crossing bridge inventory (Dunker and Rabbat 1995; Hunt 2009). The scour hazard 
induced by tsunami wave has also drawn much attention recently. Several engineering 
reconnaissance reports have documented large number of cases of foundation scour 
occurred to bridges, buildings, and other engineered objects in the aftermath of several 
recent tsunami events (Boulanger 2011; Scawthorn, Porter et al. 2011). Regardless of the 
causes of scour (flood or tsunami), the resulting scour usually manifests a complex 
modification of geometric boundary in the near-field soil of the foundation. Figure 1.1 
illustrates two scoured bridge systems. The bridge in Figure 1.1 (a) shows severe flood-
induced scour, which lies in seismically active California. The bridge in Figure 1.1 (b) 
with tsunami-induced scour was subject to frequent aftershocks in the aftermath of the 
2011 Japan Earthquake and Tsunami. The rendered 3D model in Figure 1.2 (a) shows a 
scoured bridge caused by tsunami and the resulting scour profile around bridge 
foundation. Figure 1.2 (b) displays a scoured pier cap with a deeper scour hole at the 
front facing the flow (Huizinga 2010). 
A distinct feature of flood-induced scour is that once it starts forming around a 
foundation, it may last the bridge’s service life (Bolduc et al. 2008). It is intuitive that a 
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potentially more severe threat is that the progressive scour is combined with other 
extreme hazards, such as earthquakes. For example, many of these bridges are within 
seismic active regions, such as the sates of Alaska and California in the U.S. Scour 
hazard induced by tsunami that has been drawing much attention recently is widespread 
foundation scour to coastal structures formed in the aftermath of tsunami waves triggered 
by earthquakes. For these scoured structures, the simultaneous occurrence of seismic 
attacks and foundation scour statistically only depends on the occurrence of aftershocks 
(Abé and Shimamura 2012; Kuwabara and Yen 2011). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1.1 Scoured bridge systems (a) flood induced scour around bridge piers in 
California (Caltrans 2007); (b) tsunami run-up and draw-down flows induced 
foundation scour at the Nijyuichihama Bridge (Kuwabara and Yen 2011). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1.2 (a) an almost uniformly scoured bridge pier after the 2011 Eastern Japan 
Tsunami (Boulanger 2011); (b) Bathymetric point cloud for a bridge pier in 
Missouri River (Huizinga 2010). 
A few design recommendations have suggested guidelines for designing bridges that 
are prone to flood-induced scour conditions. In AASHTO’s LRFD Bridge design 
specifications, scour and earthquake are both considered as extreme events. The 
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combination of these two are classified as Extreme Limit I, in which the load factors are 
1.0 for both scour and earthquake (AASHTO 2010). NCHRP Report-489 recommends 
the load combination of ‘1.25 DC + 1.00 EQ; 0.25 SC’, where DC is the dead load, EQ is 
the earthquake load, and 0.25 SC after the semicolon indicates that seismic analysis 
should assume a scour depth equal to 0.25 of the design scour depth (SC) (Ghosn et al. 
2003). The rationale for using a smaller load factor, 0.25, is that scoured foundations 
“exhibit lower flexibilities that will help reduce the inertial force”. This view, regardless 
of scoured or intact foundations, has been challenged by leading researchers that softened 
foundations may not lead to totally beneficial consequences at all cases, which depend on 
the combined effects of site condition, foundation and superstructure configuration, and 
seismic inputs (Mylonakis and Gazetas 2000). In a recent work, Alipour et al. considered 
scour uncertainties through modeling and indicated that the mean of scour modification 
factors under design-level seismic loads would be modified from 1.0 to 1.42 for the 
moderate damage states or from 1.0 to 1.12 for the major damage states (Alipour et al. 
2012).  
1.2 General Dissertation Objective 
As mentioned in Section 1.1, scour is the number one reason that leads to the failure 
of bridges in the United States. The failure of bridges may lead to heavy loss of lives and 
economics, and much time and funding to be spent for repairing. Also, the formed hole 
around a bridge foundation may become a permanent hazard. The permanent hazard may 
further lead to the scoured bridges suffered from other hazards such as earthquake. Each 
of the hazards could lead to serious consequences. The scoured bridge suffers from the 
combined effects of the two types of hazards, which may lead to more severe damage to 
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the structure. However, the effect of combined hazards seismic and scour on bridge 
structures has not been completely investigated. It is therefore meaningful to study how 
the conjunct hazards to affect damage or collapse of bridge structures. In this work, the 
effects of multiple hazards on the damage of bridges are investigated from several aspects. 
The general objective of this dissertation is to assess the seismic vulnerability of 
bridge structures considering flooding-induced scour in a general multi-hazard context. 
To meet this objective, five related research problems are defined in this dissertation.  
(1) Problem 1 – How scoured pile-supported bridge systems behave when subjected 
to near-fault ground motions? By proposing and using new structural damage and 
seismic intensity measures, this study confirms the general concept that 
controlled scour in some bridge systems (e.g. pile-supported bridges) may reduce 
the structural damage potential even considering pulse-like near-fault ground 
motions.   
(2) Problem 2 – Considering a shallow-foundation bridge system, how scour 
modifies dynamically the substructure level and the system-level properties? This 
study explicitly demonstrates scour can significantly affect the dynamic 
properties and the nonlinear foundation capacities of bridge structures, which 
layouts the following studies of the complex effects of scour on shallow-
foundation supported river-crossing bridge systems. 
(3) Problem 3 – Considering evidences on scour on modifying system’s dynamic and 
capacity parameters, what are the most comprehensive implication of local scour 
to a shallow-foundation bridge in terms of damage and collapse potential when 
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subjected to moderate to strong earthquakes? This leads to a fragility-based 
assessment of the effects of scour on bridge’s vulnerability. 
(4) Problem 4 – Considering scour variations, what are probabilistic distribution of 
the bridge responses? This leads to a study of the probabilistic distribution of 
bridge responses in terms of key demands (or demand hazard modeling).  
(5) Problem 5 – If seismic attacks and flooding-induced scour are due to occur 
during the service life of a bridge, what their conjunct life-cycle impact? A 
probabilistic life-cycle framework is proposed, where both scour and seismic 
uncertainties are modeled in order to assess such effects solves this problem.  
1.3 Technical Summary of the Proposed Methodologies and Contributions 
In the same chorological order, the technical methodologies proposed in this 
dissertation and contributions are summarized herein. 
(1) In this work, the damage of scoured bridges supported by pile foundations is 
investigated under near fault ground motions. These near fault ground motions 
are identified and differentiated into two groups, near fault pulse-like and non-
pulse-like ground motions based on the relative energy of velocity pulse and 
maximum value of velocity pulse. Near fault pulse-like ground motions are 
characterized by a ground motion with large-velocity pulse, which leads to more 
severe damage to structures. The basic properties of both types of ground 
motions are studied by statistical ANOVA analysis. Then, the effects of both 
types of ground motions on the seismic response of different scoured bridge 
systems are investigated. Through the response analysis, an effective parameter is 
obtained, which has better performance to reflect the effects of near fault pulse-
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like ground motions on the seismic response of soil-foundation-structure bridge 
systems. The damage index based on Park-Ang model is further calculated for 
different bridges corresponding to different scour depths under near fault pulse-
like ground motions to evaluate the effects of pulse and non-pulse-like ground 
motion, and scour on the damage of different bridge systems. 
(2)  Given the argument that in a limited range scour brings in ‘beneficial’ effects in 
terms of reducing structural damage to pile-supported bridge structures, adverse 
situations are speculated for shallow-foundation supported bridge structures, 
which are too a common construction for many river-crossing bridges. To 
preliminarily elaborate this potential hazardous combination, the effects of scour 
on foundation impedance are studied using the software LS-DYNA. Also, the 
response of an idealized soil-structure oscillator system considering foundation 
scour under seismic loads is investigated through incremental dynamic analysis.  
(3) To assess the effects of scour on seismic bridge performance, seismic fragility 
analysis is used as a tool to evaluate the effects of scour on the conditional 
probability of system failure. In traditional seismic fragility analysis, the failure 
probability of a structure is conditional on the seismic intensity level only. In this 
research, the proposed fragility analysis considers multi-hazards (earthquake and 
scour) and therefore depends on both seismic intensity levels and scour depths. 
Scour depth around a foundation has its uncertainty because of future flood risk. 
A fragility analysis with a distribution of scour depth is further conducted. 
(4) At a regional scale, the probability of larger seismic event and greater scour 
depth are relatively small. Hence, it is meaningful to propose a probabilistic 
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method to quantify the distribution of seismic responses considering the effects 
of earthquake and scour hazards conjunctly. A probabilistic seismic demand 
analysis is thus conducted to evaluate the structure response as a derived hazard. 
The proposed probability seismic demand analysis considering scour is expected 
to be useful for future risk analysis under multiple hazards for scoured bridges. 
(5) Flood-induced foundation scour is a time-dependent hazard and scour depth is a 
process of cumulative during bridge’s service life. The cumulative scour depth 
may last during the bridge whole service life. Therefore, a life-cycle seismic 
failure of scoured bridge should be performed to compute annual and cumulative 
probability of failure under seismic loads. To consider the uncertainty of seismic 
hazards, thousands of different ground motions are simulated. The annual 
probability of scour hazard is predicted by Briaud’s method. Nonlinear modal 
pushover analysis considering soil-structure interaction is used to extract the 
seismic demands such as drift at the top of a bridge column, strain, and base 
shear. Monte Carlo simulation is employed to compute the probability of failure 
under the multi-hazard earthquake and scour. 
1.4 Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation consists of seven chapters.  
1) Chapter 1 involves introduction herein.  
2) For Chapter 2, damage evaluation of pile-foundation-bridge systems under 
near fault pulse-like and non-pulse-like ground motions is performed, in 
which, an effective parameter is obtained to reflect the characteristic of near 
fault ground motions.  
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3) In Chapter 3, dynamic properties of scoured foundation are investigated. 
Through an incremental dynamic analysis, a simplification model of 
structure under both seismic and scour loads is studied.  
4) In Chapter 4, probabilistic seismic fragility analysis of scoured soil-
foundation and bridge systems is investigated.  
5) In Chapter 5, probabilistic seismic demand analysis is conducted to 
investigate the effects of multi-hazards seismic and scour on the response 
hazard.  
6) In Chapter 6, life-cycle seismic failure analysis of scoured bridge under 
seismic loads is implemented.  
7) Chapter 7 presents and summarizes the important conclusions of this 
dissertation. Future directions based on this dissertation work are suggested.  
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CHAPTER 2  
BRIDGE DAMAGE UNDER NEAR-FAULT GROUND MOTIONS CONSIDERING 
VARIOUS FOUNDATION STIFFNESS 
Summary 
This chapter identifies near-fault pulse and non-pulse-like ground motions based on 
the relative energy of velocity pulse and peak velocity of pulse. An ANOVA analysis is 
performed to distinguish the main characteristics of pulse and non-pulse-like ground 
motions. The results show that the ratio between peak ground velocity and peak ground 
acceleration (PGV-to-PGA ratio), energy, and peak ground displacement of pulse-like 
ground motions are larger than that of non-pulse-like ground motions. This chapter also 
investigates the response of six three-span reinforced concrete bridges supported by pile 
foundations under near-fault pulse and non-pulse-like ground motions. Numerical results 
indicate that near-fault pulse-like ground motions generate stronger responses than do 
near-fault non-pulse-like ground motions. In addition, this chapter finds that scour depth 
has great influence on the response of bridge structures. The statistical analysis in this 
chapter leads to an effective parameter that can effectively reflect structural response to 
near-fault pulse-like ground motions. Finally, damage to soil-pile-bridge systems is 
evaluated based on the Park-Ang model. The findings imply that near-fault pulse-like 
ground motions can cause more severe damage. Also, as expected in the previous studies 
of using ordinary ground motions, scour tends to be beneficial in reducing damage to 
structures based on the Park-Ang Damage model.  
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2.1 Introduction 
Ground motions recorded near a fault can be distinct from those observed further 
away from the seismic source. In general, a near-fault zone is defined as an area within 
about 10 miles (about 15 km) from the rupture (Caltrans 2004). Near-fault ground 
motions recorded from recent earthquakes are characterized by a large velocity pulse, 
which may lead to more severe damage to some structures than do far-field ground 
motions. Existing work shows that the amplitude and period of the velocity pulse are the 
key parameters to affect the performance of structures (Anderson and Bertero 1987; 
Krawinkler and Alavi 1998; Zhang & Iwan 2002). Bertero et al. (1978) study the 
performance of fixed-base buildings under near-fault ground motions, and their findings 
indicate that near-fault ground motions with velocity pulse can induce strong responses 
from structures. By investigating the correlation between the width of acceleration pulse 
and the natural period of the structure, Anderson and Bertero (1987) conclude that a 
structure might suffer serious damage if the width of the pulse is greater than the natural 
period of the structure. Hall et al. (1995) show that the demands generated by near-fault 
pulse-like ground motions can considerably exceed the capacity of flexible high-rise and 
base-isolated buildings.  
Malhotra (1999) points out that near-fault ground motions with high peak ground 
velocity and peak ground acceleration ratios have wide acceleration sensitive regions, 
which increase the base shear, inter-story drift and ductility demand of high-rise 
buildings. Chopra and Chintanapakdee (2004) study the response of single degree of 
freedom systems and find that near-fault ground motions generate a larger strength 
demand than do the far-field motions for the same ductility factor. Chai and Loh’s (1999) 
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findings show that the strength demand depends on the pulse duration and the ratio of 
pulse duration to the natural period of the structure. Nakashima et al. (2000) investigate 
the performance of steel moment frames under near fault ground motions and report that 
larger story drifts are induced by these ground motions. Liao et al. (2004) examine the 
dynamic response of isolated and non-isolated continuous girder bridges subjected to 
near-fault ground motions. And they report that the displacement and base shear are 
highly correlated with the PGV-to-PGA ratio, which is the key parameter that controls 
the response characteristic of the isolated bridge. 
Galal and Naimi (2008) investigate the effect of soil conditions on the response of 
reinforced-concrete tall and low rise buildings to near-fault ground motions. And their 
results indicate that the impact of soil structures can vary dramatically depending on the 
characteristics of the near-fault ground motion records. Investigating the response of 
moment resisting frame under near-fault ground motions, Alavi and Krawinkler (2004) 
demonstrate that fixed-base structures with a period longer than the pulse period respond 
very differently from structures with a shorter period. Since soil-structure-interaction may 
elongate the fundamental natural period of a soil-foundation-structure system, cautions 
need to be exercised when evaluating the effects of SSI on the seismic demands imposed 
by near-fault shakings.  
The first objective of this chapter is to identify near-fault ground motions based on 
their energy (Zhai et al. 2013), and to compare the response of soil-pile-bridge systems to 
near-fault pulse-like and non-pulse-like ground motions. During a bridge’s service life, 
the foundation may be affected by flood or tsunami induced scour which leads to reduced 
foundation stiffness. Hence, it is meaningful to investigate the effect of scour on the 
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seismic behavior of bridges under near-fault ground motions. Finally, this chapter also 
aims to obtain effective parameter that reflects the impact of near-fault ground motions 
on the structure response. 
2.2 Near-Fault Pulse-Like and Non-Pulse-like Ground Motions 
This chapter uses a total number of 67 near-fault pulse-like ground motions and a 
total number of 36 near-fault non-pulse-like ground motions, which are downloaded from 
the PEER database (PEER, 2014). Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 list the time history of 
accelerations and velocities of two near-fault pulse-like ground motions.   
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Figure 2.1 NGA_181_IMPVALL.H-E06 (a) acceleration; (b) velocity. 
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Figure 2.2 NGA 879 LANDERS.LCN_FN (a) acceleration; (b) velocity. 
Figure 2.1 (a), (b) show the ground motion acceleration, velocity which happened in 
IMPVALL recorded at the H-E06 station with the NGA number 181. Figure 2.1 (a) 
shows that the peak ground acceleration (PGA) is around 0.5 g. Figure 2.1 (b) clearly 
shows a one-cycle single pulse with a peak ground velocity (PGV) at around 100 cm/s; 
Figure 2.2 (a), (b) show the acceleration, velocity, respectively, recorded in LANDERS 
event with the NGA number of 789， corresponding to a PGA 0.8g and PGV 150 cm/s.  
Table 2.1 lists 67 fault-normal pulse-like ground motions that are identified based on 
energy. Table 2.2 shows 12 fault-normal and 24 fault-parallel non-pulse-like ground 
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motions. A comparison of Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 indicates that the fault normal pulse-
like ground motions have higher energy (Ea), greater peak ground motion displacement 
(PGD), and higher PGV-to-PGA ratio relative to near-fault non-pulse-like ground 
motions. The tables also display peak ground motion acceleration and period of the pulse. 
For the period of pulse, one commonly used method is based on the velocity-response 
spectrum. It selects the period at which the peak of the spectrum is achieved (Alavi and 
Krawinkler 2004). Baker’s algorithm uses the pseudo period of the largest wavelet 
coefficient (Baker 2007).  In this chapter, the peak-point method is adopted (Ohsaki 
2008).  
Table 2.1 Near-fault pulse-like ground motions. 
NGA Event PGA PGV Tp Ep V/A Energy PGD 
1013 NORTHR 0.58 77 1.20 0.53 0.14 0.36 0.20 
1044 NORTHR 0.72 120 0.90 0.35 0.17 0.87 0.35 
1045 NORTHR 0.45 87 2.20 0.68 0.21 0.90 0.55 
1050 NORTHR 0.50 50 0.50 0.37 0.10 0.08 0.06 
1051 NORTHR 1.38 106 0.80 0.47 0.08 0.53 0.23 
1063 NORTHR 0.87 167 1.10 0.61 0.20 1.23 0.29 
1084 NORTHR 0.59 130 2.80 0.42 0.22 1.99 0.54 
1085 NORTHR 0.84 116 2.50 0.57 0.14 0.83 0.39 
1086 NORTHR 0.73 122 2.00 0.56 0.17 1.00 0.31 
1119 KOBE 0.65 72 1.20 0.37 0.11 0.37 0.21 
1120 KOBE 0.68 169 1.60 0.40 0.25 3.17 0.45 
1182 CHI-CHI 0.31 64 2.20 0.42 0.21 0.56 0.21 
1193 CHI-CHI 0.28 52 3.90 0.41 0.19 0.77 0.44 
1202 CHI-CHI 0.26 42 1.40 0.31 0.17 0.24 0.08 
1244 CHI-CHI 0.45 85 3.90 0.46 0.19 1.30 0.57 
1480 CHI-CHI 0.13 62 5.70 0.59 0.47 1.16 0.64 
1482 CHICHI 0.24 56 7.10 0.48 0.24 1.36 0.63 
1486 CHICHI 0.14 43 7.10 0.62 0.32 0.37 0.36 
1489 CHICHI 0.28 44 10.10 0.66 0.16 0.76 0.66 
1492 CHICHI 0.39 168 7.10 0.58 0.44 7.70 2.15 
1493 CHICHI 0.22 41 10.50 0.59 0.19 0.52 0.56 
1494 CHI-CHI 0.17 60 8.40 0.62 0.37 0.89 0.63 
1496 CHI-CHI 0.13 43 4.70 0.35 0.35 0.56 0.49 
1498 CHI-CHI 0.17 59 6.40 0.42 0.36 1.21 0.58 
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NGA Event PGA PGV Tp Ep V/A Energy PGD 
1499 CHI-CHI 0.21 33 11.90 0.52 0.16 0.40 0.49 
1501 CHICHI 0.17 61 6.20 0.31 0.36 1.46 0.60 
1503 CHICHI 0.82 127 4.80 0.42 0.16 4.80 0.93 
1505 CHICHI 0.56 190 10.60 0.79 0.35 15.92 3.71 
1510 CHICHI 0.33 88 4.00 0.69 0.27 1.79 0.87 
1511 CHICHI 0.30 63 3.30 0.34 0.21 0.60 0.32 
1515 CHI-CHI 0.25 56 8.00 0.65 0.23 0.94 0.72 
1519 CHI-CHI 0.10 53 5.30 0.56 0.55 0.63 0.65 
1528 CHI-CHI 0.21 68 5.60 0.52 0.32 0.87 0.72 
1529 CHI-CHI 0.29 106 4.30 0.46 0.37 1.92 0.88 
1530 CHICHI 0.13 62 6.40 0.58 0.48 1.20 0.85 
1531 CHICHI 0.11 31 8.20 0.48 0.29 0.49 0.47 
1548 CHICHI 0.19 78 5.10 0.63 0.43 1.75 0.96 
1550 CHICHI 0.17 51 8.60 0.56 0.31 0.72 0.60 
158 IMPVALL 0.36 44 1.90 0.45 0.13 0.16 0.10 
159 IMPVALL 0.31 54 1.80 0.58 0.18 0.20 0.15 
1605 DUZCE 0.36 62 5.20 0.38 0.18 1.16 0.46 
161 IMPVALL 0.16 36 3.20 0.47 0.23 0.21 0.23 
170 IMPVALL 0.18 54 3.90 0.55 0.31 0.45 0.38 
171 IMPVALL 0.38 114 2.70 0.71 0.31 0.94 0.40 
173 IMPVALL 0.18 46 3.30 0.54 0.27 0.39 0.31 
178 IMPVALL 0.23 41 4.20 0.65 0.18 0.21 0.24 
179 IMPVALL 0.36 77 4.40 0.72 0.22 0.95 0.59 
180 IMPVALL 0.38 91 3.80 0.67 0.25 1.22 0.62 
181 IMPVALL 0.44 111 3.50 0.66 0.26 1.51 0.67 
182 IMPVALL 0.46 108 3.40 0.68 0.24 1.03 0.46 
183 IMPVALL 0.47 48 4.20 0.64 0.11 0.43 0.37 
184 IMPVALL 0.42 59 3.30 0.48 0.15 0.47 0.39 
185 IMPVALL 0.26 55 4.20 0.74 0.22 0.39 0.33 
292 ITALY 0.23 41 2.40 0.33 0.18 0.32 0.22 
721 SUPERST.B 0.30 51 2.10 0.33 0.17 0.39 0.22 
723 SUPERST.B 0.42 106 2.00 0.51 0.26 1.28 0.50 
763 LOMAP 0.29 30 0.30 0.36 0.11 0.04 0.07 
765 LOMAP 0.43 38 0.30 0.34 0.09 0.06 0.07 
766 LOMAP 0.41 45 1.40 0.41 0.11 0.20 0.13 
767 LOMAP 0.53 49 0.40 0.31 0.09 0.14 0.11 
77 SFERN 1.43 116 1.30 0.47 0.08 0.98 0.31 
802 LOMAP 0.36 55 1.50 0.37 0.16 0.33 0.29 
803 LOMAP 0.40 71 1.20 0.40 0.18 0.43 0.21 
821 ERZIKAN 0.49 95 2.30 0.64 0.20 0.80 0.32 
828 CAPEMEND 0.61 82 0.70 0.38 0.14 0.46 0.25 
879 LANDERS 0.72 143 4.10 0.83 0.20 2.29 2.54 
983 NORTHR 0.52 67 3.30 0.56 0.13 0.79 0.43 
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Table 2.2 Near-fault non-pulse-like ground motions. 
NGA Event PGA PGV Tp Ep V/A Energy PGD 
1106 KOBE 0.85 96 0.8 0.28 0.12 1.00 0.24 
1148 KOCAELI 0.22 20 6.3 0.64 0.09 0.06 0.15 
1176 KOCAELI 0.27 48 5.5 0.26 0.18 0.96 0.43 
1502 CHICHI 0.11 34 4.5 0.29 0.33 0.80 0.50 
1602 DUZCE 0.78 54 5.5 0.25 0.07 0.37 0.22 
174 IMPVALL 0.37 41 0.5 0.2 0.11 0.20 0.18 
2114 DENALI 0.33 95 2.8 0.16 0.29 1.63 0.92 
496 NAHANNI 0.44 27 0.6 0.33 0.06 0.03 0.06 
722 SUPERST 0.11 14 1.1 0.28 0.13 0.02 0.04 
764 LOMAP 0.25 21 1.5 0.21 0.08 0.05 0.04 
779 LOMAP 0.94 96 1.1 0.22 0.10 1.8 0.62 
825 CAPEMEND 1.27 59 0.2 0.10 0.05 0.21 0.13 
1044 NORTHR 0.65 50 0.7 0.19 0.07 0.24 0.16 
1050 NORTHR 0.25 18 0.8 0.31 0.07 0.02 0.03 
1051 NORTHR 1.46 50 0.3 0.21 0.04 0.14 0.07 
1084 NORTHR 0.79 93 1.5 0.29 0.12 1.09 0.53 
1086 NORTHR 0.59 54 1.0 0.28 0.09 0.30 0.11 
1106 KOBE 0.55 53 0.7 0.21 0.09 0.26 0.10 
1120 KOBE 0.61 62 2.6 0.2 0.11 1.03 0.23 
1182 CHICHI 0.37 42 1.3 0.12 0.12 0.37 0.18 
1202 CHICHI 0.28 40 0.9 0.21 0.15 0.22 0.18 
1486 CHICHI 0.11 28 5.3 0.45 0.27 0.23 0.26 
1503 CHICHI 0.58 80 2.3 0.22 0.14 2.65 0.58 
1510 CHICHI 0.27 38 3.8 0.25 0.14 0.61 0.32 
1511 CHICHI 0.42 63 0.7 0.18 0.16 0.67 0.35 
1530 CHICHI 0.17 28 7.2 0.34 0.17 0.36 0.24 
158 IMPVALL 0.27 20 1.1 0.3 0.07 0.03 0.04 
159 IMPVALL 0.25 19 0.8 0.28 0.08 0.03 0.04 
171 IMPVALL 0.27 27 4.2 0.49 0.11 0.14 0.15 
179 IMPVALL 0.47 40 1.0 0.21 0.09 0.24 0.20 
183 IMPVALL 0.59 51 1.6 0.25 0.09 0.33 0.30 
721 SUPERST 0.22 36 2.0 0.25 0.16 0.14 0.11 
763 LOMAP 0.41 26 0.5 0.44 0.06 0.03 0.05 
765 LOMAP 0.44 28 0.5 0.37 0.06 0.04 0.06 
766 LOMAP 0.30 27 1.5 0.45 0.09 0.06 0.06 
767 LOMAP 0.46 37 0.3 0.12 0.08 0.14 0.16 
Notes:  
1. V/A notes the PGV/ PGA 
2. Unit in the table, PGA (g), PGV (cm/s), Tp (s), PGD (m), Ea (m2/s) 
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(e)                                                                  (f) 
Figure 2.3 Histogram of PGV/PGA, Energy, and PGD for pulse-like and non-pulse-
like ground motions (a) PGV/PGA for pulse-like; (b) PGV/PGA for non-pulse-like; 
(c) energy for pulse-like; (d) energy for non-pulse-like; (e) PGD for pulse-like; (f) 
PGD for non-pulse-like. 
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Table 2.3 ANOVA analysis for the pulse-like and non-pulse-like ground motions. 
Data Mean Square F p 
PGV/PGA for Pulse  
& Non-pulse 
Between Group 0.2854 
33.29 8.75e-8 
Within Group 0.0085 
Energy for Pulse &  
Non-Pulse 
Between Group 12.9004 
4.13 0.0448 
Within Group 3.1256 
PGD for Pulse &  
Non-Pulse 
Between Group 2.2476 
10.27 0.0018 
Within Group 0.2188 
Figure 2.3 shows the basic characteristics of near-fault pulse and non-pulse-like 
ground motions, which indicates that pulse-like ground motions have a larger PGV-to-
PGA ratio, higher energy, and larger peak ground motion displacement (PGD). From a 
statistical point of view, the PGV-to-PGA ratio, energy, and PGD of near-fault pulse-like 
ground motions are significantly different from that of near-fault non-pulse-like ground 
motions. Table 2.3 presents the results of ANOVA analysis of three basic characteristics 
of pulse and non-pulse-like ground motions. All p values are smaller than 0.05, indicating 
that PGV-to-PGA ratios, energy, and PGD are significantly different between near-fault 
pulse and non-pulse-like ground motions. 
2.3 Damage Index Based on Park-Ang Model 
Park-Ang model is developed to evaluate structural damage in reinforced concrete 
structures under seismic loads. Damage is expressed as a linear function of the maximum 
deformation and the effect of repeated cyclic loading (Park and Ang 1985; Park et al. 
1985). The expression of the damage index can be written as the following:  
uy
H
u
m
xF
E
x
x
DI                (2.1) 
where DI is the damage index, 
mx is the maximum displacement of structure under 
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seismic loads, and 
ux is the ultimate deformation capacity of structure under monotonic 
loading,  is a positive dimensionless parameter to scale the effect of hysteretic energy 
dissipation on the final damage of structure, in this chapter its value is set as 0.1; 
HE is the 
hysteretic energy, yF  is the yielding strength.  
2.4 Parametric Soil-pile-bridge Systems 
2.4.1 Geometry Contour of the Soil-pile-bridge System 
This chapter investigates six three-span continuous bridges, each of which has a 
total length of 90 m. The bridges can be divided evenly into two groups according to the 
column diameter and span lengths. The first group of bridges have span lengths of 27 m + 
36 m +27 m and are supported by pile foundations with column diameter of 1.2 m. The 
second group involves bridges with span lengths of 30 m + 30 m + 30 m and column 
diameter of 1.6 m. The height of the columns are 6 m, 8 m, and 10 m for the three bridges 
in the first group and 8 m, 10 m, and 12.5 m for bridges in the second groups, 
respectively. The last column Table 2.4 displays the fundamental period of each fixed-
base system of the six bridges, which ranges from 0.41 s to 0.82 s. 
Table 2.4 Bridge properties. 
Bridge CH (m) CD(m) SL (m) PL (m) Tfix(s) 
1 6 1.2 27+36+27 20 0.45 
2 8 1.2 27+36+27 20 0.64 
3 10 1.2 27+36+27 20 0.82 
4 8 1.6 30+30+30 20 0.41 
5 10 1.6 30+30+30 20 0.55 
6 12.5 1.6 30+30+30 20 0.72 
Note: CH denotes column height, CD denotes column diameter, SL denotes span length, PL 
denotes pile length.  
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Figure 2.4 (a) provides a schematic view of the bridge 2 and Figure 2.4 (b) plots 
scour around the pile. In Figure 2.4 (b), Ys denotes scour depth and the pile foundations 
are supported by sand with density of 1900 kg/m3. Shear wave velocity of the soil is 300 
m/s. 
 
8m
8 m
 
        (a)  
Soil
Ys
 
 (b) 
Figure 2.4 (a) Geometry size of the bridge; (b) scour around pile foundation. 
2.4.2 Finite-element Model  
In this chapter, a finite-element model of the soil-pile-bridge system is created using 
OpenSees software (Mazzoni et al. 2006). Linear elastic elements are chosen for the 
simulation of superstructure. While inelastic deformation exists in column elements 
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under seismic loads, superstructure deformation is within the elastic range. Hence, it is 
unnecessary to assign nonlinearity to superstructure elements. Since columns are 
expected to experience inelastic behavior, DispBeamColumn elements (an inelastic 
beam-column element) are used for the simulation. The section of the column is modeled 
as fiber section which is available in OpenSees. The reinforcing bars are embedded in the 
concrete section, in which actual steel properties are used. A beam-on-nonlinear Winkler 
foundation (BNWF) is used to simulate pile foundation. Displacement-based beam 
elements are assigned for the pile and nonlinear spring elements which represent the 
vertical and lateral response of the surrounding soil are utilized. The p-y spring properties 
are calculated according to the recommendations of the American Petroleum Institute 
(API 1993).  
2.5 Numerical Results 
This chapter considers the extreme seismic event, which has a 1000-year return 
period with the PGA value of 0.66g at the given site (Latitude 37.75 and Longitude 
122.40), and the probability of exceedance is 7% in 75 years with an annual probability 
of exceedance being 9.6714e-004. The annual seismic hazard at the given site is 
displaced in Figure 2.5, and the data is download from the USGS website (USGS 2014).  
In the numerical simulation, all pulse-like and non-pulse-like ground motions are 
rescaled to have a PGA value of 0.66g. Four types of soil-pile-bridge systems are 
investigated for each bridge in this chapter. The first type includes fixed base systems 
denoted by “Fix”; the second type incorporates soil-pile-structure interaction and is 
denoted by “SSI”; the third type involves systems with 3m-scour depth and is denoted by 
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“SSI 3m”; and the last type involves systems with 7m-scour depth and is denoted by “SSI 
7m”. 
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Figure 2.5 Seismic hazard at the site investigated. 
2.5.1 Pushover Curves for Different Fixed-base Bridge Systems for the Fundamental 
Mode 
To calculate the hysteretic energy dissipated by the superstructure, nonlinear 
behaviors of the superstructure are needed. In the numerical simulation, the part of a pile 
around which soil is removed is considered as a part of a column. Therefore, the 
nonlinear behaviors of the column is altered as scour is formed. Figure 2.6 (a), (b) and (c) 
plot the idealized and actual pushover curves for the first mode of the bridge system with 
scour depth of 0 m, 3 m, and 7 m, respectively. The figure clearly indicates that as the 
scour is deepened, yielding displacement increases and yielding force declines. 
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(c) 
Figure 2.6 Pushover curves for different bridge systems (a) column height 8m; (b) 
column height 11m; (c) column height 15m. 
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2.5.2 Effects of Different Ground Motions on the Responses of Different System Types 
Figure 2.7 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the response of a bridge under pulse-like and 
non-pulse-like ground motions corresponding to different bridge systems for the bridge 2 
in Table 2.4. Figure 2.7 (a) shows the response of fixed base bridge system under the two 
kinds of ground motions and indicates that pulse-like ground motions generate larger 
base shear and displacement. Figure 2.7 (b) shows the behavior of a soil-pile-bridge 
system, and this figure also implies that pulse-like ground motions induced larger seismic 
demands. Figure 2.7 (c) and (d) show the maximum displacement and base shear for the 
SSI-3m system and SSI-7m system and indicate that larger seismic demand are generated 
under near fault pulse-like ground motions.  
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     (d) 
Figure 2.7 Effects of ground motion type on the seismic response of different bridge 
systems (a) fix base; (b) SSI; (c) SSI-3m; (d) SSI-7m. 
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2.5.3 Effects of Scour Depth on the Seismic Response of Different SSI Systems 
Figure 2.8 (a), (b) and (c) show the effects of scour depth on the response of bridge 
systems under near fault ground motions. Figure 2.8 (a) shows the maximum 
displacement and base shear for the fixed base and SSI system, and this figure indicates 
that the displacement at the top of column slightly increases, however, the base shear is 
almost the same as that in the fixed base system because of the effects of soil-structure 
interaction. Figure 2.8 (b) shows the responses of a SSI system and a SSI-3m system. 
Compared to SSI, the displacement is larger and the base shear is smaller for SSI-3m. 
The base shear in the SSI system is about 1.4 times of that of the SSI-3m system. Figure 
2.8 (c) suggests that the SSI-7m system has larger displacement under pulse ground 
motions than does the SSI system. However, the base shear in the SSI-7m system is about 
only one half of that of the SSI system. 
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    (c) 
Figure 2.8 Effects of different scour depths on the structure response under near-
fault pulse-like ground motions (a) Fix and SSI (b) SSI and SSI-3m; (c) SSI and SSI-
7m. 
2.5.4 Key Parameter Affecting the Response of Structures under Near-Fault Ground 
Motions 
The literature has shown that the PGV-to-PGA ratio (denoted by PGV/PGA) plays 
an essential role in the response of structures for near-fault ground motions; such as 
displacement and base shear demands under near-fault ground motions (Liao et al. 2004). 
Compared with other spectral demands-based seismic intensity parameters, this 
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characteristic parameter, though lacking clear physical meaning, is based on the ground 
motion only, and has been statistically proven effective in terms of linearly predicting the 
structural responses of the structures subject to near-fault ground motions.  
In the following, the effectiveness of this simplified parameter for near-fault pulse-
like ground motions and scoured bridge response correlation is confirmed. Further more, 
a more effective and improved parameter is proposed to characterize the seismic response 
of scoured bridges subject to near-fault pulse-like ground motions.  
2.5.4.1 Effects of PGV/PGA on Displacement 
Figure 2.9 (a), (b), (c) and (d) plot displacement against PGV/PGA for the four types 
of bridge systems, suggesting that PGV/PGA is a key determinant of structural response 
to pulse-like ground motions. In each plot, the solid line shows a fitted regression line for 
each system based on ordinary least-squares (OLS) based formulation. The statistics 
results characterizing the performance of each linear regression model are displayed in 
the left panel of Table 2.5. 
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       (d) 
Figure 2.9 Linear relationship between displacement and PGV/PGA for different 
systems (a) Fixed base; (b) SSI; (c) SSI-3m; (d) SSI-7m. 
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2.5.4.2 Improved Near-fault Pulse-like Motion Parameter 
In this section a more effective parameter for near-fault pulse-like ground motions is 
proposed. This parameter will be statistically evaluated towards predicting the response 
of the structure for the four types of bridge systems. The effective parameter consists 
several parameters, including the PGV-to-PGA ratio, PGD, Ea, and Ep. The equation for 
calculating Ea is shown in the following: 

e
s
t
t
a dtvE
2                (2.2) 
where ts and te are the starting time point and the ending time point of the ground motion, 
v is the ground velocity, and dt is the small incremental in time. The new parameter is 
defined as follows 
Ep
Ea
PGDPGA
PGV
RR 

              (2.3) 
where RR denotes the effective parameter designed to reflect the structure response to 
near-fault pulse-like ground motions, and the three terms of the product correspond to the 
three components mentioned previously.  
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  (d) 
Figure 2.10 Relationship between displacement and RR for different systems (a) 
Fixed base; (b) SSI; (c) SSI-3m; (d) SSI-7m. 
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Figure 2.10 (a), (b), (c) and (d) plot displacement against RR for the four types of 
bridge systems, and in each panel the solid line is fitted through a regression line for each 
system based on ordinary least squares (OLS). This figure indicates that RR plays a 
crucial role in the structural response for the investigated bridge systems. The statistical 
analysis result that describes the performance of each fitted regression model is exhibited 
in the right panel Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5 Performance of the two parameters in characterizing structural responses 
for the four bridge systems. 
System 
PGV/PGA RR 
R2 F p MSE R2 F p MSE 
Fix  0.31 29.69 8.37e-07 0.0049 0.61 103.38 4.58e-15 0.0027 
SSI 0.34 33.81 2.01e-07 0.0067 0.61 102.43 1.28e-15 0.0039 
SSI-3m 0.43 48.67 1.91e-09 0.0088 0.59 92.93 3.75e-14 0.0063 
SSI-7m 0.48 60.32 7.59e-11 0.0101 0.59 90.43 6.33e-14 0.0081 
Notes: This table shows four statistics of a linear regression of displacement on a constant 
and PGV/PGA or RR for each of the four bridge systems; R2 denotes coefficient of determination, 
which measures the percentage of the variability in displacement explained by the corresponding 
fitted model; F stands for the test statistic of the F-test on the regression model, for a significant 
linear regression relationship between displacement and the independent variables; p corresponds 
to F-stat in each regression; and MSE is the mean squared error, which is an estimate of the error 
variance for each regression. 
In Table 2.5, the left part displays the statistical performance of PGV/PGA in 
describing displacement of bridges in the four types of systems, including the Fix, SSI, 
SSI-3m, and SSI-7m systems. And the right panel shows the ability of the new parameter 
RR to reflect displacement of bridges in the above four types of systems. This table 
indicates that RR accounts for more than one half of the variation in displacement for all 
considered bridge systems. By contrast, PGV/PGA explains no more than 35% of the 
variability in displacement for the Fix and SSI systems and about 45% of the variance of 
displacement for SSI-3m and SSI-7m systems. This indicates that RR is a better indicator 
of the structural response than does PGV/PGA for all types of bridge systems involved. 
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To prove the accuracy of the proposed parameter in reflecting the response of the 
structure, another five soil-pile-bridge systems are also investigated. The results confirm 
that the newly defined parameter is a better indicator of structural response. Figure 2.11 
shows the results for one of the remaining five bridges, which is three-span with length of 
30 m + 30 m + 30 m. The column diameter of this bridge is 1.6 m and the column height 
is 12.5 m. Table 2.6 presents statistics results for the linear regressions. 
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  (d) 
Figure 2.11 Relationship between displacement and RR for different systems (a) 
Fixed base; (b) SSI; (c) SSI-3m; (d) SSI-7m. 
Table 2.6 Regression results for bridge 6. 
System 
RR 
R2 F p MSE 
Fix  0.61 100.91 7.45e-15 0.0057 
SSI 0.61 80.17 6.81e-15 0.0063 
SSI-3m 0.59 70.09 4.21e-14 0.0079 
SSI-7m 0.59 772.15 2.45e-14 0.0093 
Table 2.6 clearly shows that RR accounts for no less than 59% of the variance in 
displacement for all four types of bridge systems. For the fixed-base and SSI systems, the 
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percentage of displacement variation attributable to the newly defined parameter RR is 
about twice the percentage explained by the PGV-to-PGA ratio. And for the SSI-3m and 
SSI-7m systems, RR accounts for about 1.4 and 1.3 times of the fractions of displacement 
variance attributed to the PGV-to-PGA ratio.  
2.6 Damage Index of Bridges under Near-fault Pulse-like Ground Motions 
Previous system response analysis shows that pulse-like ground motions have 
stronger seismic demand compared to near-fault non-pulse-like ground motions. In the 
design of structures near a seismic fault, the effects of pulse should be considered. As 
shown in previous sections, as scour becomes deeper, the base shear of the system 
declines and the displacement of the control node increases. Reduced base shear 
mitigates damage to columns, but increases system displacement. To quantify the degree 
of damage to the soil-pile-structure system under near-fault ground motions, the Park-
Ang model is applied to calculate the damage index, which includes the ductility and 
energy ductility. According to Park et al. (1985), DI <= 0.4 refers to reparable damage, 
0.4 < DI < 1.0 represents damage beyond repair, and DI >= 1.0 means complete collapse. 
Karim and Yamazaki (2001) suggest that DI within the range (0.0, 0.14) means no-
damage, DI between 0.14 and 0.4 represents slight damage, DI ranging from 0.4 to 0.6 
means moderate damage, DI between 0.6 and 1.0 represents extensive damage, and DI 
greater than 1.0 means complete damage. 
2.6.1 Effects of Pulse and Non-pulse-like Ground Motions on Damage Index 
As illustrated previously, pulse-like ground motions generate larger seismic 
demands. To assess damage to the bridge under near-fault pulse-like and non-pulse-like 
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ground motions, the damage index is computed based on the Park-Ang model. Figure 
2.12 (a) and (b) show the histograms of damage indexes for the fixed-base bridge system 
under near-fault pulse-like and non-pulse-like ground motions, respectively. Figure 2.12 
indicates that pulse-like ground motions result in more severe damage to the fixed-base 
bridge system. Moreover, the occurrence of complete collapse (DI >= 1.0) is relatively 
higher under near-fault pulse-like ground motions. Hence, pulse-like ground motions 
generate much more severe damage to the fixe-base bridge system.  
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(b) 
Figure 2.12 Histograms of damage indexes for the fixed system under pulse and 
non-pulse-like ground motions (a) pulse-like ground motions; (b) non-pulse-like 
ground motions. 
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Table 2.7 ANOVA analysis for the fixed-base bridge system. 
Data Mean Square F p 
Damage Indexes for Pulse  
& Non-pulse Fixed-base systems 
Between Group 1.21 
10.18 0.0019 
Within Group 0.12 
Damage Indexes for Pulse &  
Non-Pulse SSI systems 
Between Group 1.89 
10.16 0.0019 
Within Group 0.19 
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(b) 
Figure 2.13 Histograms of damage indexes for SSI system under pulse and non-
pulse-like ground motions (a) pulse-like ground motions; (b) non-pulse-like ground 
motions. 
Figure 2.13 (a) and (b) plot the histograms of damage indexes for the SSI system 
under near-fault pulse-like and non-pulse-like ground motions. Figure 2.13 suggests that 
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for a bridge system considering soil-structure interaction, pulse-like ground motions also 
lead to more severe damage than do non-pulse-like ground motions. An ANOVA 
Analysis is performed to compare damage indexes under the two types of ground motions 
for the fixed-base system and SSI system. And the analysis results are presented in Table 
2.7. For the two systems considered, the p values are both much smaller than 0.05 which 
is the conventional significance level. Hence, for both fixed-base and SSI systems, there 
is a significant difference between damage indexes under pulse and non-pulse-like 
ground motions. Combined with histograms in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13, Table 2.7 
statistically confirms that pulse-like ground motions lead to more severe damage 
compared to non-pulse-like ground motions, for both the fixed-base and SSI systems. 
2.6.2 Effects of Various Foundation Stiffness on Damage Index 
Figure 2.14 (a) and (b) display histograms of damage indexes for soil-pile-bridge 
systems with scour depth of 3 m and 7 m under pulse-like ground motions, respectively. 
A comparison of Figure 2.14 (a) and (b) suggests that pulse-like ground motions lead to 
more severe damage to scoured systems with shallower scour. Moreover, the occurrence 
of complete damage (DI >= 1.0) is higher for scoured systems with scour depth of 3 m 
relative to 7 m, where no complete collapse occurs. Accordingly, pulse-like ground 
motions generate much more severe damage to scoured systems with shallower scour. By 
comparing Figure 2.13 (a) and Figure 2.14 (a), the damage degree for the SSI system is 
larger than that for a scoured system with 3m scour depth. In this sense, scour tends to 
reduce damage to the investigated bridge. Similar conclusion can also be reached by 
comparing Figure 2.13 (a) and Figure 2.14 (b). 
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(b) 
Figure 2.14 Histograms of damage indexes for two scoured systems under pulse-like 
ground motions (a) SSI-3m system; (b) SSI-7m system. 
Table 2.8 reports the results from ANOVA analysis of damage indexes under pulse-
like ground motions for three pairs of bridge systems among the fixed-base, SSI, SSI-3m, 
and SSI-7m systems. The first pair consists of the fixed-base and SSI systems, with a p 
value of 0.0718, which is greater than 0.05. Thus, the difference of damage indexes 
between the fixed-base and SSI systems under pulse-like ground motions is not 
significant at 0.05 level. Accordingly, the effects of soil-structure interaction on response 
of the structure examined are insignificant from a statistical view. The second pair 
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involves the SSI and SSI-3m systems, corresponding to a p value of 0.0036. This 
indicates that the damage index for the SSI system is significantly different from that for 
the SSI-3m system, damage of pulse-like ground motions to the SSI system is more 
severe than that to the SSI-3m system. Similar pattern is observed for the third pair, 
which is composed of the SSI and SSI-7m systems.  
Table 2.8 ANOVA analysis for four bridge systems under pulse-like ground motions. 
Data Mean Square F p 
Damage Indexes  
Fix & SSI systems 
Between Group 0.61 
3.29 0.0718 
Within Group 0.18 
Damage Indexes  
SSI & SSI-3m systems 
Between Group 1.49 
8.76 0.0036 
Within Group 0.17 
Damage Indexes  
SSI-3m & SSI-7m systems 
Between Group 0.77 
9.53 0.0025 
Within Group 0.08 
Figure 2.15 (a) and (b) plot damage indexes against the defined effective parameter 
RR for two pairs of bridge systems, including the SSI and SSI-3m systems, and the SSI 
and SSI-7m systems. The solid lines are fitted through linear regression for 
corresponding systems. Combined with Table 2.8, Figure 2.15 (a) clearly indicates that 
the damage degree for the SSI-3m system is statistically smaller than that for the SSI 
system under pulse-like ground motions. Similarly, Figure 2.15 (b) also confirms that 
scour tends to reduce damage to the soil-pile-bridge system statistically 
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   (b) 
Figure 2.15 Scatter plot of damage index (DI) versus RR. 
Other than the above bridges, this chapter also studies the damage to other five 
bridges in order to check the robustness of previous results. An ANOVA analysis is 
performed for the investigated bridges corresponding to different scour systems. And the 
analysis results are reported in Table 2.9. Table 2.9 indicates that for most bridges under 
investigation in this chapter, damage indexes between the fixed-base system and the SSI 
system are not significantly different. However, there is a statistically significant 
difference between damage indexes for the SSI system and SSI-3m systems under pulse-
like ground motions. 
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Table 2.9 ANOVA analysis of all the bridge systems. 
Bridge 1 
Data Mean Square F p 
Damage Index  
Fix & SSI system 
Between Group 0.15 
0.31 0.5773 
Within Group 0.48 
Damage Index  
SSI& SSI3m system 
Between Group 3.51 
10.33 0.0016 
Within Group 0.34 
Damage Index  
SSI3m & SSI7m system 
Between Group 2.36 
21.7 7.67e-6 
Within Group 0.11 
Bridge 3 
Damage Index  
Fix & SSI system 
Between Group 0.02 
0.2 0.6516 
Within Group 0.11 
Damage Index  
SSI& SSI3m system 
Between Group 1.21 
15.98 0.0001 
Within Group 0.08 
Damage Index  
SSI3m & SSI7m system 
Between Group 0.33 
11.52 0.0009 
Within Group 0.03 
Bridge 4 
Damage Indexes 
Fix & SSI system 
Between Group 0.04 
0.21 0.6497 
Within Group 0.18 
Damage Index  
SSI& SSI3m system 
Between Group 0.19 
1.25 0.2657 
Within Group 0.15 
Damage Index  
SSI3m & SSI7m system 
Between Group 0.20 
2.26 0.1354 
Within Group 0.09 
Bridge 5 
Damage Index  
Fix & SSI system 
Between Group 0.08 
0.29 0.5882 
Within Group 0.25 
Damage Index  
SSI& SSI3m system 
Between Group 1.33 
6.82 0.0101 
Within Group 0.20 
Damage Index  
SSI3m & SSI7m system 
Between Group 0.46 
5.03 0.0265 
Within Group 0.09 
Bridge 6 
Damage Index  
Fix & SSI system 
Between Group 0.01 
0.12 0.7269 
Within Group 0.08 
Damage Index  
SSI& SSI3m system 
Between Group 0.36 
5.65 0.0189 
Within Group 0.06 
Damage Index  
SSI3m & SSI7m system 
Between Group 1.25 
24.08 2.66e-6 
Within Group 0.05 
2.7 Conclusions 
This chapter investigates the effects of near-fault pulse and non-pulse-like ground 
motions on the responses of soil-pile-bridge systems with different scour depths. This 
chapter also designs a new parameter which performs better in reflecting the structural 
response under near-fault pulse-like ground motions. The numerical results show that 
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near-fault pulse-like ground motions generate larger seismic demands such as 
displacement and base shear than do near-fault non-pulse-like ground motions. Scour has 
great influence on the response of soil-pile-structure systems. As the scour depth 
increases, displacement increases while the base shear decreases. Based on results from 
statistical analysis, the newly designed parameter is more accurate in characterizing the 
structural response under near-fault pulse-like ground motions. Damage indices based on 
Park-Ang model for different bridge systems are calculated. The results imply that near 
fault pulse-like ground motions generate more severe damage to structures than do near 
fault non-pulse-like ground motions. By comparing the damage indices for different 
scour systems under near fault pulse-like ground motions, the findings show that scour 
tends to reduce the probability of structural damage statistically.  
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CHAPTER 3 
NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SCOURED 
SHALLOW FOUNDATION AND IMPACT ON SEISMIC RESPONSE OF 
STRUCTURES 
Summary 
Consideration of foundation scour in design of bridges and buildings has not been 
fully implemented in seismic practice. Although limited design provisions exist, a 
comprehensive investigation of scour effects on seismic performance of structures is 
rarely found. In this chapter, we first attempt to investigate the effects of foundation scour 
on modifying foundation impedance at linear elastic phases, and reveal numerically 
foundation impedance varies significantly with scour profiles. Second, we investigate the 
effects of foundation scour on seismic performance using a simplified foundation-
structure modelling method. It is found that foundation scour may be considered as a 
beneficial factor towards mitigating seismic force demands. However, care must be taken 
to evaluate the excessive displacement demands in case of severe foundation scour 
profiles. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Recent flood-induced foundation scour has been recognized as a leading cause of 
bridge failure to the river-crossing bridge inventory in the United States (Dunker and 
Rabbat 1995; Hunt 2009; USGS 2011). Another type of scour hazard that has drawn 
much more attention recently is rampant foundation scour formed by tsunami wave. 
Several engineering reconnaissance reports have documented a large number of cases of 
foundation scour occurred to bridges, buildings and other engineered objects in the 
aftermath of several recent tsunami events (Francis 2006; Boulanger 2011; Scawthorn, 
Porter et al. 2011). Regardless of the cause of scour (flood or tsunami), the resulting 
scour usually manifests a complex modification of geometric boundary in the near-field 
soil of the foundation.  
A distinct feature of flood-induced scour is that once scour is formed around a 
foundation, it may last the bridge’s service life. Therefore, it is intuitive that a potentially 
severe threat comes from the combined risk of permanent scour and other extreme 
hazards, such as earthquakes. However, this multi-hazard risk has been largely less 
investigated in our profession for scour-critical bridges in seismically active regions. For 
foundation-structure systems in a coastal community, the risk of tsunami-afflicted 
scoured structures and strong aftershocks is statistically high. This multi-hazard risk, 
although seemly secondary to the primary earthquake and the triggered tsunami, can at 
least severely delay community recover efforts and lead to crippled infrastructure systems 
in the long run. 
The current design codes in the United States (US), as primarily represented by the 
AASHTO’s LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO 2010), require that bridge 
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foundations be designed at both the service and strength limit states and be checked at the 
extreme-event limit states. At the strength and service limit states, the foundations should 
be designed with sufficient bearing capacity and lateral resistance assuming that the 
sediments within the estimated scour depth. For the check at extreme events, the LRFD 
specifications require that foundation stability should be ensured with scour depth 
estimated an extreme flood (e.g. a 500-year flood). 
To supplement the design at multi-hazard extreme states, the NCHRP Report-489 
(Ghosn, Moses et al. 2004) explicitly considers the joint occurrence of scour and other 
extreme hazards considering that scour will be long-term presence and the probability of 
co-occurrence with other hazards is not insignificant. For example, when earthquake 
loading is considered, NCHRP Report-489 recommends the load combination ‘1.25 DC + 
1.00 EQ; 0.25 SC’, where DC is the dead load, EQ is the earthquake load, and 0.25 SC 
after the semicolon indicates that the analysis should assume a scour depth equal to 0.25 
of the design scour depth (SC). This procedure provides a principled approach to 
considering the joint scour and seismic hazard. When interpreting the small combination 
factor (0.25) used, the recommendation comments that “as long as a total washout of the 
foundation does not occur”, scour-comprised bridge foundations may introduce higher 
flexibility therefore lowering inertial force demands, hence forming a ‘beneficial’ factor. 
For designing buildings, current design codes (ASCE 7-10 and ASCE 24-05) recommend 
minimum design loads for flood or tsunami impact. However, there is no explicit 
provision that describes the multi-hazard combination of scour and seismic loading for 
buildings. In general for bridge and building design considering foundation scour, there 
are no established analysis procedures or software tools that can accommodate a system 
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level scoured foundation-structure simulation and seismic assessment. 
In this chapter, we attempt to investigate the dynamic effects of foundation scour 
and its impact on modifying foundation-structure seismic performance. Shallow 
foundation-supported structures, which represent a large percentage of bridge or building 
systems in practice, are considered in this chapter. We first address the effects of 
foundation scour on modifying foundation impedance at a linear elastic phase, and reveal 
numerically foundation impedance varies significantly with scour profiles. Second, we 
investigate the effects of foundation scour on seismic performance using a simplified 
foundation-structure modeling method. Finally, the contribution of this chapter is 
summarized. 
3.2 Scour Effects on Foundation Impedance 
Regardless of the causes of foundation scour due to flooding or tsunami, scour is the 
result of the erosive action of flowing water that excavates and carries away material 
from the surface soil in the near-field of foundation substructure systems. The physical 
mechanisms are incredibly complex involving multi-physics time-varying interactions. 
Therefore, the dynamic property of foundation is influenced with a similar level of 
complexity. At a linear-elastic phase, foundation impedance, including foundation 
stiffness and damping, characterizes foundation’s dynamic performance. Therefore, it is 
imperative to study scour effects on foundation impedance at the first place. In the 
following, we first review the available foundation scour estimation and simulation 
methods. 
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3.2.1 Scour Estimation and Simulation 
For flooding-induced scour in river channels, the most influential scour equations 
are found in the FHWA’s Hydraulic Engineering Circular report HEC-18 (Richardson, 
Davis et al. 2001), which gives satisfactory answers for the design and evaluation of most 
bridges. However, critics indicate that these equations are overly conservative (Briaud, 
Ting et al. 2001), and an improved method was developed in (Briaud, Chen et al. 2004). 
In (Kothyari, Hager et al. 2007), an explicit temporal equation for clear-water scour was 
proposed to characterize the time-dependent phenomenon of foundation scour. 
For tsunami-induced scour occurred to man-made structures, available empirical 
formulas predicting scour depth are more limited. This is largely due to the fact that 
boundary conditions for tsunami are much different that in a river channel. In addition, 
tsunami scour also has a shorter duration of loading than river scour. An existing method 
is reported in the FEMA’s Coastal Construction Manual (FEMA 2000). A more recent 
method is proposed in (Tonkin, Yeh et al. 2003), which considers the flow and soil 
characteristics more precisely than the FEMA method.  
Recent endeavors in the hydraulic/geotechnical engineering community also include 
the prediction of scour depth suing sophisticated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
and fluid-structure interaction capable hydro-codes (Zhao and Fernando 2007; Guo, 
Kerenyi et al. 2009; Huang, Yang et al. 2009; Biswas 2010). Those efforts mostly 
emphasize on predicting the complex geometric scour profiles around cylinder structures, 
which may satisfy the preliminary goal of assessment of the geometric effects of 
foundation scour. It is not clear to date that any CFD-based established procedures can 
accurately simulate realistic soil stress and strain distributions under high flow shear 
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gradients as scour develops.  Our impression is that realistic computational scour 
simulation is still considered a challenging task. 
3.2.2   Numerical Estimation of Foundation Impedance Considering Scour 
Commonly adopted Gazetas’s formulas can be used to compute impedance 
functions for shallow foundation (Gazetas 1991). As such, for an embedded foundation 
that is placed on a half-space one can calculate the foundation impedance based on the 
foundation’s geometric and soil parameters. Among the geometric parameters, the key 
ones include the effective depth of foundation plate that has contact with the soil (d) and 
the total embedment depth (D) from the free soil surface to the bottom of the foundation. 
In general, foundation impedance functions depend on the vibrating frequencies; 
therefore, dynamic impedance functions should be calculated. In practice this dependence 
can be ignored in typical engineering frequency ranges, leading the direct use of static 
impedance functions. 
Even with a linear-elastic assumption for both soil and foundation, however, highly 
complex micro- to macro-level mechanisms exist at the soil-foundation interface. At a 
micro-level, these include micro-level particle motion at soil-foundation interface and 
suction due to negative pore pressure. In one of possible realistic scenarios at a macro-
level, scouring first causes progressive unloading to the saturated soil around foundation. 
If sufficient time is given after scour formation and if formulated scour (including 
contraction scour and foundation scour in a river channel) does not expose different soil 
profiles at deeper layers, scour-induced modification may be treated as geometric 
boundary changes only, if stress-strain field remain linear elastic. Under these very ideal 
assumptions for shallow foundations, elastic impedances of shallow foundation can be 
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estimated before and after scour formation with the analytical Gazetas’s formulas. This 
can be performed by modifying and introducing effective values for both soil-foundation 
contact depth (d) and foundation embedment depth (D).  
To enable more versatile foundation impedance evaluation considering scour with 
complex profiles, a numerical approach is attempted in this chapter. Given a soil-
foundation continuum in 3-dimension (3D), it is exact to use an unbounded soil domain 
or large domain for the solution of wave equations. However, it is usually prohibitive to 
model large soil domain. One method for a manageable solution of wave propagation 
problems on an unbounded domain is to use a bounded domain surrounded by an 
absorbing boundary or layer that absorbs waves propagating outward from the bounded 
domain, which leads to radiation damping. In this chapter, we use a recent development 
of absorbing layer for modelling 3D soil media, the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML). 
PML is an unphysical material absorbing incident waves of all non-zero frequencies 
(Basu and Chopra 2004).  
To proceed, we built a numerical model featuring an embedded foundation 
(2m×2m×1m with a mass of 10400 kg) in a bounded three-dimensional domain of 5 m × 
5 m × 3.5 m in LS-Dyna (Hallquist 2007). The thickness of PML layer is set at 1 m, and 
10 elements were meshed along the direction of the thickness. The foundation is fully 
embedded with d = D = 1 m. Linear-elastic soil elements are used with the following 
properties: density 2670 kg / m3, shear modulus G0 = 30 MPa, and Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3. 
Figure 3.1 (a) shows the resulting foundation-soil-PML model. To assess the effects of 
geometric boundary modification due to scour, a scoured foundation model with a 
complex scour profile is created in Figure 3.1 (b), where a full scour depth in the far-left 
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face is created (1 m deep and 0.5 m wide), which progress to 0.5 m deep (0.5 m wide) to 
the far-right face of the foundation. 
  
Figure 3.1 (a) Foundation without scour; (b) foundation with scour. 
To extract the foundation impedance, we manually enforce the mass of the 
foundation equal to zero and add harmonic forces with specified frequencies in three 
primary modes of the foundation (vertical settlement, horizontal sliding and rotational 
rocking). As such, the foundation vibrates following a first-order governing equation and 
its Fourier transform given in the following 
)()()()(),( txCtxKtxf                                                       (3.1) 
)(])()([)(  XCKF i                                                    (3.2) 
Therefore, Equation 3.2 can be used to calculate the frequency-dependent stiffness and 
damping. Given the mass of the foundation, the modal foundation frequencies and 
damping ratios can be readily obtained at different driving frequencies, respectively. 
Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) plot the resulting natural foundation frequencies and damping ratios 
in the sliding (horizontal) direction against prescribed driving frequencies (> 1 Hz). 
Meanwhile, the theoretical static foundation natural frequency and damping ratio in the 
horizontal directions based on Gazetas’s formulas are obtained, which are plotted in the 
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figures for a comparison. 
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Figure 3.2 Effects of scour on foundation’s horizontal impedance in terms of modal 
frequencies and damping ratios (a) modal frequencies; (b) modal damping ratios. 
Figure 3.2 (a) clearly indicates that at a full scour situation (only one-side of the 
foundation is fully exposed), the foundation stiffness is reduced, leading to smaller 
foundation modal frequencies. In the frequency range of 1 ~ 4 Hz, this reduction 
insignificantly varies with driving frequencies. In Figure 3.2 (b), foundation damping 
ratios dramatically decrease as a full scour is introduced. As will be reviewed later, in the 
linear elastic ranges, reduction of foundation stiffness tends to decrease foundation-
structure force demands, whereas reduction of foundation damping tends to increase 
foundation-structure demands. The combined effects on dynamic structural response 
should be evaluated with much care. 
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3.3 Seismic Assessment for Scoured Structures 
Extensive case histories in geotechnical and structural earthquake engineering have 
revealed that structural systems subject to strong ground motion can manifest plastic soil 
deformation and complex soil-foundation interface behavior (foundation sliding, uplifting, 
and rocking). To reveal the essential effects of scour on seismic structural response, we 
take a reduced-order analysis and modeling approach. 
3.3.1 Analytical Soil-Structure Oscillator Model and Simplified Simulation 
Figure 3.3 (a) illustrates an idealized soil-structure oscillator (Jennings and Bielak 
1973; Veletsos and Meek 1974)). This model consists of a single cantered mass (m) at the 
top with a superstructure height h, a bilinear translational stiffness model characterized 
by K and b K, and with a rigid foundation resting on a half-space (the square foundation 
is B wide, fully embedded with D, a foundation depth d (D = d), and a mass of mf). 
Figure 3.3 depicts such a soil-structure model. The input is denoted by ug, which is 
typically the free-field ground motion. The foundation and superstructure responses 
include: the total lateral displacement of the superstructure (ut), the total lateral 
foundation displacement (uf
t), and the foundation rocking (θ). If the four displacement 
variables (ug, uf
t, ut and θ) are small, two linear equations uft = ug + uf  and ut = ug + uf + 
uθ + u can be used to correlate the primary lateral displacements in the system.  
To the system in Figure 3.3 (a), a simplified soil-foundation-structure interaction 
(SFSI) approach is adopted. In recent years, these design-oriented models include macro-
element models and nonlinear Winkler-beam foundation (NWBF) models (Cremer, 
Pecker et al. 2002; Rha and Taciroglu 2007; Gajan and Kutter 2009; Harden and 
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Hutchinson 2009; Harden and Hutchinson 2009). In these models, the complex soil-
foundation behaviour is modelled by lumped nonlinear macro-elements or discrete 
nonlinear Winkler springs. These nonlinear SFSI modelling methods provide researchers 
an effective means to evaluate nonlinear SFSI and its impact on system-level seismic 
demands.  
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Figure 3.3 (a) An idealized soil-foundation-structure model supported on a half-
space continuum and its basic and combined modes of displacement; (b) a realized 
pushover for a soil-structure oscillator. 
We consider flexibility of the soil-foundation interface (i.e., soil-foundation-
structure interaction) during the modeling process. This accomplished by employing a 
design-oriented approach using a beam-on-nonlinear-Winkler-foundation (BNWF) model. 
A BNWF model is constructed of distributed spring elements, which represent a 
combination of nonlinear springs, gap elements, and dashpots (Boulanger, Curras et al. 
1999; Raychowdhury and Hutchinson 2009) For the model described within this chapter, 
individual, nonlinear, mechanistic springs – PySimple2, TzSimple2, and QzSimple2 – are 
used to model the lateral foundation sliding, lateral foundation-soil interface friction, and 
the foundation’s vertical uplifting response. The aforementioned springs are characterized 
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using elastic foundation impedance functions as presented earlier. The inelastic 
constitutive relations of the foundation springs are characterized by back-bone curves 
with parameters validated using geotechnical centrifuge-based experiments 
(Raychowdhury & Hutchinson 2009). 
Table 3.1 The basic geometric and soil property values used this simulation. 
Superstructure Soil-foundation SFSI Effects 
m 5.49x105 kg mf 8.875x10
4 kg T1
fixed 1 sec 
h 6 m G0 52.3 MPa T1
SFSI – no scour 1.06 sec (D=d=2. m) 
K 415.14 KN / m ν 0.3 T1SFSI – type 1 1.08 sec (D=d=1. m) 
b 0.14 B 7.5 m T1SFSI – type 2 1.25 sec (D=d=0.2 m) 
δy  1.15% D, d 2.0 m   
Table 3.1: Soil-foundation-structure properties used in seismic performance assessment. 
Finally we considered two different scour profiles. In Table 3.1, besides the original 
foundation depths (D and d), we define a new set of D and d values, in which Scour type 
1 has D = d = 1 m, and Scour type 2 has D = d = 0.2 m. The adopted depth values can be 
viewed as the result of calculating effective scour depths, which in reality are not uniform 
in the flow direction and D may be different from d. With these values, the resulting 
foundation-structure system is parametric as a function D (d). The resulting period 
lengthening ratio for three cases, No scour, Scour type 1, and Scour type 2, are presented 
in Table 3.1. Simply, the potential inertial SFSI effects increase as scour becomes severe. 
Also in Figure 3.3 (b), we obtain the resulting displacement and base shear relations by 
pushing statically at the structure mass (m). The system force-displacement relations 
imply that as scour gets severe, the yielding drift ratio gets higher 
3.3.2 Seismic Simulation 
We choose a typical ground found in the PEER ground motion database to assess the 
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seismic performance of the parametric foundation-structure system as a function of scour 
severity. In Figure 3.4 (a), we show the selected ground motion recorded during the 
Imperial Valley, 1976 (Ms = 6.53) earthquake (Station: El Centro Array #5; NGA = 180). 
Figure 3.4 (b) shows the spectral profiles at different scales, among which Sa(T1=1s) = 
1.41 g corresponds to a MCE risk-target level if the foundation-structure lies in a Class D 
site in the Los Angeles, California, US, per the ASCE7-10 provision .  
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Figure 3.4 (a) The selected ground motion; (b) the spectra plots of the original and 
scaled ground motions, where Sa(T1=1sec) = 0.43 g represents the spectra for the 
original motions. 
In Figure 3.5 (a-d), the simulation was conducted based on the original motion 
without scaling. By comparing the results based on the case of ‘No scour’ and ‘Scour 
type 1’, one sees that at ‘Scour type 1’, excessive and residual drift and foundation 
rocking can be produced, although the base shear demands are smaller than the base 
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shear in the case of ‘No scour’. 
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    (d) 
Figure 3.5 Seismic simulation using the original ground motions (a) Drift ratio; (b) 
foundation sliding; (c) foundation rocking; and (d) base shear ratio. 
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3.3.3 Incremental Dynamic Analysis 
To expose the scour effects on modifying primary seismic response demands, we 
employed incremental dynamic analysis to observe the overall trends (Vamvatsikos and 
Cornell 2002). By scaling based on the spectral intensities at T1 = 1 sec (the fixed-based 
period of the system), Sa(T1= 1 sec), extensive time-series simulations were carried out 
for three scour cases. Figure 3.6 (a-f) aggregates the results. The incremental base shear 
ratio demands in Figure 3.6 (a) indicate that at a higher scour severity, the force demands 
were reduced due to stronger ‘beneficial’ SFSI effects.  However, very high drift ratio 
demands were observed at large spectral intensities. From observing Figure 3.6 (b) and 
3.6 (e), it can be inferred that as scour becomes more severe, excessive foundation 
rocking demands tend to dominate the total drift demands at the top of the structure. 
These trends imply that at small to moderate level earthquakes, the presence of 
foundation scour can improve the safety margin of the structure. However, as ground 
motions get more intensive, it is probable that foundation may be much mobilized leading 
to large peak demands and foundation residual deformation, which may be expensive to 
be retrofitted. 
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Figure 3.6 Incremental dynamic analysis results at different scour types (No scour; 
Scour type 1; and Scour type 2) (a) maximum base shear ratio; (b) maximum drift 
ratio at the top; (c) residual drift ratio; (d) maximum foundation sliding; (e) 
maximum foundation rocking; (f) residual foundation rocking. 
3.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we conduct a set of preliminary studies to evaluate the effects of 
foundation scour on foundation dynamic characteristics and seismic performance of 
structures. Numerical extraction of foundation impedances at linear elastic ranges reveals 
that foundation scour, with only geometric boundary modification considered, can reduce 
foundation stiffness and foundation radiation damping. Second, we investigate the effects 
of foundation scour on seismic performance using a simplified foundation-structure 
modelling method. It is found that although foundation scour may be considered as a 
beneficial factor towards mitigating seismic force demands, care must be taken to 
evaluate the excessive displacement demands in case of severe foundation scour profiles. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC FRAGILITY ANALYSIS OF SCOURED BRIDGE 
SYSTEM 
Summary 
This chapter proposes a probabilistic methodology for assessing seismic fragility of 
scoured soil-foundation-structure bridge systems. The key components in this framework 
include probabilistic seismic and scour hazard analysis, seismic response analysis using a 
nonlinear modal pushover procedure, and probabilistic fragility analysis. The failure of a 
representative reinforced concrete (RC) bridge is investigated considering key response 
states resulting from seismic attacks and designated scour conditions. The fragility 
modeling quantitatively reveals that scour tends to be beneficial in reducing structural 
damage at local component of bridge columns; however, scour tends to be detrimental in 
terms of increasing structural collapse probability at high-level seismic intensities. This 
chapter concludes that the proposed framework can serve as an effective tool for 
assessing the multi-hazard failure of bridge systems.  
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4.1   Introduction 
As motioned in the previous chapter, there is no comprehensive and quantitative 
framework, however, that focuses on evaluating the conjunct impact of seismic attacks 
and scour on bridge structures. In general, multi-hazard response analysis can be utilized 
for evaluating the effects of two or more hazardous effects. Probabilistic frameworks are 
often adopted for multi-hazard analysis considering uncertainties of seismic attacks and 
other hazards for structures. For instance, the reliability of reinforced-concrete bridges 
under seismic and airborne chloride hazards is investigated by Akiyama et al. (Akiyama 
et al. 2011). A probabilistic model for multi-hazard assessment of structures in seismic 
zones subjected to blast for the limit state of collapse is proposed in (Asprone et al. 2010). 
In Li and Ellingwood (2009), probabilistic assessment of wood-frame residential 
construction is performed by considering the hurricane and earthquake hazards.  
Among these efforts, one probabilistic analysis tool is usually employed, which is 
probabilistic seismic fragility analysis (PSFA). PSFA can been applied to identify the 
probability of damage or collapse conditional on specific earthquake scenarios in terms of 
their representative intensity measures (Hwang et al. 2001; Karim and Yamazaki 2003; 
Nielson and DesRoches 2007; Shinozuka et al. 2000).  
When applying these established probabilistic response analysis procedures (i.e. 
PSFA) to bridge systems subjected to hydraulic scour, two primary challenges arise. The 
first is to appropriately encode foundation scour and its uncertainties that are either 
accumulatively induced by annual flooding or momentarily created by tsunami waves. 
Different from general multi-hazard analysis wherein two or more hazards appear as joint 
occurrence of two independent events that may be generalized as external forces applied 
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to structures (e.g. seismic inertia forces and wind forces), earthquake and scour should be 
treated distinctly. Earthquake events may be assumed to have approximately constant 
annual rate of occurrence without dependence on time (Cornell 1968) (i.e., the 
occurrence of earthquake follows a Poisson process). On the other hand, when scour is 
induced by flooding events (which may be also assumed to follow a Poisson process), 
scour to a foundation subsystem is statistically accumulative through the bridge’s service 
life.  
Second, different from other damaging conditions (e.g., material corrosion) that 
exclusively lead to weakened local sections or members, scour-degraded foundations 
may at the outset lead to modification of boundary conditions to the soil-foundation-
structure bridge system. To account for such modification, a system-level modeling 
approach needs to be adopted considering soil-foundation-structure interaction (SFSI) 
subjected to dynamic loadings (e.g., earthquakes). Hence, this leads to two unfavorable 
situations. First, the underlying system model is not a constant model (e.g., a finite-
element based soil-foundation-structure model) but a parametric soil-foundation-structure 
model depending on scour profiles. Second, the consideration of SFSI, even using 
reduced-order foundation models (e.g., Winkler foundation models), may involve 
significant computational cost when time-history dynamic analysis is required. 
We state that a probabilistic failure assessment framework that considers both 
earthquake loads and foundation scour for bridge systems does not exist in the literature. 
Particularly, no quantitative procedures are found to answer the question that at what 
conditions the effects of scour on seismic performance of bridge structures are beneficial 
or detrimental. In addition, no probabilistic tool has been found that directly evaluates the 
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local bridge damage and global collapse potential due to the multi-hazard earthquake and 
flood-induced scour attacks. This chapter addresses these needs and proposes a 
probabilistic and quantitative framework. Besides the framework, our methodological 
contribution includes the use of a nonlinear modal pushover procedure for extracting 
bridge response demands considering soil-foundation-structure bridge systems with 
variable scour and foundation subsystems. The proposed framework is limited to bridge 
systems subjected to flood-induced scour. It is noted that tsunami induced scour hazard 
analysis is still subject to continuous research to date (Nakamura, Kuramitsu and 
Mizutani 2008). If a probabilistic tsunami scour model is available, the proposed 
framework can be updated to treat the multi-hazard earthquake and tsunami-scour effects 
for bridge systems. 
4.2   Probabilistic Methodology 
4.2.1 Framework 
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the framework starts with well-established procedures of 
probabilistic seismic hazard and flood-induced scour hazard analysis in the literature. 
Besides the framework itself, the use of nonlinear model pushover analysis for seismic 
soil-foundation-structure system simulation considering varying scour depths 
dramatically reduces the computational cost compared to the case if traditional time-
history analysis is adopted. This framework then yields seismic fragility model for a 
given bridge considering uncertainties from both selected earthquake scenarios and flood-
induced scour.  
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Figure 4.1 Probabilistic seismic fragility analysis framework proposed for scoured 
bridge systems. 
The probabilistic framework has two main components: (1) Hazard Analysis, which 
includes both probabilistic hazard analysis and scour hazard analysis; and (2) Response 
Analysis, which includes a sequence of parametric modeling, nonlinear modal pushover 
analysis, and fragility analysis. It is noted that all involved random variables and their 
probability distributions are eventually integrated by the fragility model. Therefore, in the 
following presentation, we present the probabilistic modeling first; then the two hazard 
models are introduced subsequently. Other essential analysis components including 
finite-element based model building and nonlinear model pushover analysis are presented 
in order.  
4.2.2   Probabilistic Seismic Fragility Analysis 
The probability of structural degrading (e.g., local damage condition or system 
collapse) conditional on a given level of seismic intensity, IM, can be modeled as 
)( |IMsDP * , where D is a demand variable, *s  is a specifically defined value of the 
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demand variable (damage limit state), and IM is a seismic intensity variable representing 
the intensity of a ground motion. The state defined by *sD  indicates that when the 
specific demand value is exceeded, a degrading state is formed. When sample values of 
both IM and D are available, a fitting function ranging from 0 to 1 in terms of IM = x is 
usually used to fit the conditional probability, denoted by )(x . The most popular 
function is the lognormal cumulative distribution function )( , which is defined as:  





 


x
xIMsDPx
ln
)|()( *                                 (4.1)
 
where x is a function value of the IM random variable, and   and β  are the mean and 
standard deviation parameters of the lognormal distribution, respectively. 
When scour hazard is considered in seismic fragility analysis, two situations are 
possible. First, a deterministic scour depth is adopted. In this case, the scour forms a 
condition that modifies the boundary condition of the foundation subsystem 
deterministically; therefore, there is one physical soil-foundation-structure bridge model 
that would be used for producing seismic demands. Second, if one considers a variable 
scour depth with uncertainty, the distribution of scour depth needs to be incorporated in 
the formulation. Define a random variable of scour depth measure as SM and z as its 
sample value, a bivariate fragility model is obtained:  
),|(),( * zSMxIMsDPzx                  (4.2) 
Equation (4.2) leads to a fragility surface, which has its value in its analytical insight of 
expressing the true fragility of a structure when seismic intensity and scour depth both 
vary randomly. However, in terms of practical interpretation of seismic fragility of a 
bridge and considering the potential scour depth collectively during its service life, it is 
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more straightforward if scour depth as a random variable is integrated out, which 
becomes 





 
  
x
zzfzSMxIMsDPxIMsDP
ln
d )( ),|()|( **        (4.3) 
where  zf  is the probability density function of scour depth, which can be related to the 
scour hazard function introduced later by zzHzf SM d/)(d )(  , where HSM(z) is the 
cumulative density function of scour depth.  
One common approach to estimating μ and β for a fragility model when a lognormal 
cumulative function is used is the moment method based on the sample values of IM at 
which the state defined by *sD  is achieved for each IM value (Rice 2006). For this 
method, the sample ground motions need to be scaled to the level of IM that leads to the 
designated state from a simulation point of view, which in reality requires numerous 
simulations for each ground motion to reach the degrading state defined by *sD  . A 
more efficient approach is to use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method to 
fit the fragility model (Baker 2013). In this MLE method, each ground motion (and its IM 
value) may or may not lead to the designated state. In this method, the likelihood of 
observing km  damage cases out of kn  ground motions at an intensity scale of kxIM   
is given by the binominal distribution 
  kkk mnk
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Then the joint likelihood considering K different seismic intensities, which are 
independent, are 


K
k
kLL
1
. Considering the use of a lognormal distribution for the 
fragility model, the total likelihood model is: 
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when the sample values of IM and D are available (simulated or observed), the fragility 
model parameters μ and β can be estimated using general iterative numerical procedures 
through maximizing the likelihood.    
4.2.3   Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) 
The goal of PSHA is to quantify the probability of ground motions with its 
representative intensity exceeding a selected measure at a site, wherein all possible 
earthquake scenarios need to be considered. The probabilistic model obtained is termed 
seismic hazard model )(xH IM  (cumulative density function of seismic intensity measure). 
One key question is to select an appropriate seismic intensity measure (IM). Traditionally, 
peak ground acceleration (PGA) is often used to quantify the intensity of ground motions. 
However, spectral acceleration (Sa), which is the maximum acceleration experienced by 
a damped, single degree-of-freedom (DOF) oscillator parameterized by a varying natural 
period Tn, has been confirmed as a better yet still simple predictor when correlating with 
structural demands (Kafali and Grigoriu 2007), although other improved but complex-
form IMs exist (Tothong and Luco 2007). In practice, PSHA can be analytically 
conducted for a given site using existing analytical methods (Field 2005). In addition, 
seismic hazard models based on the spectral acceleration can be obtained from the United 
States Geological Survey’s (USGS) website for a given site in the United States (USGS 
2014). This approach is adopted in this chapter. 
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4.2.4   Probabilistic Hydraulic Scour Analysis  
Scour is the erosion of soil due to water flow resulting in the motion of soil particles. 
There are three types of scour such as long-term degradation, contraction scour, and local 
scour to bridge foundations. Local scour takes place as the results of the vortices around 
the bridge foundations in the riverbed, which is the most influential component among all 
scour types for a bridge system. For local scour, the scour depth can be predicted by 
several methods. The primary methods include the deterministic HEC-18 method 
(Richardson et al. 1993), the SRICOS-EFA method (Briaud et al. 1999), and the 
SRICOS-EFA based probabilistic method (Bolduc et al. 2008). In this section, the 
probabilistic method is briefly introduced as it is adopted in this chapter.  
The SRICOS-EFA method is developed for any soil types when a representative 
sample can be collected and tested in the proposed erosion function apparatus (EFA) 
(Briaud et al. 1999). The scour depth is the function of time over the period of the 
hydrograph. The SRICOS-EFA method predicts maxzˆ  as:  
       
635.0
max 18.0ˆ Rz                                          (4.6) 
where R is Reynolds number equal to pvD , v  is the upstream velocity, pD is diameter 
of the pier, and  is the water viscosity (10-6 s/m2 at 20oC). The time dependency of the 
scour depth evolution is introduced in this method through a hyperbola that links the 
scour depth to the time at which a given velocity is applied: 
max
ˆ
1
ˆ
z
t
z
t
z
i
t



                            (4.7) 
where t is the time over which a given velocity is applied, iz  is the initial rate of scour; 
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and maxzˆ is given in Equation (4.6). 
Based on the deterministic SRICOS-EFA method, multiplicative correction factors 
are considered to account for the bias and uncertainties inherent in the deterministic 
models (Bolduc et al. 2008), which leads to the probabilistic scour modeling. The 
probabilistic scour depth is formulated as: 
ezz tzt  ˆ                         (4.8) 
where 
z is a model parameter accounting for the prediction bias, tzˆ is the deterministic 
prediction from Equation (4.7), and e  is a unit-median error term that describes the 
uncertainty resulting from model uncertainty for given hydrologic variables. If one 
assumes that the variable e  follows a lognormal distribution or )ln( e  follows a Gaussian 
distribution with zero mean and standard deviation
z , then one can derive that the scour 
depth prediction tz is a lognormal-distributed variable. Taking its logarithm form, )ln( tz  
is Gaussian distributed with a mean )ˆln()ln( tz z  and the same standard deviation z . 
This implies that when these deterministic parameters ( ziz z  ,ˆ, ) are available, the 
probability density function of tz  at any service time can be obtained, which further leads 
to the scour hazard model 


ztSM
zzfzH 'd )'()( .  
4.3   Scoured Bridge Modeling 
Scoured bridge system modeling is a critical component in order to obtain seismic 
response samples for inferring the above probabilistic fragility model. To prove the 
feasibility of the proposed framework and to illustrate the potential scour effects on the 
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seismic performance, a representative and simplified bridge model is defined.  
4.3.1   Bridge and Foundation Modeling 
The bridge investigated in this chapter is a three-span (27 m+36 m+27 m) 
continuous concrete bridge supported by shallow foundations. The height of the column 
is 9.0 m, with the diameter of 1.4 m. The foundation is supported on hard soil (clay) with 
a density of 1700 kg/m3 with a small-strain shear wave velocity of 260 m/s. The height of 
the foundation is 2.4 m, with the transverse width being 2.8 m and the longitudinal length 
being 3.3 m, respectively. The preliminary embedded depth of the foundation is 4.0 m. 
The configuration of the bridge is shown in Figure 4.2, and the unit in this figure is meter.  
27 36 27
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Figure 4.2 Geometry size of the bridge. 
A three-dimensional finite-element model for the investigated bridge is developed to 
model the soil-foundation-structure bridge system using the OpenSees framework 
(Mazzoni et al. 2006). For the superstructure modeling, linear elastic beam-column 
element is used to simulate the bridge deck, which consists of 10 elements with 11 nodes 
as shown in Figure 4.3 (a). To consider the effects of abutment on the seismic response of 
the bridge examined, elastic springs along longitude, transvers and vertical directions are 
used to connect with the bridge deck. The stiffness of the abutment is calculated 
according to the report of Caltrans seismic design criteria (Caltrans 2004). Nonlinear 
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DispBeamColumn elements with inelastic fiber sections are used to model bridge piers. 
With the fiber section defined for the beam-column elements (for the piers), the 
relationship between strain and stress can be captured readily at these sections. From 
eigenvalue analysis and unit pushover analysis using OpenSees, the resulting fixed-base 
superstructure yields the first-mode period at the transverse direction at 0.96 sec, 
corresponding to an effective total weight of the superstructure of 11.9 MN and a 
transverse structural stiffness of 51.98 MN/m. Such a system is relatively flexible 
compared to the dominant periods of most ordinary ground motions (which are usually 
less than 0.9 sec). Therefore, soil-structure interaction is mostly considered beneficial in 
terms of reducing force demands (Mylonakis and Gazetas 2000).    
1 2 43 765 9 108 11
1312
 
(a) 
2
.4
m
P-x springs
T-x springs
Q-z springs  
(b) 
Figure 4.3 Finite-element modeling of the bridge system (a) node numbering and 
beam-column elements for the bridge superstructure, (b) beam-column elements 
and distributed nonlinear Winkler springs used for the footings. 
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To model the flexibility and nonlinearity of the foundation subsystem, the model of 
Beam-on-nonlinear Winkler foundation (BNWF) is used. The BNWF model is 
constructed using distributed spring elements, each of which represents a combination of 
nonlinear springs, gap elements, and dashpots (Boulanger et al. 1999; Raychowdhury and 
Hutchinson 2009). For the model described in this chapter, the discretized and nonlinear 
BNWF springs in OpenSees – PySimple2, TzSimple2, and QzSimple2, are used to model 
the lateral foundation sliding, lateral foundation-soil interface friction, and the 
foundation’s vertical uplifting response, respectively. The inelastic constitutive relations 
of the foundation springs are characterized by back-bone curves with parameters 
validated using geotechnical centrifuge-based experiments, which can be found in the 
original literature (Raychowdhury and Hutchinson 2009).  
4.3.2   Direct Effects of Scour on Soil-foundation-structure Bridge Properties 
To illustrate the direct effects of considering scour for the numerical bridge model, 
four representative scour profiles are defined in Figure 4.4 (NS, S1~S3). Among them, 
scour type NS indicates an intact no-scour condition (z = 0 m); S1 means the scour depth 
reaches to a half of the foundation depth (z = 2.8 m); S2 implies a surface foundation 
when scour reaches the bottom of the footing (z = 4.0 m); and S3 means the most severe 
scour condition where the scour depth is greater than the foundation embedment depth (z 
= 4.2 m).  
          
                                     (a)                                         (b) 
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(c)                                        (d) 
Figure 4.4 Representative scour profiles (a) No scour (NS; or z = 0 m); (b) Scour 
depth 1 (S1; or z = 2.8 m); (c) Scour depth 2 (S2; or z = 4.0 m); (d) Scour depth 3 (S3 
or z = 4.2 m). 
The direct effects of scour on bridge system parameters are two-fold. First, 
foundation scour modifies the elastic impedance (including foundation stiffness and 
damping) at small soil strains, which then affects system periods and damping. Using 
analytical foundation impedance equations suggested in (Gazetas 1991), the foundation 
stiffness values and the resulting modified soil-foundation-structure system periods are 
listed in Table 4.1. In addition, the period lengthening ratios (PLRs) are first given in 
terms of the analytical results which are based on a simplified soil-structure oscillator 
model (Veletsos and Meek 1974). More accurate PLR results are provided based on 
eigenvalue analysis using OpenSees, which are more indicative of the underlying level of 
SFSI effects.   
Table 4.1 Foundation stiffness and resulting soil-foundation-structure system 
periods at different scour conditions. 
Scour 
Case 
Scour 
Depth 
(m) 
Kv 
(MN/m) 
Kh 
(MN/m) 
Kr 
(MN×m) 
K1/Kh 
K1× 
h2/Kr 
Tssi (sec) / 
Tfixed 
(Analytical)
1 
Tssi (sec) / 
Tfixed 
(OpenSees)
 
NS 0.0 4081.9 4449.9 80989 0.006 0.0268 1.02 1.12 
S1 2.4 3274.5 3162.2 33945 0.0085 0.0639 1.04 1.14 
S2 4.0 2527.9 1971.4 17742 0.0136 0.1223 1.07 1.21 
S3 4.2 2194.8 1714.4 11405 0.0156 0.1903 1.10 1.29 
1. The analytical period lengthening ratio (PLR) is based on the Veletsos and Meek 
equation 2/12
11 )//1( KhKKKPLR h  . 2. K1 denotes the stiffness of the fixed base super-
structure system; h is the height of bridge column. 
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Table 4.1 indicates that with scour depth increasing, foundation stiffness along three 
primary directions (vertical direction stiffness, Kv; sliding direction stiffness, Kh; and 
rocking direction stiffness, Kr) decreases significantly and the fundamental period (Tssi) 
of the scoured soil-foundation-structure system increases. Therefore, scour softens the 
bridge system. Comparing the rocking stiffness between the systems with scour depth 
increasing from the NS to the S3 condition, the rocking stiffness at S3 is only 14% of the 
stiffness at the NS condition. The softened foundation modified the system period: in the 
NS case, the period lengthening ratio (PLR) is about 1.12, indicating potentially moderate 
soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects; whereas in the S3 case, the PLR increases up to 
1.29, implying stronger SSI effects. In addition, from the relative values of lateral 
foundation stiffness to the fixed-base superstructure’s transverse stiffness (K1/Kh) and the 
rocking stiffness of K1× h
2/Kr, one may expect that the bridge as a soil-foundation-
structure system is rocking dominated.  
Another significant modification due to local scour on bridge foundations is 
foundation capacities, including vertical bearing capacity (Cv) and the lateral passive 
capacity (Ch). Table 4.2 lists the changes of these capacity values based on the use of 
foundation bearing capacity and passive resistance equations (Terzaghi, K. 1943). Table 
4.2 indicates that with scour depth increasing, foundation capacities along vertical and 
horizontal directions decrease as expected. Comparing the capacity between the NS 
system and the S3 system, the vertical bearing capacity of the S3 system is only 30.9% of 
that of the NS system; and the horizontal capacity of the S3 system is 71.5% of that of the 
NS system. Therefore, scour has considerable influence on the bearing capacity of bridge 
foundations. On the other hand, from the vertical safety factors defined as the ratios 
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between the variable bearing capacities (Cv) to the total weight of the bridge structure 
(Wsup), they imply that no direct bearing failure would occur under vertical loading only 
(nonetheless foundation induced bearing failure may occur due to cyclic shaking). This 
treatment avoids the extreme scour condition (i.e., a foundation is completely scoured 
and loses its bearing capacity, which directly leads to flood/scour induced bridge collapse. 
This single-hazard scenario is beyond the scope of this study).  
Table 4.2 Foundation capacities at different scour conditions. 
Scour Case Scour Depth (m) Cv (MN) Cv/Wsup Ch (MN) 
NS 0.0 111.60 19.0 58.79 
S1 2.4 71.107 12.0 57.72 
S2 4.0 47.5 8.0 56.87 
S3 4.2 34.58 6.0 42.05 
 The vertical and the lateral foundation stiffness values shown in Table 4.1 will be 
used to calculate the initial stiffness values for individual vertical and lateral stiffness of 
the Winkler springs as shown in Figure 4.3 (b). Foundation capacity values are primary 
parameters of the nonlinear backbone curves, which, if modified, further affect the 
nonlinear behavior of individual Winkler springs. The foundation stiffness and capacity 
values in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 are used to model the foundation subsystems at varying 
scour profiles in this chapter.  The details in distributing the whole stiffness and capacity 
values to individual Winkler springs are found in Raychowdhury and Hutchinson (2009). 
4.4    Nonlinear Modal Pushover Analysis (NL-MPA) 
4.4.1 Nonlinear Modal Pushover for Soil-foundation-structure Bridge Systems 
Nonlinear modal pushover analysis (NL-MPA) has been used to estimate the 
seismic response of buildings (Reyes and Chopra 2011) and bridges (Kappos et al. 2005; 
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Muljati and Warnitchai 2007; Paraskeva et al. 2006) subjected to ground motions. NL-
MPA provides a cost-effective approach when computational cost is a concern compared 
with the regular time-history seismic analysis. In this chapter, the NL-MPA method is 
adopted to estimate key system demands considering soil-foundation-structure interaction 
and variable foundation configurations due to scour. For the sake of completeness, the 
procedures for conducting NL-MPA are shown as follows; details and accuracy 
evaluation of NL-MPA are found in (Chopra and Goel 2002): 
1) Compute natural frequencies n , and modal shape vector n  for the soil-
foundation-structure bridge system. Different from most NL-MPA applications for 
buildings or bridge structures, both foundation sliding and rocking at the base of the 
bridge columns are considered in this chapter for increased modeling accuracy. 
2) Calculate the pushover force using the above vibration modes according to the 
equation:  
nn Ms 
*
                (4.9) 
where M is the mass matrix with size consistent with the modal shape vector. With the 
obtained pushover force vector applied to the nodes of the structure at the designated nth 
mode and recording the base shear and drift demands, the pushover curve corresponding 
to the mode can be obtained; Idealize the pushover curve, the post-yielding strain-harden 
ratio yield n , yielding displacement rnyU  and base-shear force bnyV can be estimated as 
shown in Figure 4.5 (a).   
3) Properties of the nth-mode inelastic single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system (as 
shown in Figure 4.5 (b) (Chopra and Goel 2002)) can be obtained from the above 
idealized pushover curve using the following equations: 
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Figure 4.5 Modal pushover curves (a) actual and idealized system pushover over 
curve; (b) normalized modal pushover curve for the nth-mode SDOF. 
4) Compute the peak deformation nD  of the n
th-mode inelastic SDOF system. 
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5) Calculate the peak displacement rnou of the target structure associated with the 
nth mode SDOF system using 
nrnnrno Du                              (4.12) 
where 
n
T
n
T
n
n
M
Ml


 , rn  is n
th modal shape vector of the target node, Dn is the peak 
displacement calculated from step 4. 
6) At rnou extract from the pushover database values other expected response, such 
as drift of the bridge deck, sliding/rocking at the foundation, and local strain demands at 
the pier base. 
7) Repeat the above procedure for more modes to ensure the required accuracy and 
combine the peak modal response by the SRSS combination rule using: 
21
1
2 





 

N
n
noo rr                                (4.13) 
where ro is a structure demand parameter, rno is a structure demand parameter at the n
th 
mode. 
4.4.2  Results of Nonlinear Modal Pushover Analysis  
The first three vibration modes of the bridge system are considered in this chapter 
for the scoured bridge system with different scour depths. According to Equation (4.9), 
the pushover forces applied at each node and at each mode can be obtained. Tables 4.3 
shows the force distributions at the first three modes that are applied to the nodes of the 
bridge deck considering the non-scoured bridge. By plotting force values at different 
modes, the resulting modal shapes will be shown clearly.  The force distributions along 
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the foundation sliding and rocking directions are listed in Table 4.4. Table 4.4 indicates 
that the force along the sliding direction increases as the vibration mode increases. 
Nonetheless, the absolute value of moment along rocking approximately keeps constant 
as the vibration mode increases. Our numerical simulations indicate that the incorporation 
of the modal pushover forces at the foundation levels increases the overall accuracy of 
seismic demands estimation.  
Table 4.3 Modal force distribution along foundation sliding and rocking. 
Mode F1 (MN) F2 (MN) F3 (MN) F4 (MN) F5 (MN) F6 (MN) 
1 0.16 45.76 85.98 119.61 145.69 155.77 
2 10.29 353.90 384.20 119.61 -229.26 -387.10 
3 -12.32 -126.60 18.22 119.61 -5.46 -119.03 
Note: The bridge model hence the modal force distributions are symmetric about the sixth node (Figure 4.3 
(a)); therefore, only the forces applied to the first six nodes are listed in the table (F1~6). 
 
Table 4.4 Modal force distribution along the foundation sliding and rocking 
directions. 
Mode Sliding force (KN) Moment (KN×m) 
1 752.0 -1690.9 
2 759.7 -1690.8 
3 814.4 -1690.0 
 
Under the pushover forces listed in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, the resulting modal 
pushover curves are obtained through nonlinear modal pushover analysis. According to 
the yielding properties shown in the modal pushover curves (Figure 4.5), the properties of 
the SDOF systems can be calculated using Equations (4.10) and (4.11). The seismic 
demand parameters, such as drift, base shear force, strain and stress at the base, can then 
be obtained through the Equation (4.13). Figure 4.6 (a), (b) and (c) show the pushover 
curves under the force listed in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.  
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Figure 4.6 Modal pushover curves (a) mode 1; (b) mode 2; (c) mode 3. 
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4.4.3   Verification of NL-MPA against Time-History Analysis (THA) 
To check the accuracy of the NL-MPA, key seismic demands extracted from the 
NL-MPA procedure are compared with those obtained from the traditional time-history 
analysis (THA). Herein the results using the ground acceleration NGA_1258 recorded 
from the HWA005 station during the 1999 Chi-Chi Taiwan event are studied. In the 
calculation, the ground motion was scaled to 1.0 g at the fundamental period (0.96 sec) of 
the fixed-base bridge as shown in Figure 4.8 (b), which is sufficiently large to incur 
nonlinear soil-foundation-structure responses (corresponding to a 6% probability of 
exceedance in 75 years).  
Subject to this ground acceleration record, the results under the two methods (THA 
and NL-MPA) are obtained. It is noted that herein both methods are written in mixed 
Matlab and TCL programming languages (the latter communicates with OpenSees 
solvers for numerical simulation). For the above ground motion record, the THA method 
spent 149 seconds to finish in a 64-bit/dual-core/48GB-ROM workstation, whereas the 
NL-MPA merely takes 65 seconds for both the nonlinear modal pushover and the SDOF-
based time-history simulations at three modes. The time cost reduction is much more 
significant for performing the latter analysis. Once a bridge model with a selected scour 
depth is formulated in OpenSees, the one-time modal pushover analysis will provide the 
baseline nonlinear static response data, which can be used to extract the response 
demands subject to many ground motions. Therefore, the computational cost using the 
proposed NL-MPA analysis dramatically improves the computational efficiency of the 
proposed framework.  
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Figure 4.7 Comparative NL-MPA and THA analysis results (a) transverse bridge 
deck displacements; (b) foundation displacement; (c) foundation sliding and rocking 
induced displacements and overlaid with the transverse bridge deck displacements 
leading by foundation rotation; (d) base shear forces; (e) strain at the bottom of 
bridge column. In all plots, the horizontal solid lines indicate the NL-MPA based 
demand values. 
Part of the comparative results using THA and NL-MPA are plotted in Figure 4.7. 
Figure 4.7 (a) shows the transverse mid-span displacements of the bridge deck, in which 
the displacements obtained from NL-MPA is just 9% less than the absolute maximum 
values from the THA. Figure 4.7 (b) shows the displacement of the footing, in which the 
displacement obtained from NL-MPA is almost the same as the absolute maximum 
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values from the THA. Figure 4.7 (c) shows the foundation displacements at both the 
sliding and the rocking modes, which confirm that the foundation motion is dominated by 
the rocking behavior. In addition, the extracted foundation rocking demand from 
nonlinear modal pushover analysis is about 12% less than the peak value in from the 
THA. Figure 4.7 (d) shows the extracted base shear demands from the NL-MPA, which 
is almost identical to the peak force from the THA results. Figure 4.7 (e) shows the strain 
at the bottom of the columns. The strain demands are almost the same under the two 
kinds of calculation methods. Therefore, such a comparison provides evidence that NL-
MPA can be adopted as an effective approach to seismic demand estimation with 
dramatically reduced computational costs. 
4.5   Numerical Simulation and Results 
In this section, we report the results from using the proposed probabilistic 
framework and the bridge model analyzed by using the NL-MPA procedure. The bridge 
models shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 are considered. Particularly, we consider a 
target service period of 50 years among its 75-year design life. The purpose is to mimic 
the situation of an existing bridge that may be subject to significant in-situ scour subject 
to uncertainties. To proceed, the selected hazard models and numerical schemes are first 
presented in the following pages. 
4.5.1   Hazard Models and Numerical Schemes  
Considering a Class D site near the Los Angeles area (Latitude: 34.05; Longitude: -
118.35), probabilistic seismic curves in terms of different spectral acceleration levels are 
obtained from the USGS web site. In Figure 4.8 (a), the probabilistic seismic hazard 
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curves in terms of spectral accelerations at different structural periods are obtained from 
the USGS web site, which are further measured by the probability of exceedance in 75 
years (denoted by PE-75). Due to the use of spectral acceleration at the fixed-base period 
of the bridge system as the primary seismic IM, the hazard curve in terms of Sa (T1=0.96 
sec) is evaluated through a linear interpolation process based on the hazard curve at Sa 
(T1 = 0.75 sec) and Sa (T1 = 1.0 sec).  
To enable seismic response analysis and to consider the full uncertainties of ground 
motions, a total of 200 (Ng in Figure 4.10) ordinary ground motions are downloaded from 
the pacific earthquake engineering Research (PEER) Center’s ground motion database 
(PEER). Each ground motion can be scaled to any seismic level that is measured by its Sa 
(T1 = 0.96 sec) value. To measure their probability of occurrence, two reference levels 
are added in Figure 4.8 (a) based on AASHTO’s LRFD Specifications. The first level is 
Expected Earthquake (EE), which is measured by 50% probability of exceedance in 75 
years (i.e., 50% PE-75). The second level is Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) 
measured by 3% PE-75. The two intensity levels (EE and MCE) of the earthquakes, if in 
terms of Sa (T1 = 0.96 sec), are 0.333 g and 1.186 g, respectively. To avoid unrealistic 
ground motions, in this chapter, the ground motion scaling in terms of Sa (T1=0.96 sec) 
starts at the lowest level at 0.05 g (100% PE-75) and ends at the MCE level at 1.186 g 
(3% PE-75). Figure 4.8 (b) illustrates the three ground motions scaled to 1.0 g at Sa (T1 = 
0.96 sec). Based on the hazard curve in Figure 4.8 (a), such seismic level corresponds to 
6% PE-75.  
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Figure 4.8 (a) Probabilistic seismic hazard curve for the bridge site; (b) three 
ground motions with their intensities all scaled to 1.0 g at Sa(T1 = 0.96). 
The probabilistic scour hazard is computed based on the soil and geometric 
parameters assumed for the bridge model with a 50-year service tie (i.e., t in Equation 
(4.7) is 50 years). The parameter defined in Equations (4.6)-(4.8) for accounting for 
model uncertainties is z = -0.085, which is suggested in Bolduc et al. (2008). 
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Figure 4.9 Probabilistic scour hazard curve for the defined bridge considering a 
service life of 50 years. 
Figure 4.10 shows a flow chart for the numerical scheme to estimate the fragility 
curve and response hazard curve. In this flow chart, ys
i(t) is the ith scour depth, gm(j) 
denotes the jth ground motion, k is the kth seismic intensity level, δ is the drift at the mid-
span of the bridge deck , and ε is the strain at the bottom of the bridge columns. To obtain 
the two probabilistic response curves (fragility and demand hazard curves), the seismic 
hazard curve is discretized into K intervals, and the probability of each interval can be 
calculated according to the APEs as show in Figure 4.8 (a). Similar as using the seismic 
hazard curve, the scour hazard curve in Figure 4.9 is discretized into Ns intervals, and the 
discretized probability of each scour depth at its interval is calculated accordingly. In this 
chapter, the total number of ground motions is Ng = 200 as mentioned earlier; in addition, 
the number of seismic intensity (IM) levels (K) is taken as 24, and the number (Ns) of 
different scour measures (SM) is set at 42. 
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Figure 4.10 Numerical simulation scheme for the proposed probabilistic seismic 
response analysis considering foundation scour. 
According to Equations (4.3) and (4.5), the central task of simulation is to obtain 
sample values of the selected demand parameters that depend on the two intensity 
measures IM and SM, as collectively expressed in the fragility model 
),|( * zSMxIMsDP  . Based on the numerical scheme shown in Figure 4.10, the total 
number of seismic simulation using the NL-MPA procedure is Ng × K × Ns 
(200×24×42=201600) times. Given the sample values of seismic intensity ({x}) and the 
scour depth ({z}), the fragility of seismic damage or collapse can be estimated using the 
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) procedure (Equations (4.3)-(4.5)). 
4.5.2   Probabilistic Fragility Analysis Results 
4.5.2.1 Statistical Response Results Considering Seismic Uncertainties Only 
Through the nonlinear modal pushover analysis, the response of the bridge system 
under different scour and ground motions can be obtained. In this section, the results 
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corresponding to the no-scour bridge system at each level of seismic IM are presented, 
wherein 200 different ground motions are used.  
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    (e) 
Figure 4.11 Distributions of extracted demands for the scoured bridge considering 
200 different ground motions (a) the distribution of the bridge deck drift at various 
intensity levels; (b) the distribution of the bridge foot displacement at various 
intensity levels; (c) the distribution of base shear at various intensity levels; (d) the 
distribution of moment at various intensity levels; (e) the distribution of strain at 
various intensity levels. 
Figure 4.11 (a) shows the displacement of bridge deck under each level of ground 
motions measured by the IM of Sa (T1 = 0.96 sec) or Sa as shown in the x-axis. This 
figure indicates that for small ground motion intensity, the range of the displacement 
demands is relatively small compared to that at a larger ground motion intensity. Figure 
4.11 (b) shows the sliding of the foundation under each level of ground motion intensities. 
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This figure implies that foundation sliding increases with increased seismic intensity 
level. Figure 4.11 (c) and (d) show the base shear and moment at the bottom of the 
column under each level of ground motion intensities. These figures indicate that the 
variance of the base shear and moment of the structure under low and high intensity level 
of ground motions are smaller than that of the structure under middle intensity levels of 
ground motions. This phenomenon is due to reason that under low seismic intensity level, 
the force and moment is very small approach to zero; and under higher intensity level of 
ground motions, the column is yielded, and the force and moment is approach to the 
maximum value. Figure 4.11 (e) shows the strain at the bottom of the bridge column. 
This figure clearly indicates that with increased seismic intensity level, the strain 
increases. 
To clearly show the distribution of the response of scoured bridge system under each 
ground motion at a designated seismic intensity, the histograms for different seismic 
demands are calculated as shown in Figure 4.12 (a),(b), (c) ,(d) and (e) under the given 
seismic intensity at 1.0g which has a probability of 6% in 75 years.  Figure 4.12 (a) 
implies that the mean value of the drift is 0.2171 m. Figure 4.12 (b) shows the histogram 
of the footing sliding. And Figure 4.12 (c) and (d) show the base shear and moment at the 
base of bridge column. Figure 4.12 (e) shows the distribution of the strain at the bottom 
of the bridge column, whose mean is about 3.00 × 10-3. 
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Figure 4.12 (a) The histograms of the drift demand distribution at Sa = 1.0 g; (b) the 
histogram of the foot displacement at Sa=1.0 g; (c) the histogram of base shear; (d) 
the histogram of the moment; (e) the histogram of the strain demands at Sa = 1.0 g. 
4.5.2.2 Fragility Results 
In the above section, the seismic response is calculated under each level of seismic 
intensity. With those responses obtained, seismic fragility analysis can be performed 
following the numerical scheme in Figure 4.10 and the formulation in Section 4.2.2. In 
the following parts, seismic fragility curves are constructed for two representative 
engineering demand parameters: the strain demand at the base of the bridge column and 
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the drift at the mid-span of the bridge deck. We use the strain demand to define the 
damage limit state for the bridge columns. For structural damage limit state, a simple 
definition of ϵ > ϵy is used to indicate the limit state of damage, namely the compressive 
strain demand is larger than the yielding strain of the surface concrete used in the bridge 
columns. The displacement of the bridge deck is used to define the collapse of the whole 
bridge system. Given the drift demand u and the system yielding drift uy,, the collapse 
limit state is defined as u > 7 uy. Namely if the system drift is larger than seven times of 
the system’s yielding drift, the system will show the inception of collapse.  
Based on the limit states defined previously, the probability of exceeding a limit 
state can be calculated. Figure 4.13 (a) shows the probability of damage under different 
scour conditions based on the strain at the bottom of the bridge columns. This figure 
indicates that the probability of damage is insignificant (less than 10%) if Sa (T1) < 
0.333g (or the PE-75 is larger than 50%, the EE level). In addition, for the NS and S1 
(scour depth z = 2.8 m) systems the probability of damage quickly approaches to a high 
probability (> 50%) when the spectral acceleration becomes larger than 0.5 g (24.84% 
PE-75). If the scour depth increases, the overall trend is that the probability of damage 
decreases significantly. Especially, when the scour reaches the full-depth of the 
foundation (S2), the probability of damage dramatically reduces; for example, at Sa (T1) 
= 1.2 g (about 3% PE-75), the probability of damage is around 5%, whereas it is 95% 
compared with the N1 case (z = 2.8 m). This observation confirms several other reports 
that scour in the context of seismic soil-structure interaction tends to lead to beneficial 
effects or less structural damage.  
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        (b) 
Figure 4.13 Fragility model at different scour depths (a) probability of defined 
damage (b) probability of defined collapse. 
Figure 4.13 (b) shows the probability of collapse based on the drift at the bridge 
deck. This figure indicates that the probability of collapse increases as the scour depth 
and the seismic intensity level increase. Specifically, the conditional probability of 
collapse is close to zero when Sa (T1) < 0.7g. Nonetheless, the probability of collapse 
rises for each scour condition when Sa (T1) > 0.7g. For a NS system, the probability of 
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collapse is 4 % if Sa (T1) = 1.186 g or considering a MCE scenario. By contrast, the 
corresponding probability for a scour system with scour depth 4.2 m is about 9%, which 
is almost 2.25 times of that for the NS system. Accordingly, scour is detrimental by 
increasing the probability of collapse for the whole system. 
The above fragility curves are constructed at deterministic scour conditions (NS, S1, 
S2, and S3). However, for a given site the scour depth around a serving bridge may be 
unknown, following a random distribution. Based on Equation (4.3), when uncertain 
scour depths are integrated out, the resulting probabilities of damage or collapse at 
different seismic intensity levels are termed mean scour (MS) fragility models. Figure 
4.13 (a) and (b) also report the resulting MS fragility curves. One can see the MS fragility 
curve in either figure is close to the fragility curve considering the S1 condition (z = 2.8 
m). From this point of view and considering the dramatic difference between the limit-
state scour conditions (e.g., NS vs. S3), one may argue that for a bridge in service, scour 
survey is critical so as to avoid the uncertainty associated with the vulnerability 
assessment.   
In the previous fragility analysis, only the uncertainty of scour and seismic hazard 
are considered. Here, the fragility analysis considering uncertainties of concrete, steel and 
clay are conducted. Figure 4.14 (a) and (b) show the probability of damage and collapse 
considering uncertainties of structure materials at different scour depths, respectively. 
Similarly to the conclusion of Figure 4.13, with increased scour depth, the probability of 
damage decreases, the probability of collapse increases. 
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Figure 4.14 Fragility model at different scour depths considering material 
uncertainties (a) probability of defined damage (b) probability of defined collapse. 
The observations and discussion above reflect the effects of variable SFSI due to 
scour conditions on the bridge’s seismic performance. Physically, as the scour depth 
increases, the foundation stiffness decreases, which further leads to increased SFSI 
effects. This primarily implies elongated system period then decreased spectral demands 
or base shear demands. On the other hand, when SFSI effects increase, rigid-body 
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movement primarily due to foundation rocking increases, which does not contribute to 
structural deformation or potential yielding of structural materials. However, this greatly 
contributes to the total system drift at the bridge deck level, leading to increased collapse 
potential. This qualitative view of variable SFSI effects on seismic system performance 
does not consider the nonlinear inelasticity in the bridge’s super- and substructure. 
Quantitative and probabilistic evaluation based on nonlinear simulation as used in this 
chapter is the only feasible approach.  
4.6   Conclusions  
This chapter studies the effects of flood-induced scour on the seismic failure of a 
simple bridge system. To this end, a probability framework is proposed, which integrates 
seismic and scour hazard analysis, response analysis using a nonlinear modal pushover 
procedure, and probabilistic fragility analysis. Our contributions include, first, the 
integration of probabilistic modeling of two different hazards and the multi-hazard 
fragility analysis. Second, through the use of nonlinear modal pushover on soil-
foundation-structure systems with varying foundation configuration due to scour, the 
computation becomes much more efficient in order to realize the probabilistic simulation.  
The fragility models and results quantitatively reveal that scour tends to be 
beneficial in reducing local damage of bridge columns based on the strain extracted from 
the bottom of bridge column; however, scour tends to be detrimental in terms of 
increasing structural collapse probability at high-level seismic intensities based on the 
total drift from the top of bridge column.  
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CHAPTER 5 
PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC DEMAND ANALYSIS OF SCOURED BRIDGE 
Summary 
In Chapter 4, seismic fragility analysis is conducted to evaluate the effects of the 
conjunct hazards (seismic and scour) on the failure of a scoured bridge. In fragility 
analysis, the probability of damage or collapse is conditional on seismic intensity level. 
However, at a given site, the probability of occurrence of different seismic intensity 
levels of earthquake should also be considered. For a reliability and risk analysis, the 
probabilistic seismic hazard should be considered. Probabilistic seismic demand analysis 
is developed as an important tool to quantify structure response hazard at a given site 
considering seismic hazard. For this traditional probabilistic seismic demand analysis, 
only the seismic hazard is considered. If multiple hazards such as seismic and earthquake 
are considered, a new quantification tool should be developed based on the traditional 
one. So the objective of this chapter is to incorporate the scour hazard into the 
probabilistic seismic demand analysis. The response hazard curves in terms of local strain 
ductility and system drift ductility systematically quantify the local damage and the 
global collapse, respectively. This chapter can be further employed for conducting risk-
informed multi-hazard analysis for bridge management, considering seismic and flood-
induced scour hazards. 
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5.1 Introduction 
In the past twenty years, in performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE), the 
seismic performance of a structure at a designed site has been paid more attention. The 
main objective of PBEE is to evaluate the reliability of a structure at a given site. 
Probabilistic seismic demand analysis (PSDA) is an important tool to estimate the mean 
annual frequency of exceeding a specified value of a structural demand parameter (e.g. 
drift, drift ratio). PSDA is used to assess the seismic vulnerability by estimating the 
annual probability of a structural demand parameter exceeding a prescribed value, 
wherein seismic uncertainties are incorporated (Bazzurro and Cornell 1994). PSDA has 
been frequently used to create seismic demand hazard curves for engineered structures 
(Luco 2002; Sehhati 2008; Shome 1999; Tothong and Luco 2007). For the traditional 
probabilistic seismic demand analysis, only the seismic hazard is considered. For 
multiple hazards, new probabilistic framework should be developed to account for the 
effects of multiple hazards. The objective of this chapter is to conduct a probabilistic 
seismic demand analysis for a generous continuous concrete bridge under earthquake and 
scour, in which the scour hazard is incorporated into the response hazard curve.  
To reach above aim, probabilistic seismic hazard analysis and probabilistic scour 
hazard analysis are conducted. The seismic hazard can be obtained from the USGS 
website for a given site as mentioned in Chapter 3. For the scour hazard, a probabilistic 
model developed by Bolduc et al. (2008) is used in this chapter. The structure demand 
parameters such as strain, drift, base shear are extracted from the seismic analysis 
through nonlinear modal pushover analysis which is based on the structural dynamic 
theory (Chopra and Goel 2002).   
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5.2 Probabilistic Seismic Demand Analysis (PSDA) 
PSDA assesses the performance of a structure by probabilistically predicting the 
structural response considering random ground motions, wherein the uncertainties of 
ground motions, represented by the hazard function of the selected IM measure are 
integrated out (Tothong and Luco 2007). The resulting seismic demand hazard function is 
defined as 
  x
x
xH
xIMsDPs IM d 
d
)(d
 )|(           (5.1) 
where )( xs|IMDP   is the aforementioned fragility function in terms of a variable 
designated demand level x, and )(xH IM  is the seismic hazard model in terms of site-
dependent earthquake intensity measure. It is noted that the obtained quantity of λ(s) 
measures the probability of a varying seismic demand s of a structure that is exceeded 
when the structure is subjected to the potential random seismic ground motions. If scour 
uncertainties are further incorporated, the demand hazard is formulated as:  
  dx d ),|(
d
)(d
d
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)( zzSMxIMsDP
z
zH
x
xH
s SMIM          (5.2) 
where )(zHSM  is the flood-induced scour depth hazard model. In the following pages, 
the two hazard models are introduced with an emphasis on the scour hazard 
model )(zHSM . 
5.3 Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis 
In Equation (5.2), the term HIM (x) is the probabilistic of occurrence of a specific 
intensity level of ground motion. The seismic hazard HIM (x) is available in the USGS 
website for a given site. The seismic hazard curve used in this chapter is the same one as 
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used in Chapter 4, Figure 4.8, which is based on the spectral acceleration at the 
fundamental period of a fixed-base structure system. Two hundreds ground motions are 
downloaded from the USGS website.  
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Figure 5.1 Two hundreds ground motions scaled to different intensity levels (a) 0.5 g; 
(b) 1.0 (g). 
These 200 ground motions are scaled to different intensity levels based on the 
acceleration spectra at the fundamental period of superstructure (Sa(T1)). For a specific 
intensity level of ground motion, the 200 hundred ground motions with different ground 
motions duration, distance to epicenter, and different peak ground motion acceleration 
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are used to account for the uncertainties that exist in different ground motions. In this 
chapter, only the far field ground motions are used for PSDA. Near fault ground motions 
with a distance within 20 km to the source often generate more severe damage, and are 
investigated in Chapter 2. Figure 5.1 (a) and (b) show the two hundreds ground motions 
scaled to the levels of 0.5 g, and 1.0 g, respectively. The specific details of these ground 
motions are list in Appendix A. 
5.4 Probabilistic Scour Hazard Analysis 
Section 5.3 illustrates the probabilistic seismic hazard at a given site. In this section, 
the scour hazard is introduced. There are many methods that can be used to predict scour 
depth around a bridge foundation. Primary methods include the deterministic HEC-18 
method (Richardson et al. 1993), the SRICOS-EFA method (Briaud et al. 1999), and the 
SRICOS-EFA based probabilistic method (Bolduc et al. 2008). In this chapter, the 
probabilistic method is briefly introduced as it is adopted, which is the same as the one 
used in Chapter 4. So the details of the scour hazard is not illustrated and calculated in 
this chapter.  
5.5 Probabilistic Seismic Demand Analysis Results 
To calculate the response hazard, the seismic hazard obtained from the USGS 
website is divided into 30 pieces with the intensity levels as [0.05:0.05:1.5] g, the 
probability of occurrence each piece can be calculated according to the hazard curve. For 
the scour hazard, the scour depth is also divided into same equation pieces with the range 
of [0.1:0.1:4.2] m. The probability of occurrence of each piece can be calculated 
according to the scour hazard predicted through the probabilistic model. The above 
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introduces how to discrete the seismic and scour hazard. And now the seismic fragility 
analysis is needed, which is conditional on seismic intensity level and scour depth. 
Through incremental dynamic analysis, the probability of exceeding a specific seismic 
demand conditional on a seismic intensity level and scour depth can be calculated. The 
details about how to calculate the fragility curves are illustrated in Chapter 4. So, the 
fragility results obtained in the previous chapter is used directly in this chapter. By 
incorporating the seismic and scour hazard with the fragility result, the response hazard 
can be computed.  
5.5.1 Probabilistic Seismic Response 
The seismic demand parameters (e.g. drift, strain) are extracted through the 
nonlinear modal pushover analysis. Figure 5.2 (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the displacement 
of bridge deck, foundation displacement, shear force, and strain at the bottom of a bridge 
column corresponding to a scour depth 2.8 m under different seismic intensities ranging 
from 0.05 g to 1.2 g.  
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Figure 5.2 Seismic response of a scoured bridge under a scour depth 2.8 m (a) 
bridge deck displacement; (b) foundation displacement; (c) shear force at the 
bottom of column; (d) shear strain at the bottom of the bridge column. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the histogram of different seismic demand corresponding to a 
scour 2.8 m system under an intensity level of 1.0 g seismic. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the 
histogram of bridge deck displacement under the intensity level of 1.0 g ground motions. 
The mean value of displacement is around 0.22 m. Figure 5.3 (a) is the histogram of 
foundation displacement under 1.0 g ground motions, and the displacement is about 
0.0012 m. Figures 5.3 (c) and (d) show the histogram of base shear and strain at the 
bottom of bridge column. 
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Figure 5.3 Seismic demand parameters corresponding to 2.8 m scour depth under 
1.0 g ground motions (a) bridge deck displacement; (b) foundation displacement; (c) 
base shear at the bottom of bridge column; (d) strain at the bottom of the bridge 
column. 
5.5.2 Structure Response Hazard 
The response hazard can be calculated based on previous seismic fragility analysis 
results by incorporating the probabilistic seismic hazard and the scour hazard (i.e., the 
two external hazard models will be incorporated into following Equation (5.2) hence 
leading to unconditional probabilistic models for the demand variables, namely the 
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demand hazard models). Herein the demand hazard curves shown in Figure 5.4 are 
computed for two ductility measures: 
1) Local strain ductility: defined as the ratio of the strain demand at the base of the 
concrete pier to the compressive yielding strain of the concrete, μs = ϵ / ϵy;     
2) System drift ductility: defined as the ratio of the drift demand at the mid-span of 
the bridge deck to the bridge’s yielding drift, μd = u / uy.  
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Figure 5.4 Probabilistic demand hazard curves in terms of local strain ductility and 
system drift ductility (a) considering material uncertainties (b) without considering 
material uncertainties. 
The local strain ductility demand, μs, reflects the degree of local inelasticity occurred 
to the bridge’s concrete piers (e.g., μs > 1 implies local damage); whereas the system drift 
ductility demand indicates the degree of global displacement, which in general consists of 
structural deformation and foundation-induced rigid-body motion. As used in Chapter 4, 
if μd is larger than seven (e.g., μd > 7), then a state of system collapse is incurred. With the 
two newly defined ductility demand measures, Equation (5.2) is employed to compute the 
resulting demand hazard curves. Figure 5.4 (a) has two curves plotted, wherein the 
vertical axis indicates the probability that a specific demand measure is exceeded, which 
is either μs or μd as indicated by the x-axis. 
As regular hazard curves for natural hazards are similarly used in practice, the 
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demand hazard curves, i.e., the models of λ(μs) and λ(μd), can be treated as a quantitative 
tool for evaluating the vulnerability of a bridge system considering the underlying 
multiple hazards (e.g., earthquakes and scour in this case). Two instances of applications 
are presented herein. First, the demand hazard curves provide a direct tool of showing the 
probability of structural damage or catastrophic collapse. If the local structural damage at 
the bridge pier, namely the state of μs > 1 is achieved, the probability of exceedance is 
about 0.51% at the target service year (50-year in this case); in other words, the 
probability of no-damage is about 99.49%. If the system collapse is to occur, namely, the 
system state of μd > 7 is reached, the probability of exceedance is about 4.82×10-5. 
Second, the risk-based assessment for bridges under seismic attacks and flood-induced 
scour can be evaluated based on the obtained demand hazard curves. Figure 5.4 (b) shows 
the structure response hazard curves considering the uncertainties of materials such as 
concrete, steel and clay. Given the demand hazard model λ(μ) as shown in Figure 5.4 (a) 
and (b), if the cost (or other consequence variables), denoted by c(λ) are known 
presumably, one can evaluate the risk by a simple integration as    d )c( d/)(dR . 
This feasibility and its verification are beyond the scope of the current study. 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a probabilistic framework is proposed to quantify the effects of 
multiple hazards seismic and scour on the response hazard curve based on the traditional 
probabilistic seismic demand analysis. Probability of occurrence of multi-hazard is 
incorporated into the response hazard curve. The demand hazard curves in terms of local 
strain ductility and system drift ductility systematically quantify the performance of the 
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scoured soil-foundation-bridge system. The work also indicates that such demand hazard 
curves can be incorporated into risk-based analysis that may facilitate risk-informed 
multi-hazard analysis. 
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CHAPTER 6 
LIFE CYCLE SEISMIC FAILURE ANALYSIS OF SCOURED BRIDGE UNDER 
SEISMIC LOADS 
Summary 
A life-cycle multi-hazard methodology is proposed to assess the system failure of 
bridge systems subjected to the combined seismic and flood-induced scour hazards. 
Particularly, the life-cycle effects of bridge scour on the system failure are focused and 
evaluated. Based on a case-study for a simple bridge system considering a design life of 
75 years, our results show that scour effects are time-varying: during the first 45 years, 
scour has insignificant effect on modifying the seismic vulnerability of the bridge in 
terms of two levels of system failures (i.e. extensive system damage or system collapse); 
after 65 years, scour dominates the cause to system failure; and while between 45 to 65 
years, bridge scour and earthquakes jointly contribute to system failure. This result 
implies that caution is necessary for managing aging bridges serving in both seismicity 
and flooding active regions. The proposed methodology provides a quantitative toolkit 
for life-cycle safety management and resilient multi-hazard preparation in the long term 
for bridge inventories.   
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6.1 Introduction 
Scour is the erosion of soil due to the flow of water as the result of vortices around 
the obstructions in the river bed. Bridge scour is the erosion of soil due to water flow 
resulting in the motion of soil particles around the bridge foundation or abutment 
(Richardson et al. 2001; Richardson et al. 1993). A distinct feature of flood-induced local 
scour is that once it is formed around a bridge footing, it may last the bridge’s service life 
and accumulatively become more severe as the service time goes. Intuitively, a 
potentially more severe threat is the situation in which the permanent scour is combined 
with other hazards, such as earthquakes. Therefore, the combined effects of flood-
induced scour and seismic attacks should be analyzed and considered in design. Several 
design-oriented recommendations and research efforts can be found that investigate the 
effects of combined seismic attacks and foundation scour on bridge systems (AASHTO 
2010;Alipour et al. 2012; Ghosn et al. 2004).  
Flooding-induced scour has been recognized as the leading cause of bridge collapse 
in the United States for river-crossing bridges (Briaud 2006;Shirole and Holt 1991; 
Wardhana and Hadipriono 2003). For a case-based study, one may refer to a fault-tree 
analysis for the Schoharie Creek Bridge, which regarded scour-induced foundation 
underpinning as the direct cause of bridge collapse. If seismic attacks are considered, 
inertial seismic loads become another leading cause of structural collapse in the form of 
structural failure, foundation spreading, and ground failure (Fenves and Ellery 1998; Han 
et al. 2009; LeBeau and Wadia-Fascetti 2007; Youd 1997).  
Limited efforts exist that are dedicated to evaluate the failure when both seismic 
attacks and temporally accumulated scour are conjunctly considered. One significant 
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difficulty lies in that flood induced scour leads to a direct impact on foundations by 
modifying their linear-elastic impedance and nonlinear foundation capacities (Chen and 
Guo 2012). Therefore, soil-foundation-structure interaction (SFSI) must be considered.  
The other challenge come from uncertainty modeling; in a multi-hazard scenario, such as 
earthquake and scour, probabilistic models have to be established in the first place to 
rationally consider their underlying uncertainties that are different in nature. To further 
consider the time-dependent scour formation, a life-cycle failure analysis addressing both 
challenges in the above is demanded.  
This chapter establishes a probabilistic framework to estimate the probability of 
system failure of a bridge system under both seismic loads and scouring conditions 
during the bridge’s service life. Using a multi-hazard probabilistic life-cycle performance 
assessment methodology as similarly found in the literature, our contribution to this 
general framework includes: (1) probabilistic life-cycle flooding-induced scour analysis 
based on the SRICOS-EFA method; and (2) nonlinear modal-pushover analysis for 
extracting response parameters and defining bridge collapse indices considering soil-
foundation-structure interaction. Using a case-based study (a three-span continuous 
bridge with two concrete piers supported by shallow foundation in clay), we further 
conclude that scour may contribute insignificantly to the probability of collapse during 
the early age of the bridge life. However, scour may increase the annual probability of 
collapse at the latter service life (e.g. 50 years out of 75 years), hence significantly 
increasing the cumulative probability of collapse.  
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6.2 Related work 
6.2.1 Multi-hazard Assessment 
In general, the effects of multiple hazards on engineered structures have drawn 
much attention in the last ten years. To account for uncertainties resulting from different 
hazards of interests, probabilistic multi-hazard simulation and analysis are usually 
employed. For instance, reinforced-concrete (RC) bridge piers under seismic and airborne 
chloride hazards have been investigated by (Akiyama et al. 2011). Asprone et al. propose 
a probabilistic model for multi-hazard risk assessment of structures in seismic zones 
subjected to blast for the limit state of collapse (Asprone et al. 2010). The multi-hazard 
risk assessment of wood frame residential construction is performed by considering 
hurricane and earthquake hazards (Li and Ellingwood 2009). 
6.2.2 Life-cycle Analysis 
For structures subjected to time-dependent hazards in the service life of the structure, 
life-cycle analysis should be performed. For example, the life-cycle risk of spatially 
distributed aging bridges under seismic and traffic hazards is investigated by Decò and 
Frangopol, and their results show that structural aging increases the risk induced by 
seismic hazards (Decò and Frangopol 2013). Akiyama et al. (2011) investigate the life-
cycle reliability of RC bridge piers under seismic and airborne chloride hazards, and the 
results indicate that the probability failure of the RC bridge rises under the multiple 
hazards. 
Flood-induced scour is a time-dependent hazard in nature due to the underlying 
accumulation of incremental scour subject to time-independent flooding events. 
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Therefore, a life-cycle performance analysis should be performed to evaluate the annual 
probability of failure and the cumulative probability to evaluate the conjunct effects of 
earthquakes and scour. The conjunct consideration of scour and seismicity in a life-cycle 
framework is found in (Dong et al. 2013), in which a simple point-based scour depth 
estimation method is used. To our best knowledge there is no frameworks that 
systematically consider the hydrologic uncertainties driving from flooding for 
probabilistic scour hazard analysis. 
6.3 Bridge Failure Analysis 
In this chapter, the effects of two kinds of hazards (seismic and scour) on the failure 
of bridge system are investigated. For the two hazards, there are three kinds of load 
combinations, earthquake only (EQ), scour only, earthquake and scour combined (EQ+ 
scour), respectively. Past work shows that both the hazards can lead to the failure of 
bridge, especially scour is the leading cause of bridge failure.  However, failure of bridge 
structures under the combined hazard has not been fully investigated. In this chapter, a 
probabilistic frame work is proposed to study the failure of bridge the combined hazards 
(seismic and scour), and then compared to the failure of bridge systems under earthquake 
or scour only. If seismic attacks are considered, inertial seismic loads become another 
leading cause of structural collapse in the form of structural failure, foundation spreading, 
and ground failure (Fenves and Ellery 1998; Han et al. 2009; LeBeau and Wadia-Fascetti 
2007; Youd 1997). Under the seismic loads, the structure maybe suffer different damage 
degrees varying from slight to collapse. The ductility demand is regard as the key and 
good measure of damage (Kim and Feng 2003) and often used to measure the damage 
degrees of structures. Therefore, the definition of limit state in terms of ductility demand 
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of the columns of the bridge is used in this study. Under the seismic loads, two damage 
states are investigated in this chapter for the scoured bridge. The first damage state is 
extensive damage (columns subjected ductility demand > 3.5). Another limit state is the 
collapse (ductility demand >7). For the scour situation, if scour depth is larger than a 
specific foundation embedded depth which would lead to the unreliability of a bridge 
system, then the bridge system is regarded as extensive damage or total collapse. 
6.4 Probabilistic Methodology 
In this section, a probabilistic methodology is proposed to estimate the probability of 
failure of a scoured bridge under seismic loads. Before considering the multiple hazards, 
this section first introduces the probabilistic method to compute the probability of 
exceeding the bridge capacity considering only seismic loads. In the seismic probabilistic 
assessment, the annual probability of exceedance of seismic capacity is  
imimIMCDP
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       (6.1)
 
where )(imP  is the annual probability that the seismic intensity measure, IM , at a 
specific site exceeds a value im . D is the seismic demand and *C  is a specific seismic 
capacity of the structure. The expression of ]|[ * imIMCDP   gives rise to the well-
known seismic fragility modeling, which is a conditional probability of failure upon the 
seismic intensity measure im .  
When scour hazard is involved, the effect of scour should be taken into 
consideration. Moreover, due to the time-dependence of scour, a time variable needs to 
be incorporated in the formulation. The following shows the annual probability of 
exceedance of seismic demand under earthquake excitation and scour at t years:  
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where ))(( tysP  is the probability that scour depth YS  in t  years exceeds a specific value 
ys. )](,|[ * tysYSimIMCDP   is the conditional probability of seismic demand D 
exceeding  the seismic capacity conditioning upon the seismic intensity IM and scour 
depth YS.  
During a given time interval T (e.g., life-cycle 75 years), the cumulative-time failure 
probability fP of a bridge subjected to both seismic and scour hazards is  
))(1())3(1())2(1())1(1(1 TtPPPPP fsfsfsfsf               (6.3) 
where )( TtPfs   is the probability of failure at the T service year, which can be obtained 
from Equation (6.2). 
Equations (6.1)~(6.3) define the principle method to compute the probability of 
failure of a general bridge under both seismic and scour hazards, which are 
mathematically similar to the probabilistic frameworks in related multi-hazard analysis 
[e.g. (Decò and Frangopol 2013). Specifically, p(im) in Equation (6.2) is a time-invariant 
hazard model and is treated using probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, which will be 
introduced in Section 6.5. However, P(ys) is a time-varying hazard model, which is 
calculated using a probabilistic scour risk analysis method which is introduced in Section 
6.6. 
6.5 Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis  
6.5.1 Probabilistic Seismic Hazard  
This chapter adopts an analytical approach to conduct probabilistic seismic hazard 
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analysis. To proceed, a bridge site at the Sonoma County in California is selected. To 
simplify the analytical simulation, it is assumed that this example site has a single vertical 
strike slip fault at a distance of 25 km and its Vs-30 value is 260 m/s.  
The characteristic earthquake recurrence law is based on the assumption that a fault 
tends to have relatively frequent earthquakes with a characteristic magnitude. 
Traditionally, the classical Gutenberg-Richter recurrence law is used to characterize the 
probability of exceeding a specific moment magnitude at a given site. The standard 
Gutenberg-Richter recurrence (GRR) law is defined as follows (Gutenberg and Richter 
1944):  
wm bMa )log(             (6.4) 
where 
m is the mean annual rate of earthquakes with magnitude greater than Mw, and a  
and b  are dimensionless constants which depend on the regional seismicity. The derived 
sampling distribution is 
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
                          (6.5) 
where Mw,min is the smallest possible magnitude of earthquakes for the given region. This 
study adopts the values reported by USGS 1999 for the San Francisco Bay Area such that 
56.4a  and 91.0b . 
Based on the GRR law, Cosentino et al. develop a truncated exponential model to 
describe the seismic hazard (Cosentino et al. 1977). Depending on the defined seismic 
region and a given time period, the frequency-magnitude relationship can be modeled by 
adopting a truncated exponential probability density function (PDF) defined as: 
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In this definition,   10logb  is a parameter proposed for the earthquake occurrence, 
and b is the same as the parameter b in the GRR relation (6.4) (Kijko and Graham 1998). 
0M  is the threshold magnitude and pM is the maximum regional finite magnitude value. 
The corresponding cumulative distribution function )(MF is expressed as follows 
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          (6.7) 
This chapter applies the truncated exponential model developed by Cosentino et al. 
Assuming that the threshold magnitude is 5.0, the maximum regional magnitude is 8.0, 
and =2.1 (corresponding to b=0.91), Equation (6.7) yields the probability of exceeding a 
specific moment magnitude as shown in Figure 6.1.  
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Figure 6.1 Probability of exceeding a specific moment magnitude at a given site. 
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6.5.2 Synthetic Ground Motions  
Due to the limited records of ground motions in the database, a large number of 
ground motions are synthesized and used in this chapter. A variety of methods are 
available to simulate ground motions such as a stochastic method proposed by Boore 
(Boore 2003). This chapter synthesizes the input ground motions using the wavelet-
packet method developed by Yamamoto and Baker (Yamamoto and Baker 2013). In the 
simulations of ground motions, the occurrence law of earthquakes at a given site is 
specified according to the truncated exponential frequency-magnitude relationship as 
shown in Equations (6.6) and (6.7). A total number of 4000 ground motions are simulated 
and are used the latter numerical study.   
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Figure 6.2 Synthesized ground motions (a) with moment magnitude 6.0; (b) with 
moment magnitude 7.6. 
Figure 6.2 visualizes two of the simulated ground motions with moment magnitudes 
M = 6.0 and M = 7.6, respectively. The peak acceleration is about 0.06 g in Figure 6.2 (a) 
and about 0.18 g in Figure 6.2 (b). 
6.6 Probabilistic Scour Hazard Analysis  
Various methods have been developed in the past to predict scour depth around a 
bridge foundation. HEC-18 (Richardson et al. 1993) and SRICOS-EFA (Briaud et al. 
1999) are the two commonly used deterministic methods. Two probabilistic models are 
developed by Briaud and his coworkers: Method 1 in (Briaud et al. 2007) and Method 2 
in (Bolduc et al. 2008). Method 1 incorporate the uncertainties from hydrologic events 
providing a principled scour hazard analysis approach. In Method 2, hydrologic 
uncertainties are not directly addressed; rather only model and parameter uncertainties 
are lump considered. In this chapter, Method 1 is considered. The following subsections 
introduce the two related deterministic methods and the Briaud et’s probabilistic method.  
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6.6.1 The HEC-18 Method 
The HEC-18 method was initially developed for fine sand at the Colorado State 
University, and it has been used for all types of soil including rock during the last two 
decades. The HEC-18 deterministic equation predicts the maximum scour depth around a 
bridge pier as follows 
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4321max 0.2
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                        (6.8) 
In Equation (6.8), maxZˆ is the maximum scour depth, and 1K , 2K , 3K , and 4K  are 
correction factors for the pier shape, angle of the attack, bed configuration, and sediment 
gradation, respectively.  is the effective pier width, 1y is upstream water depth, and 
  5.0111 gyVF  is the Foude number where 1V is mean upstream velocity and g is 
acceleration due to gravity. 
6.6.2 The SRICOS-EFA Method 
Scour depth predicted by the HEC-18 sand method are often conservative when 
applied to other soils, because fine sand is one of the most erodible soils. The SRICOS-
EFA method was developed at the Texas University based on experiments of clay soils. 
This method can also be applied to any soil types provided that a representative sample 
can be collected and tested in the erosion function apparatus (Briaud et al. 1999). The 
SRICOS-EFA method can be used to predict the maximum scour depth maxzˆ  according to 
the following formula 
635.0
max 18.0ˆ Rz                   (6.9) 
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In Equation (6.9), R is the Reynolds number equal to υvD where v is the upstream 
velocity, D is the diameter of the pier, and υ is the water viscosity (10-6 s/m2 20oC). 
Besides the maximum scour depth prediction, SRICOS-EFA can also forecast time-
dependent scour depth. The time dependency of scour depth evolution is introduced with 
a hyperbola that links the scour depth to the time period during which a given velocity is 
applied. And the equation is as follows, 
max
final
ˆ
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ˆ
z
t
z
t
z
i



                       (6.10) 
where finalzˆ is the final scour depth, t is the time period during which a given velocity is 
applied, iz  is the initial rate of scour, and maxzˆ is the maximum scour depth as given by 
Equation (6.9). 
6.6.3 Probabilistic Scour Risk Analysis 
The previous two subsections introduce deterministic methods to predict scour depth 
around a bridge pier with an emphasis in estimating the maximum scour depth at the 
target service life (e.g. 75 years). However, scour depth around a pier is a variable with 
much uncertainty in any given year; therefore, a probabilistic method is necessary for the 
prediction of the distribution of scour depth scour depth. This subsection introduces the 
probabilistic model developed by Briaud et al. briefly (Briaud et al. 2007).  
This probabilistic model considers future risk of hydrologic events as the main 
source of uncertainty, and thus the main task is to predict future hydrologic based on 
historic records for a given site. The following steps illustrate how to forecast scour depth 
introduced by the flood risk. 
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1) Compute the discharge of 100 year flood (Q100) and 500 year flood (Q500) 
according to the recorded annual peak discharge in the investigated site; 
2) Calculate the parameters of the lognormal distribution (mean y  and standard 
deviation y ) according to Equations (6.11) and (6.12) whose solutions are 
conditional on P[Q>Q100] = 0.01 (per year) and P[Q>Q500] = 0.002 (per year); 
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3) Future stream flow is expressed as the exponential of a normally distributed 
random variable: 
 
yyf randomQ   exp                   (6.13) 
where random is the standard normal random variable; 
4) According to the discharge Qf, calculate the relationship between discharge and 
water velocity, and that between discharge and water depth; 
5) Predict scour depth using Equation (6.10) and the previous step; 
6) Repeat the above step for thousands of times, and then compute the probability of 
exceeding a specific scour depth. 
6.7 Bridge modeling and Nonlinear Modal Pushover Analysis (NL-MPA) 
6.7.1 Bridge Modeling 
The bridge investigated is a three-span (27 m + 36 m + 27 m) continuous concrete 
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bridge supported by spread shallow foundations as shown in Figure 6.3. The height of the 
column is 9.0 m, with the diameter of 1.4 m. The foundation is supported on hard soil 
(clay) with a density of 1700 kg/m3. The height of the foundation is 2.4 m, with the width 
and length being 2.8 m and 3.3 m, respectively. The preliminary embedded depth of the 
foundation is 4.0 m. 
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Figure 6.3 Geometry size of the bridge. 
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Figure 6.4 Finite-element model of the bridge model (a) superstructure model; (b) 
foundation model. 
A three-dimensional finite-element model for the investigated bridge configuration 
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is developed using the finite-element platform OpenSees (Mazzoni et al. 2005). For the 
superstructure modeling, a linear elastic beam-column element is used to simulate the 
beam, which consists of 10 elements with 11 nodes as shown in Figure 6.4 (a). The 
columns are modeled with a DispBeamColumn element with inelastic fiber sections. The 
strain-stress relationship can be captured readily once the fiber-defined section is 
available. The first-mode period of the resulting fixed-base superstructure is 0.96 sec. 
Such a system is relatively flexible compared to the dominant periods of most (ordinary; 
not near-fault) ground motions. Therefore, soil-structure interaction is mostly considered 
beneficial when the seismic impact is considered (Mylonakis and Gazetas 2000). In this 
chapter, the effects of abutment on the seismic response are also considered. The stiffness 
of the abutment is calculated according to Caltrans seismic design criteria (Caltrans 2004). 
Elastic springs along longitude, transvers and vertical directions are used to connect with 
the bridge deck. 
To model the flexible foundation subsystem, the Beam-on-nonlinear Winkler 
foundation (BNWF) is used to model shallow footings. The BNWF model is constructed 
of distributed spring elements, which represent a combination of nonlinear springs, gap 
elements, and dashpots (Boulanger et al. 1999; Raychowdhury and Hutchinson 2009). 
For the model described in this chapter, discretized, nonlinear, mechanistic springs – 
PySimple2, TzSimple2, and QzSimple2 are used to model the lateral foundation sliding, 
lateral foundation-soil interface friction, and the foundation’s vertical uplifting response, 
respectively. The finite element model of the foundation is shown in Figure 6.4 (b). The 
inelastic constitutive relations of the foundation springs are characterized by back-bone 
curves with parameters validated by geotechnical centrifuge-based experiments 
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(Raychowdhury and Hutchinson 2009). Rocking responses are modeled implicitly as a 
result of the discretized vertical springs (QzSimple2). Based on the above time-varying 
finite-element model, nonlinear soil foundation structure modal pushover (NL-SSMP) 
analysis is performed to compute seismic response of the bridge, which is less time-
consuming and can also assure the accuracy of the results. 
6.7.2 NL-MPA Considering Soil-structure Interaction 
NL-MPA has been applied extensively to estimate the performance of engineering 
demands for bridge (Muljati and Warnitchai 2007) and building structures (Chopra and 
Goel 2003; Reyes and Chopra 2011). However, in the adoption of the NL-MPA method, 
these chapter do not consider soil-foundation-structure interaction. Guo and Chen’s (2014) 
findings prove that NL-MPA can be an accurate method to estimate the engineering 
demands while considering soil-structure interaction. In addition, this method is time 
efficient compared to traditional time history analysis. For the above reasons, this chapter 
applies the NL-MPA method to extract the seismic demands of scoured bridges 
considering SFSI.  
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Figure 6.5 Pushover forces for no-scour system (a) mode 1; (b) mode 2; (c) mode 3. 
Figure 6.5 shows the pushover forces for the no-scour system corresponding to the 
first three modes. The pushover forces along foundation sliding direction for the first 
three modes are 752.0 KN, 759.7 KN and 814.4 KN, respectively. The moments applied 
to the foundation for the first three modes are 1690.0 KN×m, 1690.8 KN×m and 1690.0 
KN×m, respectively. The basic equation to calculate the push force is provided in Chopra 
and Goel (2002). 
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Figure 6.6 Modal pushover curves (a) mode 1; (b) mode 2; (c) mode 3. 
Given the pushover forces, the pushover curve corresponding to each mode can be 
obtained. Figure 6.6 shows the pushover curves corresponding to the first three modes for 
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the no-scour system. With the pushover curves obtained, the properties of simple degree 
freedom system can be calculated and then used to conduct the seismic analysis. Finally, 
the peak response corresponding to each mode can be extracted from pushover database, 
and then the total response is computed by combining the peak modal response using the 
Square-Root-of-Sum-of-Squares (SRSS) rule. In this chapter, the peak displacement of 
bridge deck corresponding to each ground motion and scour depth is extracted and used 
to compute the probability of failure 
6.8 Numerical Simulation and Results 
6.8.1 Numerical Scheme 
The life-cycle multi-hazard earthquake-scour analysis for bridges is given by 
Equations (6.2) and (6.3). Figure 6.7 shows the flow chart for computing the probability 
of failure in Equation (6.2). The flow chart consists of two types of hazard analysis, 
including probabilistic seismic hazard analysis and probabilistic scour hazard analysis. 
The probability of failure is computed using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). The 
number of synthetic ground motions is taken as 4000. Figure 6.8 shows the Latin Hyper-
cube Sampling (LHS) of moment magnitude of ground motions at the investigated site.  
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Figure 6.7 Flow chart for estimating the failure probability of a bridge in scour and 
seismic prone zones. 
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Figure 6.8 Histogram of moment magnitude sampling. 
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Figure 6.9 (a) Annual peak discharge recorded at Sonoma County, California; (b) 
histogram of scour depth in the 20th year; (c) histogram of scour depth in the 40th 
year; (d) histogram of scour depth in the 60th year; (e) annual probability of 
exceedance for different years. 
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Figure 6.9 (a) shows the annual peak discharge at Sonoma County, California. These 
values are obtained from the Unites States Geology Survey (USGS) website (USGS 
2014). The recorded annual peak discharge allows the computation of the mean and 
standard deviation of future hydrologic risk. Figures 6.9 (b), (c) and (d) plot the 
histogram of the scour depths corresponding to 20th, 40th and 60th year, respectively. 
Figure 6.9 (e) displays the probability of exceeding a specific scour depth at different 
years (20, 40 and 60 years). This figure indicates that the probability of exceeding a 
particular scour depth increases with the time that bridge suffered. 
6.8.2 Failure Index Definition 
In this chapter, the effects of two kinds of hazards (seismic and scour) on the failure 
of bridge system are investigated. Three hazard combinations are resulted accordingly, 
which are earthquake only (EQ), scour only, and earthquake combined with scour (EQ+ 
scour). When earthquake along or the combined hazard is involved, two levels of 
extractable bridge system failure (SF) states in terms of seismic demands are investigated 
in this chapter. The first limit state is extensive-system-damage (ESD) (wherein bridge 
decks subjected to a ductility demand > 3.5), which may corresponds to non-
economically retrofittable damage. Another limit state is potential-system-collapse (PSC) 
(wherein bridge decks subjected to a ductility demand >7.0), which represents 
unrecoverable and complete loss of the bridge function. In this chapter, the ductility 
demand is defined as D/Dy, in which D is the total system drift at the deck of the bridge 
and Dy is the yield displacement of the column of bridge based on the first-mode 
pushover analysis at the fixed-base condition. 
There is no literature or general guideline that determines a general scour depth 
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threshold indicating potential system failure. In this chapter, when scour alone or the 
combined hazard is considered, two scour states are defined which dictate significant 
foundation underpinning. In this chapter, the following expressions are used to define two 
levels of foundation underpinning failure: YS > 0.95×Df (3.8 m) and YS > 1.05× Df  (4.2 
m), where YS is a predicted random scour depth and Df is the foundation depth. The first 
foundation underpinning failure will be used to define one of the two extensive system 
damage state; and the 2nd foundation failure will be used as an alternative condition to 
indicate the potential system collapse state. It is note noted that in the numerical 
modeling, the limit state of the foundation underpinning, which reached form the scour 
simulation, will halt the NLPH procedure for seismic demand extraction and is directly 
recorded as an event of scour-induced SF-1 or SF-2 system failure.  
Combining the above definitions, two empirical failure modes are obtained based on 
the conjunct use of foundation underpinning and seismic displacement demands. The 
definitions of the system failure modes are summarized in Table 6.1.  
Table 6.1 Definition of system failure modes of scoured bridge. 
Failure 
Mode 
Description 
When either of the two conditions is met 
Foundation 
underpinning 
Seismic 
displacement 
SF-1 Extensive system damage (ESD) YS > 3.8 m D/Dy >3.5 
SF-2 Potential system collapse (PSP) YS > 4.2 m D/Dy >7.0 
It is noted that a structural damage index, i.e. strain-based or local yielding-based 
bridge column damage, is not in the scope of this chapter. Rather, a system failure 
defined based on both substructure (foundation-level) and superstructure displacement 
demands is emphasized. For the study of scour effects on structural damage (wherein 
scour is shown to largely reduce the degree of structural damage in scoured bridges), 
readers may refer to a fragility-based chapter by the authors (Guo and Chen 2014). 
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6.8.3 Life-cycle Seismic Failure Results 
Based on the numerical scheme and the failure definition, the probability of failure 
for the bridge in this study can be calculated following the proposed methodology in 
Section 6.8.1. The primary results of this study are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. 
Corresponding to the system failure definitions in Table 6.1 (i.e. SF-1 and SF-2 failures 
in terms of the foundation underpinning and seismic demand-based indices), three curves 
are illustrated in the two figures. First, two reference curves are plotted when a single 
hazard is considered: (1) the dashed line denotes the probability of failure of no-scour 
system (i.e. the intact soil-foundation-structure bridge) under seismic loads only (EQ-
only); and (2) the dotted-line shows the foundation underpinning failure of scoured 
bridge system due to hydraulic scour only (Scour-only). Second, the resulting probability 
of failure considering the combined the seismic and scouring hazards are shown in solid 
lines (EQ + Scour).  
Figure 6.10 (a) shows the annual evolutions of the probability of the SF-1 failure 
(extensive system damage) considering the three hazard cases. For the EQ-only case, the 
annul probability of extensive damage is about 0.375% as the result of seismic attacks 
without considering other hazardous impact or environmental degradation; therefore a 
constant failure probability is yielded. For the reference case of scour only, the 
probability of foundation underpinning damage is almost equal to zero (<0.025%) before 
the service life of 50 years; after serving 50 years, the probability of extensive system 
damage increases gradually, and increases dramatically after bridge served 60-65 years. 
At the end of 75 years, the annual probability of extensive damage for the scour-only 
system increases to 49.67%. For the combined hazard case: EQ + Scour, the probability 
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of extensive damage is higher than that of no scour or a scour system under one hazard 
only, and it is highly related to the bridge service time. Before the bridge serves 15 years, 
the probability of system failure for the scour system is nearly the same as that of no-
scour system, and this indicates that scour has less effects due to the smaller scour depth. 
After the bridge is in service for 15 years, the combined hazards tend to increase the 
probability of extensive damage for the scour system. And during the service time 
between 15 and 50 years, the probability of extensive damage increases slightly due to 
the gradual contribution from the scour effects. Between 50 to 65 years, scour effects 
affect greatly the probability of extensive damage. For example at the year of 60, the 
failure probability of SFSI system under the two hazards is about 1.83% which is about 
1.4 times of that of the scour only case; and is about 4.8 times of that of the EQ only case. 
This implies that the scouring condition increases the possibility of achieving more 
excessive damage. After 65 years, the probability of damage increase dramatically, and at 
the end of 75 years, the annual probability of extensive damage for the scour system 
under the combined hazards increases to 49.92%. However, during this latter phase of the 
service life, it can be seen that the system failure is dominantly due to the foundation 
underpinning (i.e. the EQ + Scour only slightly larger or almost coincides with the scour 
only probability curve). 
Figure 6.10 (b) shows the cumulative probability of Model-1 at the three defined 
hazard cases. For the EQ-only case, the cumulative probability of extensive damage at 
60th year is around 20%. And at the end of 75 years, the cumulative probability of 
extensive damage reaches to 24.5%. For the scour only case, the cumulative probability 
of failure at the 60th year is about 7.1%, and that of at the 75th year reaches to 97.7%. 
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Therefore scour tends to affect much more after the bridge is constructed for 60 years. 
For the scour system under both seismic and scour hazard, the cumulative probability of 
extensive damage at the year of 60 is about 27.6%, and at the end of 75 years, the 
probability increases to 98.3%. Figure 6.10 (b) implies that, before the first 45~50 years, 
the cumulative probability of extensive system damage is mainly determined by the 
seismic loads; after bridge served between 50 and 65 years, both seismic and scour 
hazard determines the cumulative probability of failure; however, after the bridge is in 
service for 65 years, scour dominates the reason for the probability of extensive-damage 
failure. 
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Figure 6.10 (a) Annual probability of failure; (b) cumulative probability of failure of 
the scoured bridge under seismic loads. 
To illustrate the life-cycle effects of scour on the potential system collapse (PSC) 
performance of the bridge, Figure 6.11 (a) presents the resulting annual probabilities of 
SF-2 failure at the three different hazard cases. The annual collapse probability of the 
bridge under seismic loads is constant and close to zero (or less than 0.025% i.e. less than 
one collapse sample out of the 4000 runs) for the EQ-only case. The reference case of 
scour only is identical to what is previously plotted in Figure 6.10 (a), wherein the 
probability of foundation underpinning is nearly zero when the service year is less than 
50 years; however, after that, the value increases dramatically, and at the end of 75 year, 
the annual probability reaches 14.0%. The collapse probability when considering the 
multi-hazard case (EQ+Scour) is more complex. If the bridge is served for less than 50 
years (implying less scour depth), the annual probability of collapse is almost the same as 
that of the no scour system under seismic loads only. However, if the bridge lasts more 
than 50 years (means more scour depth), the annual collapse probability rises sharply as it 
does for the scour only case.  As a matter of fact, the extreme scour still dominates the 
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collapse probability; one obvious evidence is that at the end of 75 years, the annual 
collapse probability only slightly rises to 14.03%.  
Figure 6.11 (b) shows the cumulative collapse probability corresponding to the 
annual probability failure in Figure 6.11 (a). For EQ only, the cumulative probability of 
collapse rise with time as expected. However, prior to the first 50 years, the scour 
condition makes no contribution to the collapse potential; and after the 50 years, the 
scour condition starts contributing to the collapse potential, and after about 65 years, 
scour becomes the dominant reason of system collapse. Particularly, at the end of 75 
years, the cumulative probability of collapse reaches a life-cycle probability of 1.8% for 
the EQ only case. For the scour only case, the cumulative probability rises to 48.9% at 75 
years. For the scour system under both seismic and scour hazard, the probability is 
slightly higher at 50%. As a result scour has a profound influence on the collapse 
probability of a soil foundation and bridge system. Accordingly, the effects of scour on 
the collapse probability of bridges should be paid more attention in scour and seismic 
prone zones. 
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Figure 6.11 (a) Annual probability of collapse; (b) cumulative probability of collapse 
of the scoured bridge under seismic loads. 
6.9 Conclusions 
This chapter investigates the annual and cumulative probabilities of system failure 
of scoured bridge systems under seismic loads. A probabilistic framework considering 
both hazards in the life cycle of a bridge is proposed, where probabilistic seismic hazard 
and flooding-induced scour hazard are jointly incorporated. To simplify and accelerate 
computational simulation, a nonlinear modal pushover analysis is adopted for simulation 
and damage demand extraction considering the varying boundary condition of the 
scoured soil-foundation-bridge system.  
The primary finding of this chapter through studying a representative three-span 
reinforced concrete bridge system supported by shallow foundations is that bridge scour 
has a profound influence on the annual and cumulative probabilities of extensive system 
damage or potential collapse failure at the different phases of the bridge service life. 
Particularly, prior to the first 45-50 years of the bridge service life, the annual and 
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cumulative probabilities of system failure (either extensive damage or potential collapse) 
of the scoured bridge are mainly determined by seismic loads; between 45 and 65 years, 
both hazards have great influence on the probability of extensive damage. However, after 
65 years, scour hazard mainly dominates the probability of system failure.  
The above conclusion may suggest that caution is necessary for managing aging 
bridges serving in regions with both seismicity- and flooding-active events. More 
importantly, the proposed multi-hazard methodology in this chapter may provide a 
quantitative toolkit for bridge structure safety management and resilient multi-hazard 
preparation in the long term. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Summary 
In this work, the effects of multiple hazards seismic and scour on seismic response 
and damage of general three-span reinforced concrete continuous bridges supported by 
shallow and pile foundation are investigated. Damage of scoured bridges supported by 
pile foundations under near fault ground motions are studied. Probabilistic seismic 
fragility analysis, probabilistic seismic demand analysis, life-cycle seismic failure 
analysis are performed to investigate the effects of the conjunct hazards seismic and 
scour on the probability of failure of soil-foundation-bridge system. Through the 
numerical simulation, some important conclusions can be obtained, which could reveal 
the overall effects of the combined hazards.  
1. The performance and damage of scoured bridges under near fault pulse-like and 
non-pulse-like ground motions are investigated.  
(1) ANOVA analysis is conducted to investigate the difference between the 
basic characteristics of near fault pulse-like ground motions to that of non-pulse-like 
ground motions. The results imply that pulse-like ground motions have higher PGV-
to-PGA ratio, Energy, and PGD.  
(2) Based on the response of different bridge systems under pulse-like ground 
motions, an effective parameter is obtained to characterize the pulse-like ground 
motions, which has better performance to reflect the structure response statistically.  
(3) Based on the Park-Ang model, damage indexes of bridge under pulse and 
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non-pulse-like ground motions are calculated, and the results show that pulse-like 
ground motions generate more severe damage to structure.  
(4) Numerical simulation results prove that for the soil-pile-bridge systems, 
scour tends to reduce the probability of damage of the superstructure. 
2. The effects of scour on foundation impedance of a shallow foundation are 
investigated, and then the seismic performance of a simple soil-foundation-bridge system 
is analyzed. The findings imply that scour has great influence on the impedance of 
shallow foundation. Also, scour can reduce the structure demand parameters such as base 
shear force under seismic loads. However, the total drift of the investigated SFSI system 
increases with scour depth under the same seismic intensities.   
3. Two methods are proposed to calculate probability of damage or collapse based 
on the traditional seismic fragility analysis. The probabilistic seismic fragility analysis 
includes the analysis of two hazards. One is probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. The 
other is probabilistic scour hazard prediction. Nonlinear modal pushover analysis is used 
to extract structure demand parameters (e.g. drift, base shear) considering soil-
foundation-structure interaction.  
 (1) The basic dynamic properties of the scoured bridge characteristics are 
investigated. The findings show that structure dynamic properties such as impedance 
and periods can be modified by scour, which softens the overall system flexibility. 
As the scour depth increases, the foundation stiffness decreases, which leads to an 
increase in the fundamental period of the whole soil-foundation-bridge system.  
(2) Fragility curves suggest that scour has significant impacts on the probability 
of exceeding a damage state of an SFSI system. The curves based on strain at the 
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bottom of the column indicate that for a relatively flexible structure, scour is 
beneficial by reducing the probability of damage. Under the same level of 
earthquake load, the probability of exceeding the damage level decreases as scour is 
deeper.  
(3) Compared to (2), the probability of collapse increases in scour depth, 
indicating detrimental effects of scour.  
(4) Fragility curves considering scour hazard also indicates that scour reduces 
the probability of damage of bridge columns based on strain while scour increases 
the probability of collapse based on total drift at bridge deck. 
4. Probabilistic seismic demand analysis is performed to assess the structural 
response hazard considering random ground motions. The drift and strain are selected as 
the key seismic demand to investigate the effects of scour. A strain hazard based on the 
yielding strain of the concrete is created. From the hazard curve, the probability of 
damage of a bridge column can be obtained. A drift hazard based on the ductility demand 
is calculated for the scoured bridge under seismic loads. This hazard curve provides a 
probability of exceeding a specific ductility demand value, which can be used to calculate 
the seismic risk of a scoured bridge efficiently. 
5. A life-cycle analysis is conducted with considering the uncertainty of seismic 
hazard and scour hazard. The investigation results show that the annual probability of 
collapse for the no-scour system is around 0.025%, whereas the corresponding 
probability reaches 12% for a scoured bridge if it has served for 70 years. For the 
cumulative probability of failure, the scour system features a probability which is almost 
10 time that of the no-scour system if the bridge lasts for 70 years. Therefore, the 
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significant impacts of scour should be emphasized in scour and seismic active zones. 
7.2  Future Work 
In this work, the scoured bridge under near fault pulse-like ground motions is 
studied. The effects of scour on foundation impedance, probability of damage and 
collapse, structure response curve are also investigated. However, the effects multiple 
hazards seismic and scour on the performance and damage of structures are very complex. 
Much work remains to be done, and further research is needed particularly in the 
following areas. 
1.  For long span scoured bridges, the multi-points ground motion input should be 
considered. Also, the input seismic loads along the different directions need to be 
studied such as along longitudinal and vertical.  
2.  Reliability analysis of scoured bridge should be conducted.  The uncertainties of 
material of the superstructure and soil should be considered. Also, based on the 
reliability analysis, the risk of bridge under the multiple hazards should be 
performed to evaluate the economics loss.  
3.  For the pile foundation supported bridge with sand, the liquefaction should also be 
considered, which maybe induced more severe damage to the scoured bridge 
systems. 
4.  More kinds of bridge types should be considered to fully investigate the effects of 
scour on the damage and collapse of bridge to guide the design for reducing the 
natural disaster.  
5.  For the statistical analysis, more near ground motions should be used. Also the 
effects of velocity pulse period on the changed scoured bridge system should be 
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investigated. 
6.  In the future study, the effects of water content on the foundation impedance need 
to be considered. Also, for a scoured bridge under seismic loads, the flowing water 
may generate larger impact force on bridge columns simultaneously. So the multi-
hazards seismic hazard, scour hazard, and water impact hazard should be 
considered. 
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APPENDIX 
A. General Ground Motions 
Table A.1 General ground motions. 
NGA# Event Year Mag Mechanism Rjb Rrup 
44 Lytle Creek 1970 5.33 Reverse-Oblique [29.0] [30.0] 
78 San Fernando 1971 6.61 Reverse 24.2 29 
151 Coyote Lake 1979 5.74 Strike-Slip 33.7 33.8 
194 Imperial Valley-07 1979 5.01 Strike-Slip [24.3] [25.4] 
196 Imperial Valley-07 1979 5.01 Strike-Slip [49.4] [49.9] 
210 Livermore-01 1980 5.8 Strike-Slip [ 28.9] [ 30.5] 
213 Livermore-01 1980 5.8 Strike-Slip [ 33.9] [ 35.3] 
216 Livermore-01 1980 5.8 Strike-Slip [ 52.6] [ 53.4] 
217 Livermore-02 1980 5.42 Strike-Slip [ 27.7] [ 30.0] 
220 Livermore-02 1980 5.42 Strike-Slip [ 26.3] [ 28.7] 
228 Anza (Hor. Can.)-01 1980 5.19 Strike-Slip [39.0] [40.6] 
334 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 41 42 
337 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 28 29.3 
338 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 28.1 29.5 
339 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 28 29.4 
340 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 26.2 27.7 
341 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 37.9 39 
342 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 36.1 37.2 
345 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 29.9 31.2 
346 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 28.6 29.9 
359 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 24.8 26.4 
369 Coalinga-01 1983 6.36 Reverse 26 27.5 
370  Coalinga-02             1983 5.09  Reverse           [24.4]    [27.7]    
463  Morgan Hill          1984 6.19  Strike-Slip      26.4 26.4 
464  Morgan Hill          1984 6.19  Strike-Slip      26.4 26.4 
465  Morgan Hill          1984 6.19  Strike-Slip      26.4 26.4 
522  N. Palm Springs      1986 6.06  Reverse-Oblique  35.3 35.6 
602  Whittier Narrows-01  1987 5.99  Reverse-Oblique  20.4 26.3 
646  Whittier Narrows-01  1987 5.99  Reverse-Oblique  24.6 28.6 
652  Whittier Narrows-01  1987 5.99  Reverse-Oblique  22.4 26.7 
700  Whittier Narrows-01  1987 5.99  Reverse-Oblique  38.2 41.2 
710  Whittier Narrows-02     1987 5.27  Reverse-Oblique   [22.0]    [25.7]    
712  Whittier Narrows-02     1987 5.27  Reverse-Oblique   [23.9]    [27.5]    
717  Whittier Narrows-02     1987 5.27  Reverse-Oblique   [39.8]    [42.5]    
720  Superstition Hills-02  1987 6.54  Strike-Slip  27 27 
726  Superstition Hills-02  1987 6.54  Strike-Slip  25.9 25.9 
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NGA# Event Year Mag Mechanism Rjb Rrup 
732  Loma Prieta     1989 6.93  Reverse-Oblique  43.1 43.2 
758  Loma Prieta     1989 6.93  Reverse-Oblique  76.9 77 
759  Loma Prieta     1989 6.93  Reverse-Oblique  43.8 43.9 
776  Loma Prieta     1989 6.93  Reverse-Oblique  27.7 27.9 
786  Loma Prieta     1989 6.93  Reverse-Oblique  30.6 30.8 
787  Loma Prieta     1989 6.93  Reverse-Oblique  30.6 30.9 
799  Loma Prieta     1989 6.93  Reverse-Oblique  58.5 58.6 
832  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  69.2 69.2 
836  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  87.9 87.9 
841  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  89.7 89.7 
847  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  161.2 161.2 
855  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  63 63 
862  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  54.2 54.2 
880  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  27 27 
882  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  26.8 26.8 
884  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  36.1 36.1 
888  Landers        1992 7.28  Strike-Slip  79.8 79.8 
902  Big Bear-01         1992 6.46  Strike-Slip   [39.3]    [40.7]    
958  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      34.8 40.3 
964  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      43 47 
968  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      43.2 46.7 
970  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      44.5 44.8 
984  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      36.4 41.2 
985  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      23.5 29.9 
987  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      20.4 28.3 
990  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      35 36.6 
991  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      29 30.7 
993  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      25.7 27.3 
998  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      23.4 26.7 
999  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      35.4 37.4 
1000  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      27.8 31.3 
1001  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      29.5 34 
1003  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      21.2 27 
1005  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      28.8 31.5 
1007  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      32.4 34.2 
1008  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      25.6 29.7 
1024  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      53.6 56.9 
1026  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      34.3 39.9 
1031  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      37.5 37.8 
1032  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      37.7 38 
1035  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      33.6 39.3 
1057  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      24.4 31.7 
1070  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      38.9 39.3 
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NGA# Event Year Mag Mechanism Rjb Rrup 
1077  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      17.3 26.4 
1088  Northridge-01          1994 6.69  Reverse      53.4 57.2 
1147  Kocaeli- Turkey  1999 7.51  Strike-Slip      68.1 69.6 
1149  Kocaeli- Turkey  1999 7.51  Strike-Slip      56.5 58.3 
1155  Kocaeli- Turkey  1999 7.51  Strike-Slip      60.4 60.4 
1160  Kocaeli- Turkey  1999 7.51  Strike-Slip      53.3 55.5 
1162  Kocaeli- Turkey  1999 7.51  Strike-Slip      31.7 31.7 
1166  Kocaeli- Turkey  1999 7.51  Strike-Slip      30.7 30.7 
1183  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  40.4 40.4 
1186  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  33.2 34.2 
1187  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  38.1 38.1 
1204  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  31.9 31.9 
1234  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  27.6 28.4 
1235  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  28.8 28.9 
1236  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  37.5 37.5 
1258  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  43.2 47.6 
1264  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  50.5 54.3 
1269  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  51.9 55.6 
1277  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  50 53.8 
1280  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  47.4 51.5 
1282  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  49.3 53.2 
1286  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  41.6 46.2 
1292  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  60.2 63.4 
1294  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  47.4 51.4 
1297  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  49.7 53.6 
1304  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  44.9 49.1 
1317  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  81.7 84.1 
1350  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  33.3 38.8 
1421  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  99.5 101.4 
1425  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  93.2 94.8 
1478  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  40.9 40.9 
1456  Chi-Chi- Taiwan  1999 7.62  Reverse-Oblique  107.8 109 
1619  Duzce- Turkey  1999 7.14  Strike-Slip  34.3 34.3 
1634  Manjil- Iran   1990 7.37  Strike-Slip  75.6 75.6 
1636  Manjil- Iran   1990 7.37  Strike-Slip  50 50 
1637  Manjil- Iran   1990 7.37  Strike-Slip  64 64.5 
1640  Manjil- Iran   1990 7.37  Strike-Slip  93.3 93.6 
1643  Sierra Madre         1991 5.61  Reverse      23.7 25.7 
1644  Sierra Madre         1991 5.61  Reverse      25.5 27.4 
1648  Sierra Madre         1991 5.61  Reverse      46.5 48.2 
1649  Sierra Madre         1991 5.61  Reverse      37.6 39.8 
1689  Northridge-05           1994 5.13  Reverse-Oblique   [28.9]    [31.1]    
1695  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [21.6]    [25.8]    
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1699  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [37.5]    [40.1]    
1706  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [24.1]    [26.4]    
1708  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [32.2]    [34.4]    
1712  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [26.3]    [28.7]    
1714  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [30.5]    [32.4]    
1719  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [35.9]    [37.6]    
1720  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [38.5]    [40.9]    
1726  Northridge-06           1994 5.28  Reverse           [31.1]    [34.2]    
1742  Little Skull Mtn-NV  1992 5.65  Normal       45.1 45.6 
1743  Little Skull Mtn-NV  1992 5.65  Normal       61 62.2 
1744  Little Skull Mtn-NV  1992 5.65  Normal       63.8 64.9 
1745  Little Skull Mtn-NV  1992 5.65  Normal       99.4 100.2 
1746  Little Skull Mtn-NV  1992 5.65  Normal       98.8 99.6 
1747  Little Skull Mtn-NV  1992 5.65  Normal       98.1 98.3 
1762  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  41.8 43 
1766  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  64.1 64.8 
1768  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  61.2 61.2 
1770  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  61.9 61.9 
1776  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  56.4 56.4 
1783  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  65 65.9 
1784  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  118.5 118.5 
1785  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  54.7 54.7 
1791  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  73.5 73.5 
1792  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  74 74 
1794  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  31.1 31.1 
1810  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  92 92 
1813  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  53.2 53.2 
1816  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  61.8 61.8 
1829  Hector Mine    1999 7.13  Strike-Slip  105 105 
1847  Yountville              2000 5  Strike-Slip       [71.6]    [71.9]    
1858  Yountville              2000 5  Strike-Slip       [56.5]    [57.0]    
1865  Yountville              2000 5  Strike-Slip       [24.8]    [26.0]    
2000  Gulf of California   2001 5.7  Strike-Slip   [118.7]   [118.8]   
2001  Gulf of California   2001 5.7  Strike-Slip   [107.8]   [108.1]   
2002  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [74.4]    [74.5]    
2003  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [39.7]    [39.9]    
2004  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [89.2]    [89.3]    
2005  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [52.9]    [53.0]    
2006  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [52.7]    [52.8]    
2007  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [52.0]    [52.2]    
2008  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [56.8]    [56.9]    
2009  CA/Baja Border Area     2002 5.31  Strike-Slip       [52.7]    [52.9]    
2382  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-02   1999 5.9  Reverse          32.8 33.5 
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2458  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          27.9 28.7 
2462  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          31.1 31.8 
2466  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          33.9 34.5 
2467  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          35.8 36.4 
2469  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          40.8 41.3 
2507  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          24.4 25.3 
2509  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          34.4 35 
2618  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          25.2 26.1 
2619  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          27.7 28.5 
2646  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-03   1999 6.2  Reverse          34.1 34.8 
2694  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      50 50 
2705  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      30.5 30.5 
2708  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      28.4 28.5 
2709  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      25 25.1 
2710  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      30.8 30.9 
2714  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      38.1 38.1 
2715  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      38.6 38.6 
2742  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      33.6 33.7 
2744  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-04   1999 6.2  Strike-Slip      48.4 48.4 
2937  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-05   1999 6.2  Reverse          77.6 81.7 
2947  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-05   1999 6.2  Reverse          58.6 63.8 
3259  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      66.1 66.9 
3264  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      29.5 31.1 
3265  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      39.1 40.3 
3268  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      32.1 33.6 
3269  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      40.1 41.4 
3270  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      44.2 45.3 
3271  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      64.2 65 
3273  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      43.5 44.7 
3274  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      40.4 41.6 
3275  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      45.1 46.2 
3276  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      52.8 53.7 
3282  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      53.5 54.5 
3302  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      69.7 70.4 
3306  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      61 61.8 
3309  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      65 65.7 
3467  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      24.1 26.1 
3503  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      29.6 31.3 
3512  Chi-Chi- Taiwan-06  1999 6.3  Reverse      44.6 45.7 
Notes: Mag denotes magnitude. 
Rjb denotes Restrict range of Joyner-Boore distance 
Rrup: Restrict range of closest distance to rupture plane. 
Rjb and Rrup in square brackets are estimated values. 
          Unit of Rjb and Rup is Km. 
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B. Near-fault Pulse-like Ground Motions 
Table B.1 Near-fault pulse-like ground motions. 
NGA# Event Year Mag Mechanism Rjb Rrup 
292 Irpinia- Italy-01  1980 6.9 Normal 6.8 10.8 
1182 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 9.8 9.8 
1193 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 9.6 9.6 
1202 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 12.6 12.7 
1244 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 10.0 10.0 
1480 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 14.8 14.8 
1482 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 19.9 19.9 
1486 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 16.7 16.7 
1489 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 3.8 3.8 
1492 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 0.0 0.7 
1493 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 6.0 6.0 
1494 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 5.3 5.3 
1496 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 10.5 10.5 
1498 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 17.1 17.1 
1499 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 8.5 8.5 
1501 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 9.8 9.8 
1503 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 0.6 0.6 
1505 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 0.0 0.3 
1510 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 0.9 0.9 
1511 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 2.8 2.8 
1515 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 5.2 5.2 
1519 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 7.0 7.0 
1528 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 2.1 2.1 
1529 CHI-CHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 1.5 1.5 
1530 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 6.1 6.1 
1531 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 12.9 12.9 
1548 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 13.2 13.2 
1550 CHICHI 1999 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 8.3 8.3 
1605 DUZCE 1999 7.14 Strike-Slip 0.0 6.6 
1013 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 0.0 5.9 
1044 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 3.2 5.9 
1045 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 0.0 6.5 
1050 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 4.9 7.0 
1051 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 4.9 7.0 
1063 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 0.0 6.5 
1084 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 0.0 5.3 
1085 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 0.0 5.2 
1086 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 1.7 5.3 
1119  KOBE 1995 6.9 Strike-Slip 0.0 0.3 
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NGA# Event Year Mag Mechanism Rjb Rrup 
1120 KOBE 1995 6.9 Strike-Slip 1.5 1.5 
158 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 0 0.3 
159 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 0.0 0.7 
161 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 8.5 10.4 
170 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 7.3 7.3 
171 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 0.1 0.1 
173 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 6.2 6.2 
178 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 10.8 12.8 
179 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 4.9 7.0 
180 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 1.8 4.0 
181 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 0.0 1.4 
182 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 0.6 0.6 
183 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 3.9 3.9 
184 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 5.1 5.1 
185 IMPVALL 1979 6.53 Strike-Slip 5.5 7.7 
721 SUPERST.B 1987 6.54 Strike-Slip 18.2 18.2 
723 SUPERST.B 1987 6.54 Strike-Slip 0.9 0.9 
763 LOMAP 1989 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 9.2 10.0 
765 LOMAP 1989 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 8.8 9.6 
766 LOMAP 1989 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 10.4 11.1 
767 LOMAP 1989 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 12.2 12.8 
77 SFERN 1971 6.61 Reverse 0 1.8 
802 LOMAP 1989 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 7.6 8.5 
803 LOMAP 1989 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 8.5 9.3 
821 ERZIKAN 1992 6.69 Strike-Slip 0.0 4.4 
828 CAPEMEND 1992 7.01 Reverse 0.0 8.2 
879 LANDERS 1992 7.18 Strike-Slip 2.2 2.2 
983 NORTHR 1994 6.69 Reverse 0 5.9 
Notes: Mag denotes magnitude. 
Rjb denotes restrict range of Joyner-Boore distance. 
Rrup denotes restrict range of closest distance to rupture plane. 
Unit of Rjb and Rup is Km. 
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C. Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement of Near Fault Pulse-like Ground 
Motions 
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Figure C.1 NGA_1013NORTHR.LDM_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.2 NGA_1044NORTHR.NWH_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.3 NGA_1045NORTHR.WPI_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.4 NGA_1050NORTHR.PAC_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.5 NGA_1051NORTHR.PUL_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.6 NGA_1063NORTHR.RRS_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.7 NGA_1084NORTHR.SCS_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.8 NGA_1085NORTHR.SCE_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.9 NGA_1086NORTHR.SYL_FN.acc' (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.10 NGA_1119KOBE.TAZ_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.11 NGA_1120KOBE.TAK_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.12 NGA_1182CHICHI.CHY006_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.13 NGA_1193CHICHI.CHY024_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.14 NGA_1202CHICHI.CHY035_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.15 NGA_1244CHICHI.CHY101_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.16 NGA_1480CHICHI.TCU036_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.17 NGA_1482CHICHI.TCU039_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.18 NGA_1486CHICHI.TCU046_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.19 NGA_1489CHICHI.TCU049_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.20 NGA_1492CHICHI.TCU052_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.21 NGA_1493CHICHI.TCU053_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.22 NGA_1494CHICHI.TCU054_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.23 NGA_1496CHICHI.TCU056_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.24 NGA_1498CHICHI.TCU059_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.25 NGA_1499CHICHI.TCU060_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.26 NGA_1501CHICHI.TCU063_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.27 NGA_1503CHICHI.TCU065_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.28 NGA_1505CHICHI.TCU068_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.29 NGA_1510CHICHI.TCU075_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.30 NGA_1511CHICHI.TCU076_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.31 NGA_1515CHICHI.TCU082_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.32 NGA_1519CHICHI.TCU087_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.33 NGA_1528CHICHI.TCU101_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.34 NGA_1529CHICHI.TCU102_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.35 NGA_1530CHICHI.TCU103_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.36 NGA_1531CHICHI.TCU104_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.37 NGA_1548CHICHI.TCU128_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.38 NGA_1550CHICHI.TCU136_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.39 NGA_158IMPVALL.H-AEP_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.40 NGA_159IMPVALL.H-AGR_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.41 NGA_1605DUZCE.DZC_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.42 NGA_161IMPVALL.H-BRA_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.43 NGA_170IMPVALL.H-ECC_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.44 NGA_171IMPVALL.H-EMO_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.45 NGA_173IMPVALL.H-E10_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.46 NGA_178IMPVALL.H-E03_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.47 NGA_179IMPVALL.H-E04_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.48 NGA_180IMPVALL.H-E05_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.49 NGA_181IMPVALL.H-E06_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.50 NGA_182IMPVALL.H-E07_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.51 NGA_183IMPVALL.H-E08_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.52 NGA_184IMPVALL.H-EDA_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.53 NGA_185IMPVALL.H-HVP_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.54 NGA_292ITALY.A-STU_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.55 NGA_721SUPERST.B-ICC_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.56 NGA_723SUPERST.B-PTS_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.57 NGA_763LOMAP.GIL_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.58 NGA_765LOMAP.G01_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.59 NGA_766LOMAP.G02_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.60 NGA_767LOMAP.G03_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.61 NGA_77SFERN.PUL_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.62 NGA_802LOMAP.STG_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.63 NGA_803LOMAP.WVC_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.64 NGA_821ERZIKAN.ERZ_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.65 NGA_828CAPEMEND.PET_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.66 NGA_879LANDERS.LCN_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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Figure C.67 NGA_983NORTHR.0655_FN.acc (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) 
displacement. 
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D. Main Program used in the Dissertation 
D.1 Introduction of Software Used in this Dissertation 
In this dissertation, several main software is used including LS-DYNA, OpenSees, 
and Matlab. LS-DYNA is an advanced general-purpose multi-physics simulation 
software package developed by the Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC). 
The package continues to contain more and more possibilities for the calculation of many 
complex, real world problems, its origins and core-competency lie in highly nonlinear 
transient dynamic finite element analysis (FEA) using explicit time integration. LS-
DYNA is being used by the automobile, aerospace, construction, military, manufacturing, 
and bioengineering industries, civil engineering and so on.  
OpenSees, the Open System Earthquake Engineering Simulation is sponsored by the 
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center through the National Science 
Foundation engineering and education centers program. Opensees is an object-oriented, 
open source software framework for developing applications to simulate the performance 
of structural and geotechnical systems subjected to earthquakes. The goal of the 
OpenSees development is to improve the modeling and computational simulation in 
earthquake engineering through open-source development. 
Based on these software, the following programs are written to investigate the 
effects of scour on the seismic response of soil-foundation and bridge systems. Figure D-
1 shows each main code that used in this dissertation includes 3D model of scoured 
shallow foundation developed LS-DYNA program, ground motion simulation Matlab 
program, modal pushover considering soil-foundation-structure interaction OpenSees 
Program, loads for modal pushover analysis OpenSees program, post-processing of 
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modal pushover analysis Matlab program, fragility analysis post-processing Matlab 
program, post-processing of probabilistic seismic demand analysis Matlab program and 
hysteretic energy calculation Matlab program.  
3D Model of Scoured Shallow 
Foundation Using LS-DYNA
Ground Motions Simulation Matlab 
Program
Modal Pushover Analysis OpenSees Program
Loads for Modal Pushover Analysis 
OpenSees Program
Post-processing of MPA
OpenSees Program
Fragility Analysis Matlab Program
Seismic Demand Analysis Matlab Program
Hysteretic Energy Calculation Matlab 
Program
 
Figure D.1 Flowchart of main program used in this dissertation 
 
As shown in Figure D.1, a 3D model of a scoured shallow foundation is created 
through the LS-DYNA. This program is mainly used to calculate the dynamic effects of 
scour on foundation impedance. And the program is listed in Section D.2. D.2 just shows 
a deeper scour situation. In this model, a rigid element is used to simulate the foundation, 
a solid element with practical soil properties to simulate the soil around the foundation, at 
the outside of the soil, a layer of PML material is applied to simulate the far-field soil 
domain which is used to absorb reflecting wave. In this model, by removing the soil 
around the foundation, different situation of scour can be simulated conveniently.  
D.3 shows the program which is used simulate the ground motions using Matlab. 
This procedure is based on the Boore (2003) method, in which Fast Fourier Transform 
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and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform are used. Although this program is not used in this 
dissertation, it is an important work during my Ph.D program. And extension work will 
be done based on this program.  
D.4 is the OpenSees main program to control the modal pushover analysis. This 
program source all the basic program which is used for modal pushover analysis 
including the basic bridge model, application of gravity, Eigen analysis, and applied 
modal push force. In this program, the gravity is considered only under the first mode. 
And D.5 shows the applying modal push forces. These forces are calculated according to 
the modal shape and mass matrix. Under the push forces, the bilinear behaviors of the 
multi-degrees system can be obtained. According the bilinear behaviors of the multi-
degree s system, the nonlinear behaviors of the single degree freedom can be calculated 
for the dynamic analysis. And program in D.6 shows how to calculate the nonlinear 
behaviors of the SDOF system.  
D.7 shows the Matlab program to calculate the fragility curves. The major work in 
this code is to calculate the seismic hazard and scour hazard. The main fragility function 
codes are based Baker’s method and their functions.  So it is not shown in this 
dissertation. For the seismic demand analysis, a Matlab program is written and shown in 
D.8 for the post-processing. In this program, the scour hazard at a given year is 
considered. Based on this function, the annual ductility and drift hazard curves can be 
calculated conveniently. This function also can be used to calculate the risk of bridge 
under multiple hazards seismic and scour.  
The last program shown in Appendix D is the program for calculating hysteretic 
energy. The hysteretic energy is calculated based on the hysteresis curves formed by the 
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structure drift and the base shear at the bottom of the column of the bridge. In this 
program, the corner at the minimum and maximum displacements is the key point to 
calculate the hysteresis energy. Based on the drift and base shear force, the hysteretic 
energy under each cycle can be calculated by compute the area form by the drifts and 
shear forces. At last, sum all the area for each cycle, the total hysteretic energy can be 
calculated.   
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D.2 Foundation Impedance Calculation Considering Scour LS-DYNA Program 
$# LS-DYNA Keyword file created by LS-PrePost 3.2 (Beta) - 25Aug2011(01:39) 
$# Created on May-10-2012 (14:56:55) 
*KEYWORD MEMORY=88999888  
*TITLE 
$# title 
LS-DYNA keyword deck by LS-PrePost 
*CONTROL_TERMINATION 
$#  endtim    endcyc     dtmin    endeng    endmas 
 16.000000         0     0.000     0.000     0.000 
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP 
$#  dtinit    tssfac      isdo    tslimt     dt2ms      lctm     erode     ms1st 
     0.000     0.000         0     0.000     0.000         0         0         0 
$#  dt2msf   dt2mslc     imscl 
     0.000         0         0 
*DATABASE_NODOUT 
$#      dt    binary      lcur     ioopt      dthf     binhf 
  0.001953         0         0         1     0.000         0 
*DATABASE_HISTORY_NODE 
$#     id1       id2       id3       id4       id5       id6       id7       id8 
      5297         0         0         0         0         0         0         0 
*BOUNDARY_SPC_NODE 
$#     nid       cid      dofx      dofy      dofz     dofrx     dofry     dofrz 
    169761         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
    169762         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
    169759         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
169760         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
… 
… 
… 
    279922         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
    279932         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
    279942         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
    279952         0         1         1         1         1         1         1 
*LOAD_NODE_POINT 
$#     nid       dof      lcid        sf       cid        m1        m2        m3 
      5297         2         1  1.000000         0         0         0         0 
*PART 
$# title 
foundation 
$#     pid     secid       mid     eosid      hgid      grav    adpopt      tmid 
         1         1         1         0         0         0         0         0 
*SECTION_SOLID_TITLE 
foundation 
$#   secid    elform       aet 
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         1         1         0 
*MAT_RIGID_TITLE 
foundation 
$#     mid        ro         e        pr         n    couple         m     alias 
         1 1.0000E-63.0000E+10  0.300000     0.000     0.000     0.000           
$#     cmo      con1      con2 
     0.000         0         0 
$# lco or a1      a2        a3        v1        v2        v3 
     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000 
*PART 
$# title 
soil 
$#     pid     secid       mid     eosid      hgid      grav    adpopt      tmid 
         2         2         2         0         0         0         0         0 
*SECTION_SOLID_TITLE 
soil 
$#   secid    elform       aet 
         2         1         0 
*MAT_ELASTIC_TITLE 
soil 
$#     mid        ro         e        pr        da        db  not used 
         2 2670.0000 7.8000E+7  0.300000     0.000     0.000         0 
*PART 
$# title 
pml 
$#     pid     secid       mid     eosid      hgid      grav    adpopt      tmid 
         3         3         3         0         0         0         0         0 
*SECTION_SOLID_TITLE 
pml 
$#   secid    elform       aet 
         3         2         0 
*MAT_PML_ELASTIC_TITLE 
pml 
$#     mid        ro         e        pr 
         3 2670.0000 7.8000E+7  0.300000 
*DEFINE_CURVE_TITLE 
loadcurve 
$#    lcid      sidr       sfa       sfo      offa      offo    dattyp 
         1         0  1.000000  1.000000     0.000     0.000         0 
$#                a1                  o1 
               0.000               0.000 
           0.0019531        11600.705078 
           0.0039063        23187.166016 
           0.0058594        34745.164063 
           0.0078125        46260.519531 
            … 
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… 
… 
          15.9921875       -46260.519531 
          15.9941406       -34745.164063 
          15.9960938       -23187.166016 
          15.9980469       -11600.705078 
*ELEMENT_SOLID 
$#   eid     pid      n1      n2      n3      n4      n5      n6      n7      n8 
       1       1    4632    4633    4644    4643    4753    4754    4765    4764 
       2       1    4633    4634    4645    4644    4754    4755    4766    4765 
       3       1    4634    4635    4646    4645    4755    4756    4767    4766 
       4       1    4635    4636    4647    4646    4756    4757    4768    4767 
       5       1    4636    4637    4648    4647    4757    4758    4769    4768 
       6       1    4637    4638    4649    4648    4758    4759    4770    4769 
        … 
… 
… 
*NODE 
$#   nid               x               y               z      tc      rc 
4631           0.000           0.000           0.000       0       0 
4632      -1.0000000      -1.0000000      -1.0000000       0       0 
4633      -0.8000000      -1.0000000      -1.0000000       0       0 
… 
… 
… 
279960       6.9999976       4.7999997      -7.5999970       0       0 
279961       6.9999976       4.7999997      -7.7999969       0       0 
279962       6.9999976       4.7999997      -7.9999967       0       0 
*END 
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D.3 Ground Motion Simulation Matlab Program 
clc;   
clear all;  
close all; 
numM=1; 
Fs=200;  
Ts=1/Fs; 
M0=6.0;  
Mp=7.9; 
betaM=0.43;  
randMP_=rand(numM,1); 
randMP=randMP_/numM+(0:numM-1)'/numM; 
AM=1-exp(-betaM*(Mp-M0)); 
BM=exp(-betaM*(Mp-M0)); 
Mag=M0-log((randMP*AM +BM))/betaM; 
randM=Mag(randperm(numM)); 
aziR=0.55 
energyV=0.707;  
surF=2;  
denS = 2.8;   
velS = 3.5;   
refR = 1;  
CS = aziR*energyV*surF/(4*pi*refR*denS*velS^3);  
R0=1;  
Ax = [0.01 0.09 0.16 0.51 0.84 1.25 2.26 3.17 6.05 16.6 61.2]; 
Ay = [1.0 1.10 1.18 1.42 1.58 1.74 2.06 2.25 2.58 3.13 4.0]; 
eps_t=0.2;  
eps_w=0.05;  
ftgm=2.0; 
fttw=1.3; 
envB = -(eps_t*log(eps_w))/(1+eps_t*(log(eps_t)-1)); 
envC=envB/eps_t; 
envA=(exp(1)/eps_t)^envB; 
PGA=zeros(numM,1); 
GMinfo=zeros(numM,5); 
for i = 1: numM 
    Rsur = 20;  
    Zsf=R0/Rsur;  
    durationP=0.16*Rsur;  
    seismicM=10^(1.5*randM(i)+10.7*1.5) ;  
    egasilon=exp(0.605-0.255*randM(i));   
    fa=exp(2.181-0.496*randM(i)); 
    durTot=0.5/fa+durationP ;  
    fb=exp(2.41-0.408*randM(i)); 
    numN = floor(durTot/Ts) +1;   
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    timeD = (0:numN-1)*Ts;       
    eps_tn=ftgm*timeD(end); 
    tw=fttw*eps_tn; 
    eve_t=linspace(0,tw,numN)'; 
    envW=envA*((eve_t/eps_tn).^envB).*exp(-envC*(eve_t/eps_tn)); 
    noiseSig=randn(numN,1); 
    winSig = envW.*noiseSig; % windowed noise; time domain; 
    NFFT=4096; 
    fftWsig = fft(winSig,NFFT);    % fourier transform; 
    ffft = (Fs/2)*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1)'; 
    sumW = sqrt(sum ((abs(fftWsig)).^2) / NFFT); 
    freq=ffft; 
    Ssa = (1-egasilon)./(1+(freq/fa).^2) + egasilon./(1+(freq/fb).^2); 
    Ssb=1; 
    SaSb=Ssa*Ssb; 
    speE=(10^-20)*CS*seismicM.*SaSb;  
    pathP=Zsf*exp(-pi*(freq.^0.55)*Rsur/(velS*180));  
    Dxx=((1+(freq/(Fs/2)).^8).^(-0.5)); 
    Dyy=exp(-pi*0.2*freq); 
    siteG= Dxx.*Dyy.*interp1(Ax,Ay,freq,'lienar', 'extrap');  
    Ifgm=-(2*pi*freq).^2; % this is the frequency; 
    fouAcc=2*pi*freq.*Ifgm.*speE.*pathP.*siteG;  
    aaa=fouAcc(1:end); 
    bbb=flipud(aaa(2:end-1)); 
    fouSpec=[aaa;bbb]; 
    NorfftWsig=fftWsig / sumW; 
    twoFFT = fouSpec .* NorfftWsig;    
    finalSig=ifft(twoFFT,NFFT)/100; 
    PGA(i)=max(abs(finalSig))/9.81;  
    PGD(i)=max(abs(cumtrapz(timeD, cumtrapz(timeD, finalSig(1:length(timeD)))))); 
    artiGM{i}=finalSig;  
    Tfinal = ((0:NFFT-1)*Ts)'; 
    quake_ = [Tfinal  finalSig];  
    [SAs, SDs]=Spectra(0.2, 0.05, quake_, 9.81);  
    [SA1, SD1]=Spectra(1.0, 0.05, quake_, 9.81);  
    [SAT1, SDT1]=Spectra(T_fund, 0.05, quake_, 9.81);  
    [SaTn(i, :), SdTn(i, :)]= Spectra(Tn, 0.05, quake_, 9.81); 
    GMinfoD(i, :) = [randM(i), PGD(i), SDs, SD1, SDT1]; 
    GMinfo(i, :) = [randM(i), PGA(i), SAs, SA1 SAT1];       
End 
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D.4 Modal Pushover Analysis OpenSees Main Program 
set fp [open "cpath.txt" r]; 
set fp_ [read $fp];  
close $fp;  
set cpath_ [split $fp_ "\n"];  
set cpath [lindex $cpath_ 0]; 
set fp [open "beam.txt" r]; 
set fp_ [read $fp];  
close $fp; 
set sims_ [split $fp_ "\n"];  
set H_beam [expr [lindex $sims_ 0]]; 
set B_beam [expr [lindex $sims_ 1]]; 
set Hh [expr [lindex $sims_ 2]]; 
set Bb [expr [lindex $sims_ 3]]; 
set Hcolumn [expr [lindex $sims_ 4]]; 
set d_c [expr [lindex $sims_ 5]]; 
set L_roi [expr [lindex $sims_ 6]]; 
set L_roj [expr [lindex $sims_ 7]]; 
set factorNode [expr [lindex $sims_ 8]]; 
set fp [open "scourGsrID.txt" r]; 
set fp_ [read $fp];  
close $fp; 
set simd_ [split $fp_ "\n"];  
set scourID [expr round([lindex $simd_ 0])]; 
set ssid [expr round([lindex $simd_ 1])]; 
set numEigen [expr round([lindex $simd_ 2])]; 
set numModes [expr round([lindex $simd_ 3])]; 
set CID [expr round([lindex $simd_ 4])]; 
set depthS [expr [lindex $simd_ 5]]; 
source $cpath/myUnits-SI.tcl;  
set Output $cpath/ssid$ssid/scour$scourID;  
file mkdir $Output;  
# nm --consider the pushover analysis under each mode;  
for {set nm 1} {$nm <= $numModes} {incr nm 1} { 
wipe;  
wipeAnalysis; 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 3 -ndf 6;   
source $cpath/bridge_ups.tcl; 
if {$ssid < 99} { 
source $cpath/bridge_foundation.tcl; 
} 
if { $nm == 1 } { 
source $cpath/load_gravity.tcl; 
} 
wipeAnalysis;  
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source $cpath/recorder_MPA.tcl; 
source $cpath/load_MPA.tcl; 
}  
exit; 
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D.5 Loads for Modal Pushover Analysis OpenSees Program 
set fp [open "TargetDisp.txt" r]; 
set cd_data [read $fp]; 
close $fp; set data [split $cd_data "\n"];  
set data [lindex $data 0]; 
set ctrlDisp [lindex $data [expr $nm - 1]]; 
set IDctrlNode $node_CF;    
set IDctrlDOF 2;    
set Dmax [expr $ctrlDisp]; 
if {$nm == 1} {  
set Dincr [expr $Dmax / 300.]; 
}  
if {$nm ==2 } {  
set Dincr [expr $Dmax/100.];  
}  
if {$nm ==3} {  
set Dincr [expr $Dmax/60.];  
} 
set fp2 [open "Force.txt" r]; 
set fdata [read $fp2]; 
close $fp2;  
set data [split $fdata "\n"];  
set ctrPush [lindex $data [expr $nm - 1]]; # consider three modes vibration;  
if {$ssid == 99} { 
set ctrID    { 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 } ; 
set ctrNode1 {1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11} ; 
set ctrDOF   {2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2  } ; 
} elseif {$ssid < 99} { 
set ctrID    {1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14   15};  
set ctrNode1 {1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 133 233} ;  
set ctrDOF   {2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2  2  2  2  4   4 } ;  
} 
pattern Plain 2000 Linear { 
 foreach kk $ctrID  { 
        set tmp  [lindex $ctrPush  [expr $kk - 1]];  
  set n1   [lindex $ctrNode1 [expr $kk - 1]]; 
        set dofTag  [lindex $ctrDOF  [expr $kk - 1]]; 
        if {$dofTag == 2} { 
        load $n1  0. $tmp 0. 0. 0. 0.; 
        } elseif {$dofTag == 4} { 
         load $n1 0.  0. 0. $tmp 0.  0.; 
        } 
    } 
} 
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D.6 Post-processing of Modal Pushover Analysis Matlab Program 
for n = 1:numModes 
    ssid_=ssid; 
    scourID_=scourID; 
    tmp1_ = eval(['importdata(''./bridge/ssid',num2str(ssid_), 
'/scour',num2str(scourID_),'/Disp_upY', num2str(n),'.out'')']); 
         mpbridgeDisp{n}=tmp1_(:,2:end);  
         footD1{n} =tmp1_(:,3); 
  tmp102_=eval(['importdata(''./bridge/ssid',num2str(ssid_), 
'/scour',num2str(scourID_),'/ForceBaseCols', num2str(n),'.out'')']); 
        Base_2=abs(tmp102_(:,3)) + abs(tmp102_(:,15));  
        shearForce_1{n}=tmp102_(:,3); 
        baseMoment_1{n} = tmp102_(:,5);  
        tmp103_=eval(['importdata(''./bridge/ssid',num2str(ssid_), 
'/scour',num2str(scourID_),'/elesecf', num2str(n),'.out'')']);  
        strain_= (tmp103_(:,3));  
        stress_= (tmp103_(:,2));  
        strain_1{n}= strain_; 
        stress_1{n}= stress_; 
        if ssid < 99 
            tmp104_=eval(['importdata(''./bridge/ssid',num2str(ssid_), 
'/scour',num2str(scourID_),'/endnodeF', num2str(n),'.out'')']); 
            base_EF=abs(tmp104_(:,2)) +abs(tmp104_(:,3));  
            mpBaseShear{n}=Base_2 + base_EF;  
            tmp2_ = eval(['importdata(''./bridge/ssid',num2str(ssid_), 
'/scour',num2str(scourID_),'/DispMatNodesZ', num2str(n),'.out'')']); 
            rot_1 = atan((tmp2_(:, 2) - tmp2_(:, 3)) / footL); 
            rot_2= atan((tmp2_(:, 4) - tmp2_(:, 5)) / footL); 
            mpMatRot{n} = rot_1;  
            mpMatRot2{n} = rot_2;   
            tmp101_=eval(['importdata(''./bridge/ssid',num2str(ssid_), 
'/scour',num2str(scourID_),'/HorForceMatY', num2str(n),'.out'')']); 
            Base_1=abs(sum(tmp101_(:,2:end),2)); 
            mpBaseShear_soil{n}=Base_1; 
        else 
            tmp104_=eval(['importdata(''./bridge/ssid',num2str(ssid_), 
'/scour',num2str(scourID_),'/endnodeF', num2str(n),'.out'')']); 
            base_EF=abs(tmp104_(:,2)) +abs(tmp104_(:,3));  
            mpBaseShear{n}=Base_2 + base_EF;  
        end 
end 
if pflag == 1 
    f2_ = figure; hold on; 
    for n = 1:numModes 
        figure(f2_); subplot(1,numModes,n); hold on; 
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        Disp_ = abs([0;  mpbridgeDisp{n}(:,1)]); % for the 11th control node;  
        Vb_ = abs([0; mpBaseShear{n}]); 
        p1_ = plot(Disp_, Vb_, 'linewidth', 3, 'color', 'k'); grid on; 
        box on; 
        title(['Force-Disp. at the', num2str(n), '^{th} mode (roof)']); 
         grid on;     
    end 
    set(f2_, 'Units', 'inch', 'Position',  [3 5 12 3]);   
end 
SDF_Alpha = zeros(numModes, 1); 
SDF_Dy = zeros(numModes, 1); 
SDF_Fy = zeros(numModes, 1); 
SDF_Fy_L = zeros(numModes, 1); 
SDF_R = zeros(numModes, 1); 
SDF_Tn = zeros(numModes, 1); 
for n = 1:numModes 
    Disp = abs([0; mpbridgeDisp{n}(:, 1)]);  
    Vb = abs([0; mpBaseShear{n}]);  
    vbm_ = max(Vb); ix_ = find(vbm_ == Vb);  
    vbm = Vb(ix_); 
    urm = Disp(ix_); 
    Vb2_ = Vb(1:ix_); 
    Disp2_ = Disp(1:ix_);  
    dd_ = Disp2_(2);  
    Disp2 = (min(Disp2_) : dd_ : max(Disp2_))'; 
    Vb2 = re_sample_data(Vb2_, Disp2_,  Disp2); 
    Vb2_diff = diff(Vb2) / dd_; 
    Vby_ = vbm * 0.8;  
    [Uy_, Vby_, Alpha_] = find_bilinear_relation(Disp2, Vb2, Vby_, 'Cho_'); 
    bi_disp{n} = [0, Uy_,  urm];  
    bi_forc{n} = [0, Vby_, vbm]; 
    Mn_eff(n) = Ln(n).* Gamma(n); 
    sdof_bi_disp{n} = abs((bi_disp{n} / (Gamma(n) * shMat(numN_ctr, n)))); 
    sdof_bi_forc{n} = abs((bi_forc{n} / Mn_eff(n))); 
    SDF_Alpha(n) = Alpha_; 
    SDF_Dy(n) = abs(Uy_ / (Gamma(n) * shMat(numN_ctr, n)));  
    SDF_Fy(n) = abs(Vby_ / Gamma(n));  
    SDF_Fy_L(n) = Vby_ / Mn_eff(n); % Fsn/Ln=Vbny/Mn*;  
    SDF_Tn(n) = 2 * pi * (abs(SDF_Dy(n) / SDF_Fy_L(n))) ^ 0.5;   
    save (['./bridge/scour', num2str(scourID),'/SDF_Alpha.txt'] ,'SDF_Alpha', '-ascii'); 
    save (['./bridge/scour', num2str(scourID),'/SDF_Dy.txt'] ,'SDF_Dy', '-ascii'); 
    save (['./bridge/scour', num2str(scourID),'/Tn1.txt'] ,'Tn1', '-ascii'); 
    save (['./bridge/scour', num2str(scourID),'/SDF_Fy.txt'] ,'Gamma', '-ascii'); 
    save (['./bridge/scour', num2str(scourID),'/SDF_Fy_L.txt'] ,'Gamma', '-ascii'); 
if pflag == 1 
    f3_ = figure; 
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    for n = 1:numModes 
        figure(f2_); 
        subplot(1,numModes,n); 
        hold on; 
        plot(bi_disp{n}, (bi_forc{n}), 'r', 'linewidth', 3); grid on; 
         
        figure(f3_); hold on; subplot(1,numModes,n); 
        p_(n) = plot(abs(sdof_bi_disp{n}), sdof_bi_forc{n}, 'color', 'r', 'linewidth', 3); grid 
on; 
        hold on; 
    end 
    set(f3_, 'Units', 'inch', 'Position',  [3 5 12 3]); 
end 
 K1_eff = bi_forc{1}(2)/bi_disp{1}(2); 
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D.7 Fragility Analysis Post-processing Matlab Program 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
Width=4;  
Height=3;  
Font_size=10;  
numScour = 42 ;  
numGM=200;      
numIM = 30;      
ssid = 2;        
yearSco=11;   
for i= 1 : numScour 
    tmp1_ = eval(['importdata(''/scoD', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    disp_{i}=tmp1_; % displacement supper structure;  
    tmp2_ = eval(['importdata(''/scoDF', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    dispFou{i}=tmp2_; % displacement foundation;  
     tmp3_ = eval(['importdata(''/scoForce', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    forceCol{i}=tmp3_/1000/1000;  
     tmp4_ = eval(['importdata(''/scoMoment', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    momentCol{i}=tmp4_/1000/1000;  
    tmp5_ =eval(['importdata(''/scoStr', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    strain{i}=tmp5_;  
    tmp6_ = eval(['importdata(''/scoStress', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    stress{i}=tmp6_/1000/1000;  
end 
IMSA = (0.05:0.05:1.5); 
Prob=1; 
nn=length(dMax);  
num_collapse1 = zeros(numIM,1);  
    for j=1:numScour 
        for i =1:numIM 
            if ssid < 99 
                I{i}=find((disp_{j}(i,1:numGM))>dMax); 
                IS{i}=find(abs(strain{j}(i,1:numGM))>sMax);  
            end 
            num_collapse1(i)=length(I{i});  
            num_damage(i)=length(IS{i});  
        end 
        proScour{j}=num_collapse1/numGM;  
        proStrScour{j}=num_damage/numGM;  
    end 
    source seismic hazards. 
source scour hazards 
        IM = (0.05:0.05:1.5); 
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        numCol=zeros(numScour+1,numIM);  
        numDam=zeros(numScour+1,numIM);  
        num_collapse=zeros(1,numIM);         
        num_damage  =zeros(1,numIM);    
        num_gms=numGM*ones(1,numIM);  
        for i = 1:numScour 
            numCol(i,:)=(numGM* proScour{i})'; 
            numDam(i,:)=(numGM*proStrScour{i})'; 
            %Pscour{i}=numCol.*PSy 
        end  
        numCol(end,:)=1.25*numCol(end-1,:);  
        numDam(end,:)=0.75*numDam(end-1,:);  
        numCol_=zeros(numScour +1,numIM);  
        numDam_=zeros(numScour +1,numIM);  
        numCol_(1,:) =numCol(1,:);  
        numDam_(1,:)=numDam(1,:);  
        for i =2:numScour+1 
           numCol_(i,:)=(numCol(i-1,:) +numCol(i,:))/2 ;  
           numDam_(i,:)=(numDam(i-1,:) +numDam(i,:))/2 ;  
        end  
        for j = 1:numIM 
            num_collapseMean(j) = numCol(:,j)'*Ann_PSy{yearSco};  
            num_damageMean(j)   = numDam(:,j)'*Ann_PSy{yearSco};  
        end  
        num_collapse=round(num_collapseMean); 
        illustrate_msa_fits; 
        pha_dis_MLE=p_collapse_mle;  
        num_collapse=round(num_damageMean); 
        illustrate_msa_fits; 
        pha_str_MLE=p_collapse_mle; 
        num_collapse = round(numCol(1,:));  
        illustrate_msa_fits; 
        pcol_NO_MLE=p_collapse_mle;  
        num_collapse=round(numDam(1,:)); 
        illustrate_msa_fits; 
        pdam_NO_MLE=p_collapse_mle; 
        num_collapse=round(numCol(scourTH,:));  
        illustrate_msa_fits;  
        pcol_12_MLE=p_collapse_mle;  
        num_collapse=round(numDam(scourTH,:));  
        illustrate_msa_fits;  
        pdam_12_MLE=p_collapse_mle;  
        num_collapse = round (numCol(end-2,:)); 
        illustrate_msa_fits; 
        pcol2_MLE=p_collapse_mle;  
        num_collapse = round (numDam(end-2,:)); 
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        illustrate_msa_fits; 
        pdam2_MLE=p_collapse_mle; 
        num_collapse=round(numCol(end,:)); 
        pcolMaxs_MLE=p_collapse_mle; 
        num_collapse=round(numDam(end,:));  
        illustrate_msa_fits; 
        pdamMaxs_MLE=p_collapse_mle; 
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D.8 Probabilistic Seismic Demand Analysis Post-processing Matlab Program 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
Width=4;  
Height=3;  
Font_size=10;  
numScour = 42 ; 
numGM=200;       
numIM = 30;      
ssid = 2;       
yearSco=11;  
for i= 1 : numScour 
    tmp1_ = eval(['importdata(''/scoD', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    disp{i}=tmp1_;  
end 
for i= 1 : numScour 
    tmp2_ = eval(['importdata(''/scoStr', num2str(i),'.txt'')']); 
    strain{i}=tmp2_;  
end 
Pro=4;  
nn=length(dMax);  
num_collapse1 = zeros(numIM,1);  
for k=1:nn 
    for j=1:numScour 
        for i =1:numIM 
            I{i}=find((disp{j}(i,1:numGM))>dMax(k)); 
            num_collapse1(i)=length(I{i});  
        end 
        proScour{k,j}=num_collapse1/numGM; 
    end 
end 
source seismic hazards;  
source scour hazards;  
MA = zeros(numScour,numIM,nn); 
for k = 1:nn; 
    for j = 1:numScour; 
        for i = 1:numIM; 
            MA(j,i,k) = Ann_PSy{yearSco}(j)*PSa(i)* proScour{k,j}(i);  
        end; 
    end; 
    lamta(k) = sum(sum(MA(:,:,k))); 
end 
MAWO = zeros(numIM,nn); 
for k = 1:nn; 
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    for i = 1:numIM; 
        MAWO(i,k) = PSa(i)* proScour{k,1}(i);  
    end;  
end; 
lamtaSSI = sum(MAWO); 
MA_surDeep=zeros(numIM,nn); 
for k=1:nn 
    for i =1:numIM 
        MA_surDeep(i,k)=PSa(i)*proScour{k,40}(i); 
    end 
end 
lamtaSurDeep=sum(MA_surDeep); 
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D.9 Hysteretic Energy Calculation Matlab Program 
function [cumEN, cumEP,numN, numP,numFN,numFP]=Hys_Com(Force, Disp) 
NN = length(Force); 
str=1; send_=NN; 
str0=1; 
cumEN=0; cumEP=0; 
jj=0; kk=0; 
mm=0; nn=0;  
for i = str:1:send_-1 
    A=Force(i); 
    B=Force(i+1); 
    if A*B<0.0 && A<0.0 
        [min1,idx1_]=sort(Disp(str0:i));  
        [minf1,idxf1_]=sort(Force(str0:i));  
        mm=mm+1; 
        strf01=idxf1_(1)+str0-1; 
        numFN(mm)=strf01; 
        jj=jj+1; 
        str01=idx1_(1)+str0-1; 
        numN(jj)=str01; 
        thE10 = abs(Force(str0)/2*Disp(str0)); 
        thE11=0;                              
           for j = str0+1:str01-1 
                thE11=thE11+ (abs(Force(j+1)+Force(j))*abs((Disp(j+1)-Disp(j))))/2;   
           end 
           thE12 =0;  
           for h=str01:i-1 
                thE12=thE12+(abs(Force(h+1)+Force(h))/2*abs((Disp(h+1)-Disp(h)))); 
           end 
           thE13 = abs(Force(i)/2*Disp(i)); 
           cumEN= cumEN +  thE10 + thE11 - thE12 - thE13; 
           str0=i+1;  
        elseif A*B <0.0 && A>0.0 
        [max1,idx2_]=sort(Disp(str0:i),'descend'); 
        [maxf1,idxf2_]=sort(Force(str0:i),'descend'); 
         nn=nn+1; 
        strf02=  idxf2_(1)+str0-1; 
        numFP(nn)=strf02; 
        kk=kk+1; 
        str02=idx2_(1)+str0-1; 
        numP(kk)=str02;  
        thE20 = abs(Force(str0)/2*Disp(str0));  
        thE21=0;                             
            for j = str0+1:str02-1 
                thE21=thE21+ (abs(Force(j)+Force(j+1))*abs((Disp(j+1)-Disp(j))))/2;  
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            end 
           thE22 =0;  
             for h=str02:i-1 
                thE22=thE22+(abs(Force(h+1)+Force(h))/2*abs((Disp(h+1)-Disp(h)))); 
             end 
             thE23 = abs(Force(i)/2*Disp(i)); 
            cumEP= cumEP +thE20 + thE21 - thE22 -thE23; 
            str0=i+1; 
    end 
end 
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